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Summary
The Arcminute Microkelvin Imager (AMI) is a dual-array radio interfer-
ometer sited at Lord’s Bridge, near Cambridge. Although it was designed
specifically for studying galaxy clusters via observations of the Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich (SZ) effect, it is also an ideal instrument for Galactic science.
This thesis describes science programmes investigating both Galactic ob-
jects and galaxy clusters that I have carried out with AMI.
A new data analysis pipeline is described which has been developed to
allow the automated processing of data taken by AMI in drift-scan mode,
pointing the telescope at a fixed azimuth and elevation and observing the
sky that drifts past. This is a very efficient mode for large-scale surveys,
but the different character of the data has required innovative algorithms
for effective processing.
The AMI Galactic Plane Survey uses drift-scanning to cover the northern
Galactic plane between |b| / 5◦. It is the first Galactic plane survey at cm-
wave frequencies to achieve crucial mJy-sensitivity levels at arcminute-
scale resolution over a wide area, and as such provides a unique oppor-
tunity to investigate hitherto unusual objects such as ultra- and hyper-
compact Hii regions. I describe my work on the survey strategy and its
implementation and on some of the science I have extracted so far includ-
ing the follow-up of candidate hyper-compact Hii regions.
The recently-released Planck satellite results include the largest catalogue
of SZ-selected clusters of galaxies to date. I describe the AMI follow-up
programme to observe the clusters within the AMI observation limits, and
present the first results from the programme including an interesting dis-
crepancy between the cluster parameters according to AMI and Planck.
Since the two instruments are observing the same physical process, this
indicates a fundamental problem with the ‘universal’ pressure profile cur-
rently favoured for modelling clusters.
In an attempt to address the discrepancy, I use simulations to investigate
the effect of allowing the shape of the pressure profile to vary. The de-
rived parameter constraints are found to vary when clusters are not sim-
ulated and recovered with the same model; the effects are dependent on
angular size, worsening for larger clusters. I also assess the potential for
using AMI data to constrain the cluster shape parameters, and conclude
that weak constraints on the shape parameters are possible with a careful
choice of prior.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Arcminute Microkelvin Imager
The Arcminute Microkelvin Imager (AMI) is a pair of radio synthesis telescopes, the
Small Array (SA) and Large Array (LA), both operating over a frequency range of
13.5 – 18.0 GHz and sited at Lord’s Bridge, Cambridgeshire. A full description of
the telescope can be found in AMI Consortium: Zwart et al. (2008). Here I describe
briefly the main features of the telescope, which are summarised in Table 1.1, and in
Section 1.2.1 I summarise the choice of frequency.
The SA consists of ten 3.7-m dishes, arranged as shown in Fig. 1.1, on a steel floor
to reduce ground-spill and surrounded by a steel screen to reduce terrestrial interfer-
ence and further reduce ground-spill. It has baselines ranging between ≈ 5 and 20 m,
corresponding to ≈ 250 to 1000 λ. The SA was optimised for observing objects on
≈ 3 arcmin scales, and has sensitivity to structures up to ≈ 10 arcmin in scale.
The LA comprises eight 12.8-m dishes, with baselines ranging between ≈ 17 and
107 m or ≈ 950 to 5600 λ. This gives it a much higher angular resolution than the SA,
with a synthesised beam of ≈ 30 arcsec, and much less sensitivity to extended emission.
The configuration of the telescope is shown in Fig. 1.1; five antennas are located on an
(almost) east–west line, and the three remaining antennas are positioned to the north
to improve the snapshot synthesised beam.
Each antenna on both arrays is polar mounted and has a single-polarisation receiver
using InP high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) and cooled to 12 K to reduce
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Figure 1.1: Configuration of the two AMI arrays.
Johnson noise. Each array has a local oscillator which allows downconversion at each
antenna to an intermediate frequency (IF) covering 6 – 12 GHz. All these IF signals for
each array are sent to a correlator, with amplification and cross-band slope equalisa-
tion en route. Before the correlator, analogue (cable and stripline) path compensation
is performed with a smallest bit length of 25 mm (the IF signal has a coherence length
of 50 mm), with each subsequent bit having a length of twice the previous one. Auto-
matic gain control (AGC) at the end of each IF chain ensures that the power entering
the correlator from each antenna is constant in time despite temperature, weather and
airmass variations and variation between components. Also at the end of each IF chain
is the synchronous detection of the 1 KHz square wave injected by a noise diode in
each receiver horn; this ‘rain gauge’ signal provides a good measure for each telescope
of the time-varying contributions to system temperature of atmospheric emission and
rain.
The AMI correlators are ‘add and square’ Fourier Transform Spectrometers, which
split the frequency band into eight channels each of 0.75 GHz by correlating the sig-
nals of each baseline simultaneously at 16 different discrete path (or equivalently, time)
delays, with nominal delay length of 25mm; the data are then Fourier transformed to
synthesise the frequency channels in software. To achieve full signal-to-noise perfor-
mance, for each baseline the sum and difference of the two inputs are formed, resulting
2
Table 1.1: Main properties of the two AMI arrays. From AMI Consortium: Zwart et al.
(2008).
SA LA
Antenna diameter 3.7 m 12.8 m
Antenna efficiency 0.75 0.67
Number of antennas 10 8
Number of baselines 45 28
Baseline lengths (current) 5–20 m 18–110 m
Primary beam (15.7 GHz) 20.1 arcmin 5.5 arcmin
Synthesized beam ≈ 3 arcmin ≈ 30 arcsec
Flux sensitivity 30 mJy s−1/2 3 mJy s−1/2
Observing frequency 13.9–18.2 GHz
Bandwidth 4.3 GHz
Number of channels 6
Channel bandwidth 0.72 GHz
System temperature 25 K
Declination range > -15◦ > -20◦
Elevation limit +20◦ +5◦
Polarization measured I+Q
in two independent measurements for each lag. In practice, the bottom two channels
are discarded due to a combination of poor correlator performance and satellite inter-
ference.
The presence of geostationary satellites also restricts the observing range of the
telescopes. Although the SA and LA were designed to observe down to δ = −15◦ and
−20◦ respectively, satellite interference becomes problematic for the SA (LA) below
δ ≈+20◦ (+5◦). Below these limits, observation is possible but contamination from
satellites becomes considerable and large amounts of the data must be discarded.
1.2 The Sunyaev-Zel’dovich Effect
AMI was designed to observe galaxy clusters via the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect,
which is the inverse-Compton scattering of cosmic microwave background (CMB)
photons by high-energy electrons (Sunyaev and Zeldovich 1970, 1972; see also Birkin-
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shaw 1999; Carlstrom et al. 2002 for reviews). This causes a distortion in the CMB
spectrum, made up of three main components: the thermal SZ effect, caused by ther-
mal motion of the electrons in the plasma in the huge gravitational potential wells of
galaxy clusters; relativistic effects introduced by energetic non-thermal electrons in the
plasma; and the kinematic SZ effect, caused by the peculiar velocity of the cluster with
respect to the CMB rest frame. The dominant effect is the thermal SZ effect and the
other two are neglected in the analysis of AMI data. The change in thermodynamic
(not brightness) temperature due to the thermal SZ effect, ∆TS Z, relative to the CMB
temperature, TCMB, is given by:
∆TS Z
TCMB
= f (x)y (1.1)
=
{(
x
ex + 1
ex − 1 − 4
)
(1 + δS Z(x, Te))
} {
σT
mec2
∫
nekBTedℓ
}
.
The first factor f (x) encodes the frequency dependence as a function of the dimen-
sionless frequency x ≡ (hν)/(kBTCMB), where h is the Planck constant and kB is the
Boltzmann constant. δS Z is a relativistic correction (e.g. Challinor et al. 1997; Itoh
et al. 1998) which is negligible for analysis of AMI data. In the Rayleigh-Jeans limit,
f (x) ≈ -2. The second factor y is the Compton y-parameter, which encodes the number
of scatterings a photon undergoes, σT ne where σT is the Thomson scattering cross-
section and ne is the electron number density, and the energy gain per scattering event,
(kBTe)/(mec2) where me is the electron mass and c is the speed of light, integrated over
the line of sight ℓ. This spectral distortion appears as a decrement in the CMB temper-
ature at frequencies < 217 GHz and an increase at higher frequencies (see Fig. 1.2).
Equation 1.1 shows that the temperature decrement, and therefore the SZ surface
brightness, are independent of redshift. Integrating the flux density over the solid angle
of the cluster gives
∫
∆TS ZdΩ ∝ Ne〈Te〉D2A
∝ Mgas〈Te〉
D2A
(1.2)
where Ne, 〈Te〉 and Mgas are the total number of electrons in the cluster, mean electron
temperature, and gas mass of the cluster, respectively and DA is its angular diameter
distance. For clusters at redshifts z ' 0.5, DA varies little with z, which is a strong
4
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Figure 1.2: Spectrum resulting from the distortion caused by the SZ effect (solid line)
to the black-body spectrum of the CMB (dashed line), for an exaggeratedly massive
cluster with y = 0.1, according to equation 1.1. The AMI band is indicated by the
grey rectangle, and the centres of the Planck bands used for SZ observations are also
indicated as solid red lines (see Section 1.2.2).
advantage for observing distant clusters in SZ, as opposed to other observing methods
such as X-ray for which the brightness of the cluster depends critically on the redshift.
In addition, the y-parameter is proportional to the line-of-sight integral of electron
number density (weighted by temperature), whereas X-ray luminosity is proportional
to its square. This means that SZ data are less biased toward the concentrated, dense
gas at the core of a cluster and can be used to detect and characterise the outer regions.
1.2.1 AMI design
The baseline range of the SA was designed to allow observation of extended objects of
angular size up to ≈ 10 arcmin, which is necessary for observing the extended structure
of the SZ effect for clusters at redshift z ' 0.2, while excluding the biggest peaks in
the primordial CMB power spectrum. The longer baselines of the LA were designed
to exclude most of the cluster flux, and are primarily used to measure and subtract
confusing foreground sources (Zwart, 2007); they can also be used to observe clusters
at higher redshift with smaller angular sizes. Fig. 1.3(a) shows flux densities of a
low- and higher- redshift cluster as a function of baseline length, compared to the
primordial CMB anisotropies and confusing foreground sources, and illustrates the
choice of baselines.
The AMI frequency band was chosen as a compromise between the SZ signal-
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Figure 1.3: An illustration of the conflicting effects which the AMI telescopes were
designed around. (a) shows expected flux as a function of baseline for the primordial
CMB anisotropies (dot-dash), the well-known cluster A2218 at redshift z = 0.171
(solid line), the same cluster shifted to z = 1.0 (dashed lines), and confusion from radio
point sources (thick dotted line), assuming sources above 0.32 mJy have been detected
by the LA and subtracted. The cluster flux density is plotted as positive for comparison
with the other flux densities, but in reality is negative. The thick grey lines show the
4σ flux sensitivity of the two AMI arrays after a two-hour observation and illustrate
the range of baseline lengths covered by both arrays. (b) shows the contribution of
atmospheric emission to system temperature as a function of frequency, contrasting a
high, dry site such as Mauna Kea to a low, wet site such as Cambridge. The thick
dashed curve is the brightness temperature of an unresolved 1 Jy source at 15 GHz in a
3.4 arcmin beam, assuming S ∝ ν−0.7. From Kaneko (2006).
to-noise ratio, the atmospheric conditions and cost. The maximum SZ decrement in
intensity occurs at ≈ 130 GHz, but both the receiver noise and sky background rise
with frequency while the effect of radio source confusion falls with frequency. These
considerations, combined with the East Anglian climate and restrictions on commer-
cially available equipment as well as the presence of the 22 GHz water line, set the
bandwidth and frequency range (AMI Consortium: Zwart et al., 2008); these effects
are illustrated in Fig. 1.3(b).
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1.2.2 SZ surveys
Pointed observations toward previously-known clusters in SZ have become common-
place, and in recent years several blind surveys have been carried out in SZ, detecting
many new clusters. The near-independence to redshift, as well as the strong correlation
between the SZ signal and the mass of the cluster, makes SZ surveys very attractive for
constructing cluster catalogues with well-understood, nearly cosmology-independent,
selection functions. These catalogues can be used to construct number counts as a
function of mass and redshift, which can be used to constrain some cosmological pa-
rameters and investigate the growth of large-scale structure from z ≈ 1 to the present
day. In addition, these catalogues can be used for studies of the (still poorly under-
stood) physics of galaxy clusters.
Recently published results from large-scale SZ surveys include the South Pole
Telescope (SPT) survey (Reichardt et al., 2013), with a total of 158 confirmed clusters
from a 720 deg2 survey; the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) survey (Hasselfield
et al., 2013), with 91 confirmed clusters from 504 deg2; and the Planck survey (Planck
Collaboration et al., 2013a), with 861 confirmed clusters detected over the whole sky
(excluding the Galaxy). Fig. 1.4 illustrates the range of redshifts over these three SZ
surveys detect clusters, with comparison to X-ray surveys. The Planck survey will be
described in more detail in Chapter 4, along with the AMI follow-up of the clusters de-
tected. AMI is also conducting a deep survey over ≈ 10 deg2, with 10 new detections
(AMI Consortium: Shimwell et al., 2012).
1.3 Galactic science
Understanding the emission produced by the Milky Way is important both for fore-
ground removal for cosmological studies, and for understanding the physics involved
in processes occurring in other galaxies for accurate theoretical modelling and numer-
ical simulations. Although AMI was designed to observe the SZ effect, it has also
proved extremely useful for Galactic science. The short baselines of the SA allow ob-
servation of many extended Galactic objects, while the sensitivity and longer baselines
of the LA make it useful for higher-resolution observations of point-like objects. The
frequency lever-arm of AMI allows it to constrain the spectral index of an object, giv-
7
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: From Planck Collaboration et al. (2013a): (a) shows the distribution in
mass and redshift for clusters detected in the Planck, SPT and ACT SZ surveys. (b)
compares the distribution to that of the ROSAT-ESO Flux-Limited X-ray Galaxy Clus-
ter survey (REFLEX, Bo¨hringer et al. 2004), and clusters from the Meta-Catalogue of
X-ray detected Clusters (MCXC, Piffaretti et al. 2011) with z > 0.5. The green solid
line shows the REFLEX detection limit, and the black solid line shows the Planck 20%
completeness limit for the medium-deep survey area.
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ing insight into the physical process producing the radiation. Some of the many fields
of Galactic research AMI has made an important contribution to include the following.
1.3.1 Spinning dust
It was shown in Draine and Lazarian (1998a) and Draine and Lazarian (1998b) that
rapidly rotating small dust grains would produce an emission spectrum detectable be-
tween 10 and 100 GHz and strongly peaked between 20 and 40 GHz. This was sug-
gested to account for the ‘anomalous’ diffuse Galactic microwave emission (AME)
discovered in the context of mapping the CMB (Leitch et al., 1997). Since the AMI
frequency band lies very close to the peak of the emission spectrum, it has been possi-
ble to investigate the spinning-dust emission from several different types of object.
HII regions The behaviour of Hii regions and their expected emission spectrum is
believed to be well understood, so they provide a good testing ground for investigat-
ing possible excess emission from spinning dust. Below ∼ 100 GHz Hii regions are
expected to emit dominantly via the free-free mechanism. Above ∼ 1 GHz the emis-
sion is in the optically thin regime, with a canonical spectral index of α = 0.1, where
S ∝ ν−α. Sixteen compact Galactic Hii regions were observed with the SA, finding
no significant evidence for spinning dust towards these sources (AMI Consortium:
Scaife et al., 2008). This non-detection is important for constraining physical mod-
els of AME, since any successful model must explain the lack of excess seen in these
cases. Another two, more extended Hii regions selected using Planck data as spinning
dust candidates were also investigated with the SA (Perrott et al., 2013b); the emission
from S235 was found to be consistent with free-free emission, while the spectrum of
S140 was found to be rising across the AMI band, consistent with spinning dust emis-
sion. In both cases, the anomalous emission detected by Planck must arise on much
larger angular scales than those measured by AMI.
Dark clouds Fourteen dark molecular clouds selected from the Lynds dark nebula
catalogue on the basis of SCUBA measurements of angular size were observed with the
SA in order to investigate possible spinning-dust emission. Five candidates had a clear
excess at 16 GHz relative to the expected free-free spectrum, which is well-described
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by the spinning dust model; two of these (L1111 and L675) are considered definite
detections and three (L944, L1103 and L1246) probable detections (AMI Consortium:
Scaife et al. 2009b, AMI Consortium: Scaife et al. 2009a). These five candidates were
followed up with the LA to provide 25 arcsec resolution images. L1103 and L1111
were resolved out by the LA, however it was able to provide useful observations of
the other three. These suggested that L675 was associated with a stellar wind from a
deeply embedded young protostar; emission towards L944 was consistent with either
spinning dust or a collection of ultra-compact Hii regions; and emission towards L1246
was consistent with rotation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules (AMI Con-
sortium: Scaife et al., 2010a).
NGC6946 The nearby galaxy NGC6946 was observed with the LA to investigate
reportedly anomalous emission from region E4. The spectrum derived from the AMI
band was found to be αAMI = 0.11±0.77, consistent with optically thin free-free emis-
sion, but the spectrum rises between 8.5 (from Effelsberg 100m and VLA data) and
16 GHz (α168.5 = −0.67±0.08). Two models for the spectrum were tested using Bayesian
analysis, one with a spinning dust component, and the other with a high-opacity free-
free component. Both also included a synchrotron and un-absorbed free-free compo-
nent. The spinning dust model was found to be slightly favoured (AMI Consortium:
Scaife et al., 2010b) – the first putative detection of extra-galactic spinning dust.
1.3.2 Supernova remnants
Twelve reported supernova remnants (SNRs) were observed with the SA to determine
spectra in conjunction with data from the literature at lower radio frequencies. The
spectra for well-studied objects were in good agreement with previous results, while
for less well-studied objects the AMI data provide higher-frequency radio observations
than were previously available, providing better constraints on their radio spectra (AMI
Consortium: Hurley-Walker et al., 2009b).
In addition, a new shell-SNR, G64.5+0.9, was discovered by Natasha Hurley-
Walker in NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) maps and confirmed with the SA and
the Very Large Array (VLA) (AMI Consortium: Hurley-Walker et al., 2009a).
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1.3.3 Young stellar objects
The LA has been used to follow up cores identified as young stellar objects by the
Spitzer ‘From Cores to Disks’ programme (c2d). These observations are being used
to improve constraints on correlations between radio luminosity, infra-red luminosity,
bolometric luminosity and outflow force (AMI Consortium: Scaife et al. 2011a, AMI
Consortium: Scaife et al. 2011b).
1.3.4 Source monitoring
The Ryle Telescope and subsequently the LA have participated in many long-term
monitoring projects, including the following.
Cygnus X-3 The Galactic microquasar Cyg X-3 has been monitored as part of a
multi-wavelength study. This is an unusual X-ray binary which produces radio jets
and has also been shown to be a transient gamma-ray source. These observations have
provided insight into the physical processes occurring in microquasars, showing that
very efficient particle acceleration and gamma-ray propagation out of the inner disk of
the microquasar usually occur a few days before relativistic jet ejections (Tavani et al.,
2009).
Cygnus X-1 Long-term monitoring of the X-ray binary Cyg X-1 in X-rays and at
15 GHz with the Ryle Telescope and LA has shown a change in its super-orbital period
from ≈ 150 days to ≈ 300 days. This is thought to be due to the changing viewing angle
of a precessing accretion disc (Zdziarski et al., 2011).
1.4 Thesis outline
The remainder of this thesis is split into two sections, as follows:
Galactic studies
• Chapter 2 describes an improved and extended analysis pipeline for SA data
taken in the ‘drift-scan’ observation mode.
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• Chapter 3 presents the AMI Galactic Plane Survey (AMIGPS), a drift-scan sur-
vey of the Northern Galactic plane between b ≈±5◦. The previous Galactic
work on AMI has shown the benefit of AMI observations for constraining prop-
erties of unusual Galactic sources which are currently not well-understood – the
AMIGPS provides a unique large-scale resource for furthering investigation into
these sources.
Galaxy clusters
• Chapter 4 describes AMI follow-up observations of clusters detected in the Planck
all-sky surveys, and presents some first results including a discrepancy between
cluster fluxes measured by AMI and Planck.
• Chapter 5 presents one method for attempting to reconcile the discrepancy, by
allowing the parameters describing the shape of the SZ effect to vary.
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Chapter 2
Drift scanning
The usual observation mode employed by AMI is a tracked observation, in which a
particular source is followed as it moves across the sky. In drift scanning, on the other
hand, the telescope is pointed at a fixed azimuth and elevation while the sky drifts past,
resulting in an observation of a narrow strip at fixed elevation. In practice, the telescope
is actually driven very slowly in elevation in order to maintain a constant declination
(δ) as measured in J2000 coordinates. This enables strips to be easily reobserved at a
later date if the data has been corrupted by weather or hardware failures.
An AMI drift scan pipeline was developed by Matthew Davies (Davies, 2010) as an
extension of the usual pipeline for tracked observations. However, the data taken when
drift scanning are quite different in character – one of the main differences is that the
signal from a tracked observation of an astronomical source will maintain a constant
amplitude in the absence of noise; for a drift scan, sources drift through the field of
view of the telescope, so the amplitude of the signal changes as they pass through
the primary beam. I have developed substantial changes and additions to the original
pipeline in order to cope with this, which are described below.
2.1 Data calibration and automatic flagging
2.1.1 Original pipeline
Data are loaded into reduce, the AMI in-house data reduction system. Various flagging
routines are applied to the data, in a similar manner to the pipeline which is used for
13
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Table 2.1: Assumed I + Q flux densities of 3C286, 3C48 and 3C147.
Channel ν¯/GHz S 3C286/Jy S 3C48/Jy S 3C147/Jy
3 13.88 3.74 1.89 2.72
4 14.63 3.60 1.78 2.58
5 15.38 3.47 1.68 2.45
6 16.13 3.35 1.60 2.34
7 16.88 3.24 1.52 2.23
8 17.63 3.14 1.45 2.13
tracked observations, described in Hurley-Walker (2010). These include flagging for
interference spikes, and data-points which differ from the bulk of the data by a multiple
of the data standard deviation (usually three).
A mean is calculated and subtracted from the data for each spacing and each of the
16 lags before the gains are calibrated using a recent observation of either 3C48, 3C286
or 3C147. The assumed flux densities for 3C286 were converted from Very Large Ar-
ray total-intensity measurements and are consistent with the Rudy et al. (1987) model
of Mars transferred on to absolute scale, using results from the Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe (Perley and Butler, 2013). The assumed flux densities for 3C48
and 3C147 are based on long-term monitoring with the AMI-SA using 3C286 for flux
calibration (see Table 2.1).
The data are then Fourier transformed to synthesise the frequency channels and fur-
ther amplitude flagging is applied to excise remaining interference. Phase-calibration
is performed using interleaved observations of secondary calibration sources; a correc-
tion for changing airmass is applied using the rain gauge (see Section 1.1); and noisy
baselines are down-weighted. In order to process the continuous drift-scan data, the
visibilities are assigned and phase-rotated to pointing centres separated by 10 arcmin,
approximately the half-width at half-maximum of the AMI-SA primary beam, and
output as multi-source uv-fits files.
2.1.2 Testing, problems and improvements
The procedures described above work very well for tracked observations when all the
data are expected to be of the same amplitude, but the drift-scan maps produced using
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this pipeline were not entirely satisfactory. An example can be seen in Figure 2.9. The
map is heavily striped, which indicates a problem with the zero levels of the lag data.
This was found to be a result of two separate problems: the presence of geostationary
satellites, and the presence of bright sources in the scan.
Geostationary satellites
Drift-scan data are taken in periods of 1800 seconds, interspersed with periods of 400
seconds observing bright calibrator sources (in a tracked manner) in order to perform
interleaved calibration. On inspection of the raw lag data of several observations, it
was noticed that the zero level of one or more sections of field data appeared to be
different with respect to the majority of the data (see Figure 2.1). This translated into a
signal in one channel after Fourier transforming, and was therefore deduced to be due
to a monochromatic signal from a geostationary satellite.
In a tracked observation, this signal would appear as an interference spike as the
telescope scanned past the satellite, and would be flagged by one of the automatic
algorithms. When drift scanning, however, the telescope points at a fixed point in the
sky with a constant displacement from the satellite, and so the signal is constant. When
the telescope is moved to observe a calibrator, the sky continues drifting while the
calibrator data are taken. When it is returned to drift scanning mode it must therefore
point toward a slightly different azimuth and elevation to return to the RA and δ it left
off from, i.e. at a different position relative to the satellite. Signal from a geostationary
satellite may therefore be present in some sections of drift scan field data but not others.
In the original pipeline, as for tracked observations, the mean was calculated over
all the unflagged field data, and this was subtracted to zero the lag data. However it
is clear from Figure 2.1 that this results in incorrect mean calculation when satellites
are present. Since the signal is constant over the field section and the amplitude of the
signal is stable, the data are still usable provided the correct mean is subtracted. This
could be achieved by simply calculating a mean separately for each field section, but
a global mean from the field data is required for correct zeroing of the calibrator data.
For bright sources which have a slow fringe rate, the mean can be biased away from
the zero level, so that a zero-level cannot be calculated from the calibrator data, and
since the calibrator observations are tracked they are not subject to the same satellite
interference as adjacent field sections.
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I therefore implemented the following algorithm, to correctly calculate a zero level
for all spacings and all lags:
1. a global mean is calculated, including all field data;
2. individual field section means and standard deviations are calculated;
3. if all the lag means for a particular field section and a particular spacing are
within one standard deviation of the corresponding global means, this field sec-
tion is considered to be unaffected by satellite interference;
4. the global mean is recalculated, excluding those field sections which do not meet
the above condition, and is subtracted from all data, including calibrator data;
5. individual means are subtracted from each field section, to account for any low-
amplitude interference which survives the standard deviation test.
Additionally, if there are less than 50 unflagged samples in a field section (de-
termined empirically to be the minimum number of samples that give a reasonably
accurate mean), the global mean is used if the data pass the standard deviation test; if
not, the data are flagged.
This algorithm appears to cope well with the demands of the data. Figure 2.1
shows the result of the mean-subtraction algorithm used on data affected by satellite
interference. A map of the same data used in Figure 2.9 is shown in Figure 2.10. It can
be seen that the striping is significantly reduced; however, there is still visible striping
around the bright sources.
Bright sources
When the fringe rate is slow, the mean calculation is also biased by the presence of
bright sources passing through the beam. Figure 2.2 shows drift scan data containing
Cassiopeia (Cas) A, a very bright radio source with a very slow fringe rate on the
selected baseline. The mean will clearly not represent the zero level when these data
are included. This effect can also cause striping in the final map (see Figure 2.10).
In addition, I found that the automatic amplitude flagging procedures designed to
flag interference spikes in tracked observations identify bright sources (& 100 mJy)
as interference and flag out much of their amplitude. The effect of this is shown in
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Figure 2.1: An example of drift scan data with interference from a geostationary satel-
lite present in one field section (left), and after applying the mean subtraction algorithm
(right). The data are still usable after the effect has been corrected for. Calibrator data
are in green, field data in black.
Figures 2.2 and 2.3, where Cas A is flagged out by the automatic routines. This leads
to an overall suppression of the amplitudes of bright sources.
Both of these problems can be resolved by identifying the data ranges containing
the bright sources and excluding them from the mean calculation and flagging algo-
rithms. As the mapping procedure – after outputting the data from reduce – is very
time consuming compared to the calibration process, it was desirable to be able to
identify the sources directly from the visibility data within reduce.
I found that an improved visibility dataset could be achieved using a bootstrapping
procedure. The data are first analysed as if there were no sources, with all flagging
algorithms used to detect and remove interference spikes. The bright sources are then
identified using an algorithm called ‘find sources’ (see below), and the sample ranges
over which they occur are written out into an ‘exclusion table’. The data are reloaded,
and the pipeline is re-run, but this time means are calculated excluding the ranges con-
taining sources, and amplitude-flagging procedures also exclude these ranges. This has
resulted in another reduction in striping (see Figure 2.11), and correct source ampli-
tudes being found for sources above ∼ 100 mJy (see Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.2: A section of drift scan data containing the bright (≈ 100 Jy) supernova
remnant, Cas A, before the flagging routines are applied. Since the source has a slow
fringe rate on this baseline, the mean calculation would clearly be biased by including
these data. While this is an extreme example, sources above ≈ 100 mJy suffer from the
same undesirable effect.
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Figure 2.3: The same timestream data as shown in Fig. 2.2, after the automatic flagging
routines are applied. Note the difference in scale between this plot and Figure 2.2.
Sources above ≈ 100 mJy are found to be at least partially flagged out by the automatic
routines. Calibrator data are in green, field data in black.
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find sources The new ‘find sources’ algorithm is an adaptation of ‘flag interfer-
ence’ (see Hurley-Walker 2010) which I have written. It works on the visibility data,
which are averaged together in a weighted fashion over each spacing and each fre-
quency channel to produce a single time-series. This reduces the effect of interference,
which only occurs on some baselines and some channels, while increasing the signal-
to-noise of peaks due to sources, which should appear on all baselines and all channels.
The time-series is smoothed to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, and peaks are then
identified as follows:
1. the highest peak is identified, and an initial range of 100/(smoothing factor)
(giving an angular scale comparable with the full-width at half-maximum of the
SA primary beam) samples to either side of the peak is set;
2. if the peak value is less than a tolerance value multiplied by the mean of the data,
the algorithm stops;
3. otherwise, the range is extended asymmetrically on either side until the edge
values are found to be less than the tolerance;
4. a new mean is calculated, excluding the range which has been identified as a
source, and the process is repeated.
I tested ranges of smoothing and tolerance values to identify which would best
detect the correct ranges corresponding to bright sources, and values of 20 samples
and two were selected as defaults. An example plot is shown in Figure 2.4 of sources
detected using this method.
2.2 fuse
When multiple observations of the same declination strip are available, the uv-fits data
output from reduce are concatenated using another piece of in-house software, fuse,
written by Jonathon Zwart and Tim Shimwell, and which I optimised to perform faster
with large volumes of data. If pointing centres from two different observations are
within a 10 arcsec tolerance of each other, the data belonging to those pointings are
concatenated and a new pointing centre is assigned which is the average of the original
pointing centres.
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Figure 2.4: An example of sources detected using the ‘find sources’ algorithm (in
black) in the declination strip containing Cas A. The amplitude is arbitrary since it
depends on how much of the source has been cut out by the flagging routines. Not all
sources are real, but the majority are and are labelled with their flux as measured from
the final combined map, and distance in declination from the centre of the strip.
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Figure 2.5: Peak flux density values measured for sources in a test area of the Galactic
plane, with and without the exclusion tables applied during data reduction. The right
hand plot is a zoomed-in version of the left hand plot. The black solid line indicates
a one-to-one correspondence; sources with peak flux density above ≈ 100 mJy beam−1
show an amplitude suppression effect.
2.3 aips
Data that have been concatenated by fuse are imaged using the Astronomical Image
Processing System (aips1) as individual 128× 128 pixel pointings with 20× 20 arcsec2
pixels. Natural weighting is used to maximise signal-to-noise, and all six frequency
channels are imaged using a multi-frequency synthesis; as a consequence of different
flagging of the channels, the effective frequency will vary slightly between pointings.
Individual channel maps are not produced.
Matthew Davies wrote an automated algorithm which first produces a dirty map
and then estimates its r.m.s. noise level σ using the imean task over the whole map,
which fits a Gaussian centred on zero to the distribution of pixel values, discarding
outliers. The map is then cleaned to 3σ, unless a bright source (> 200 mJy on the
map) is present, in which case the algorithm first cleans to 3σ using a 6×6 pixel clean
box around the brightest pixel, then removes the box and continues cleaning to the
same flux density level. Each component map is cleaned using an elliptical Gaussian
fitted to the central region of the dirty beam as the restoring beam. As a result, the
restoring beam for each component map is slightly different.
1http://aips.nrao.edu/
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I made various attempts to improve this step of the process, including experiment-
ing with circular clean boxes, adjusting the size of the boxes, and attempting self-
calibration; however, these made little difference to the resulting maps.
2.4 Beam correction
The individual pointings mapped in aips need to be corrected for the effect of the pri-
mary beam before being combined into a single map, however this is not straightfor-
ward. The SA primary beam is usually approximated as a Gaussian fitted to the central
lobe of the actual beam. This has a best-fit FWHM of 19.6 arcmin at the central fre-
quency, 15.75 GHz. Since each drift scan pointing actually consists of data taken at
different sub-pointings along the RA axis of the pointing, the primary beam at each
data point must be taken into account. Matthew Davies devised a beam correction
method for drift-scan data which takes a weighted average over primary beams cen-
tred at each contributing data point, ie for any pixel in the map
primary beam =
∑N
i=1 wi exp
(
− ∆2i2σ2
)
∑N
i=1 wi
=
∑N
i=1 wi exp
(
− (x−xi )2+y22σ2
)
∑N
i=1 wi
, (2.1)
where N is the number of samples constituting the pointing, wi = 1/σ2rms,i is the weight
of the i’th sample (i.e. the sum of weights for all baselines and all channels contributing
to a one-second sample) where σrms,i is the r.m.s. noise on the sample, 2σ
√
2 ln(2)
is the FWHM of the SA primary beam (19.6 arcmin), and ∆i =
√
(x − xi)2 + y2 is
the separation of the pixel from the pointing centre of the sample, where (x, y) is the
pixel location and (xi, 0) is the pointing centre of the sample along the RA axis. The
pixel value is then divided by the weighted-average beam for that pixel; pixels with
a weighted-average beam of ≤ 0.1 are blanked. This has the effect of elongating the
beam along the RA axis to ≈ 37 arcmin between the 10%-power points, compared to
the normal SA primary beam RA width (to 10%) of ≈ 35 arcmin; this is illustrated in
Figure 2.6.
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The beam correction algorithm also produces a noise map, which is the inverse of
the beam correction, scaled by the r.m.s. noise value of the map calculated by imean.
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Figure 2.6: An example of the drift-scan primary beam. This is the weighted average
of the SA primary beam centred at each of the samples taken along the RA axis. The
left-hand figure shows the weighted-average primary beam for a typical pointing; the
right-hand figure shows this primary beam divided by the usual SA primary beam
for a typical, non-drift-scan pointing. The coordinates of the samples constituting the
pointing are overplotted in black. The width in RA of the pointing is ≈ 37 arcmin,
whereas the width of a typical, non-drift-scan pointing cut off at the 10%-power point
is ≈ 35 arcmin.
To test the beam correction algorithm, I found peak fluxes for two well-characterised
non-variable sources, 3C48 and NGC 7027, in all the individual beam-corrected point-
ing maps which contained them inside the 10% beam point which is used as a cutoff.
A plot of the (beam-corrected) peak flux values versus distance from the pointing cen-
tre is shown in Figure 2.7 along with their expected values, derived from long-term
monitoring with tracked observations on the SA. It is clear that when the source is
detected far from the pointing centre, the flux density is less accurate. This is to be ex-
pected since, as well as the thermal noise level being higher, phase errors are expected
to have a greater effect toward the edge of a pointing. When the individual maps are
combined, the pixels nearer the centre of a pointing are given higher weight, so that
the more reliable central values contribute more to the final flux density and the scatter
in the more-distant points averages out. The pointing centres are spaced by 10 arcmin
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in RA and 12 arcmin in δ, so any pixel at a distance ' 6 arcmin from the centre will
contribute less to the final map than the corresponding pixel from the adjacent pointing
centre.
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Figure 2.7: Peak flux densities measured from beam-corrected, component pointing
maps and plotted as a function of distance from the pointing centre, for 3C48 (left) and
NGC 7027 (right). The dots represent pointings where the source lies nearly on the RA
axis; the crosses are pointings in which it lies above the axis; and the open circles are
pointings in which it lies below the axis. The solid and dotted black lines represent the
expected value and ±5% uncertainty levels respectively. The error bars are the value
of the constituent noise maps at the point of measurement added in quadrature with a
5% calibration uncertainty.
2.5 Combining the maps
Finally, the individual beam-corrected pointing maps are added together, weighting
each pixel by the inverse of its variance calculated from the noise map, into larger
continuous maps using the in-house software profile (Grainge et al., 2002), which I
also adapted to produce maps in Galactic coordinates. Corresponding continuous noise
maps for use in source-finding are also produced in the same way from the noise maps
for the individual pointing centres; these are found to provide an accurate representa-
tion of the noise, except around bright sources as discussed in Section 2.7.2. Fig. 2.8
shows an example noise map section illustrating the variation in noise level across a
typical map.
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Figure 2.8: A typical noise map illustrating the variation in noise level across the map.
The grey-scale is in mJy beam−1 and is truncated at 6 mJy beam−1 to show the low-
level variation; the highest noise level in the area shown is ≈ 10 mJy beam−1 in the
north-eastern corner. Crosses mark the positions of sources with peak flux densities
> 50 mJy beam−1, around which it can be seen that the noise level increases. Away
from the bright sources, the noise level is / 3 mJy beam−1.
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2.6 Example maps
Figures 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 show maps produced at various stages of improving the
pipeline. The reduction in striping can be seen as the effects of geostationary satellites
and bright sources are allowed for.
Figure 2.9: A drift scan map of the Galactic plane, made using the original pipeline.
Objects visible in the map include the supernova remnant CTB 1 at RA≈ 00h 00m,
δ ≈ 62d 30m; a resolved Hii region, Sh 2-173, at RA≈ 00h 20m, δ ≈ 61d 30m, and the
bright radio source 4C 60.01 at RA ≈ 00h 15m, δ ≈ 61d 18m. The striping is caused by
problems with the zero-levels in the lag data due to geostationary satellites and bright
sources.
2.7 Source extraction
Sources are found using another piece of in-house software, sourcefind, developed by
Elizabeth Waldram and Thomas Franzen. This searches for maxima in the map which
are greater than a specified multiple of the corresponding noise-map pixel (usually 5).
A peak position and flux density value is measured by interpolating between the grid
points. An initial estimate of the integrated flux density and source size is also cal-
culated by integrating contiguous pixels down to 2.5× the local thermal noise level,
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Figure 2.10: An improved drift scan map of the Galactic plane. The zero-levels are now
calculated individually to remove the effect of geostationary satellites. The striping is
now caused only by the bright sources.
Figure 2.11: A further improvement on the pipeline. The zero-levels are calculated
individually, and exclusion tables are employed to remove the effect of bright sources.
The striping is now removed. Spurious sources can be seen around 4C 60.01; these
will be excluded from the final catalogue.
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and sources are identified as overlapping if the integration area contains more than one
peak > 5σ. This information is used to fit an elliptical Gaussian to each source in an
automated fashion, using the aips task jmfit. Overlapping sources are fitted simultane-
ously.
2.7.1 Source size and classification
The deconvolved source size is calculated by jmfit using the synthesised beam size at
the pointing with the highest weight at the position of the source. This size is used
to classify the source as point-like or extended to the SA beam, following the method
described in AMI Consortium: Franzen et al. (2011), scaled to the SA beam size. A
source is classified as extended if the fitted major axis size emaj ≥ ecrit, where
ecrit =
 3.0bmaj ρ
−1/2 if 3.0bmaj ρ−1/2 > 100.0 arcsec,
100.0 arcsec otherwise,
(2.2)
where ρ is the signal-to-noise ratio and bmaj is the synthesised-beam major-axis size.
If a source is classified as extended, its integrated flux density fitted by jmfit is
considered to represent best its total flux density; otherwise the peak flux density is
considered to provide a more accurate measurement.
When adjacent pointing centre maps are added together by profile, a source lying
near the midway point between the two pointing centres will have a final shape that is
a combination of both beams. If the restoring beam shapes for the two pointing centres
happen to be quite different, it is possible that the resulting appearance of the source on
the combined map will not be approximated well by either of the beam shapes, which
could lead to errors in flux density estimation when the incorrect beam is deconvolved
from the source. I investigated the error inherent in using the beam from the pointing
with the highest weight at the position of the source for source extraction by remapping
a section of the Galactic survey with identical restoring beams for all pointing centres.
The flux densities derived from this map were compared with the catalogue values for
sources which lie between pointing centres with different beam shapes and sizes. For
point-like sources, the difference in the flux density is / 1% and is considered to be
negligible. For extended sources it is / 5%, so a conservative extra 5% error on the
flux density is added in quadrature (see Section 3.3.2).
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2.7.2 Spurious source exclusion
An implausibly large number of sources are frequently detected in the vicinity of
bright sources – these are likely spurious and are caused by residual amplitude and
phase errors in the data and uncleaned sidelobes. In order to prevent these from
contaminating catalogues derived from drift scan maps, ‘exclusion zones’ are ap-
plied to sources with peak flux density > 50 mJy beam−1. The radii rE of the ex-
clusion zones are determined by the peak flux density S peak,bright of the source as rE =
18
(
S peak,bright/300 mJy
)1/3
arcmin. This was chosen empirically to describe the fall-
off in the elevated, non-Gaussian noise around bright sources, illustrated in Fig. 2.12.
Within the exclusion zones, only ‘sources’ with peak flux density S peak ≥ S peak,bright/10
are retained. The factor of ten was conservatively chosen by eye to retain most of the
sources which appear to be real, while excluding as many spurious sources as possi-
ble. There may be some real sources which are excluded by this procedure. Fig. 2.13
illustrates the exclusion zones around two bright sources.
2.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, I have described the testing and implementation of a new pipeline for
analysing data taken in drift-scan mode with AMI. In particular:
1. I have adapted the pipeline to account for the presence of geostationary satellites,
allowing recovery of the affected data. This reduces stripiness due to incorrect
zero-level calculation in the final map.
2. I have implemented a new algorithm to search for the presence of bright sources
drifting through the beam during an observation, and account for their presence
when reducing data. This allows their amplitudes to be measured correctly from
the final map, and also reduces stripiness.
3. The primary beam correction has been tested for two well-characterised radio
sources, and accurate flux densities have been shown to be recovered from indi-
vidual pointing centre maps within ≈ 10 arcmin.
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Figure 2.12: Pixel values (solid black lines) interpolated through map points in lines
intersecting the bright, central source in Fig. 2.13, and the spurious sources around it;
the mean noise- and 5σ-detection-levels (solid and dashed red lines) from the noise
map; the fall-off law and exclusion zone radius for this source (red curved and vertical
dotted lines); and the S peak,bright/10 cutoff line (dashed black line). It can be seen that
the noise outside the exclusion zones is well represented by the map noise, but closer
to the central source the noise is elevated and the 5σ cutoff is not high enough. The
conservative S peak,bright/10 cutoff excludes the spurious detections.
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Figure 2.13: A section of the map illustrating the spurious source exclusion method.
The grey-scale is in mJy beam−1 and is truncated to show the fainter sources; the flux
densities of the brightest and second brightest sources are ≈ 1700 mJy and 50 mJy re-
spectively. The contour levels are between ±100 mJy beam−1 in steps of 10 mJy beam−1
(it is not possible to use σ contours since the noise level varies across the map); solid
contours are positive and dashed contours are negative. Exclusion zones are shown as
circles around the bright sources. Source detections are marked by ×, and ‘sources’ de-
tected but excluded by +. The synthesised beam at the position of the brightest source
is shown in the bottom left hand corner.
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4. The source extraction techniques developed for the 10C survey have been suc-
cessfully applied to maps at different resolution and regions of the sky with many
extended sources present.
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Chapter 3
The AMI-SA Galactic Plane Survey
In this chapter, I describe my application of the drift-scanning data reduction methods
described in Chapter 2 to produce a survey of the Northern Galactic Plane. Parts of the
survey were observed by Natasha Hurley-Walker; the remainder, as well as all of the
data reduction and subsequent analysis, is my own work.
3.1 Motivation
Large-area radio surveys contribute to our understanding of the Universe in numer-
ous and diverse ways. Discoveries from these surveys have become key ingredients
of modern astrophysics: pulsars, radio galaxies and quasars, and more (see e.g. Lon-
gair 1998). For studies of our Galaxy, radio surveys are particularly beneficial as the
radio emission does not suffer from the same extinction and opacity effects as opti-
cal and infra-red surveys and the dense regions of dust and gas which dominate the
low-latitude Galactic plane become largely transparent, allowing us to study sources in
these regions. However, the bulk of Galactic radio surveys are at frequencies at or be-
low 1.4 GHz and as such are necessarily biased against objects whose spectra rise with
frequency. Two examples of the need for higher-frequency, centimetre-wave Galactic
surveying are as follows.
The first is the hypercompact Hii (HCHii) region. Thought to indicate the earliest
visible stage of massive star formation, these objects are two orders of magnitude more
dense than the better known ultracompact (UCHii) region (see Table 3.4) and have
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steeply rising spectra. HCHii regions were discovered serendipitously in observations
of UCHii, having been missed previously in their entirety by Galactic plane surveys
concentrated at ν < 5 GHz. The turnover frequency between the optically thick and
thin regimes for thermal bremsstrahlung is a linear function of emission measure (e.g.
Mezger and Henderson 1967) causing such low frequency surveys (e.g. ν ≤ 5 GHz)
to preferentially select against dense plasmas (ne ≤ 1011 m−3). Such plasmas are not
limited to HCHii regions but also include a variety of other Galactic objects such as
massive stellar winds, ionised jets from young stellar objects (e.g. Anglada 1995) and
young planetary nebulae (e.g. Bains et al. 2009).
The second is the anomalous microwave emission (AME), now being identified in
an increasing number of Galactic objects, that was missed in low frequency Galactic
surveys. First identified by CMB experiments (Leitch et al., 1997) as a large scale
foreground contaminant, this form of emission has since been demonstrated to exist
in more compact objects such as dark clouds (e.g. Casassus et al. 2006; AMI Consor-
tium: Scaife et al. 2009b; AMI Consortium: Scaife et al. 2010a) and molecular clouds
(Watson et al. 2005; Tibbs et al. 2011). Although multiple mechanisms have been pro-
posed to explain AME, dipole emission from rapidly rotating very small dust grains
(Draine and Lazarian 1998a, Draine and Lazarian 1998b) is generally considered to
be most likely. Such spinning dust emission has a peaked spectral energy distribution
(SED) with a maximum in the frequency range 10 – 50 GHz depending on grain size
distributions.
A current lack of surveys in this frequency range means that our knowledge of
the overall properties of objects which exhibit emission from spinning dust, objects
which are characterized by dense plasmas, and indeed the global distribution of rising-
spectrum emission in the Galaxy, is extremely poor. Those surveys which are available,
such as the 9C Ryle Telescope survey (15 GHz; Waldram et al. 2003), the GPA survey
(14.35 GHz; Langston et al. 2000) and the AT20G survey (20 GHz; Murphy et al.
2010b) have provided us with tantalising insights into the high frequency Galactic
plane, but there is a continuing need for higher sensitivity, resolution and sky area
coverage at these frequencies.
The interferometric Arcminute Microkelvin Imager Galactic Plane Survey
(AMIGPS) provides the most sensitive centimetre-wave Galactic plane survey of large
extent at ν > 1.4 GHz. AMIGPS is a drift-scan survey of the northern Galactic plane
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at ≈ 16 GHz, covering (in the first data release) the region 76◦ . ℓ . 170◦ and |b| . 5◦.
The AMI-SA has been used for the survey since its relatively large field of view
(≈ 400 arcmin2) makes covering large areas feasible, and its short baselines mean that
extended objects, very common in the Galaxy, are at least partially observable. The
resolution of the survey is ≈ 3 arcmin and the noise level is ≈ 3 mJy beam−1 away from
bright sources.
3.2 Observation strategy
The AMIGPS is observed in drift-scan mode, as described in Chapter 2. In order to per-
form phase calibration, bright nearby point sources selected from the Very Long Base-
line Array Calibrator Survey (VCS, Beasley et al. 2002) were observed for 400 seconds
at 30-minute intervals during each scan. Strips were observed at a separation of
12 arcmin in δ, corresponding to the 35% point of the power primary beam, i.e. at
distance x from the centre where exp(−x2/(2σ2)) = 0.35, assuming the beam is Gaus-
sian with width σ. This produces a very even noise level across the combined map,
with a variation of ≈ 3% between the centre of a declination strip and the point halfway
between declination strips. The noise level in the survey is typically ≈ 3 mJy beam−1
away from bright sources and is as low as ≈ 1 mJy beam−1 at some points.
The first data release consists of observations above δ = 40◦ and between b ≈ ±5◦
and is now publicly available at http://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/surveys/AMIGPS/
(AMI Consortium: Perrott et al., 2013a). A later data release will extend the coverage
to δ ≥ 20◦, corresponding to 53◦ . ℓ . 76◦ and 170◦ . ℓ . 193◦ . The coverages of
some other, currently available Galactic plane surveys along with their resolutions and
noise levels are shown in Table 3.1, and some of these are illustrated in comparison to
the (full) AMIGPS in Fig. 3.1. The AMIGPS is the first survey at cm-wave frequency
to achieve similar coverage area, resolution and noise level to lower frequency surveys
such as the Canadian Galactic Plane Survey (CGPS; Taylor et al. 2003); earlier surveys
have either been wide and shallow with lower resolution (e.g. the GPA), or narrower,
with comparable resolution but still more shallow than the AMIGPS (e.g. Nobeyama
at 10 GHz; Handa et al. 1987).
The observations for the first data release were performed between 22 Jun 2010
and 4 Nov 2011. Approximately two thirds of the strips were observed multiple times
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Table 3.1: Coverage, resolution and noise levels of selected Galactic plane surveys.
The noise level marked with (*) is actually a detection limit. The coverages listed for
the AMIGPS are for the first (full) data releases.
Telescope/ Frequency Coverage Resolution Noise level
Survey name (GHz) (deg2) (arcmin) (mJy beam−1)
7C(G)a 0.151 1700 1.17 cosec(δ) 40
AMIGPS 15.75 868 (1346) ≈ 3 ≈ 3
AT20Gb 20 20086 1.7 10
CGPSc 1.42 1500 1 cosec(δ) 0.230.408 3.4 cosec(δ) 3
CORNISHd 5 110 0.017 0.4
Effelsberg
4.875e 125 2.6 120(*)
1.4 f ,g 2400 9.3 802.7h,i 4.3 50
GPA j 8.35 2700 10 23014.35 7 800
MAGPISk 1.42 43.2 0.083 0.2
Nobeyamal 10 183 3 33
RATANm
0.96
400
4 × 75 60
3.9 1 × 39 10
11.2 0.35 × 14 100
Stockertn 2.72 10200 18 140
VGPSo 1.42 < 200 1 2
VLA 5
p 40 0.07 2.5–10
1.42q 224 0.07 10
VSAr 30 152 13 90
a Vessey and Green (1998); b Murphy et al. (2010b); c Taylor et al. (2003);
d Purcell et al. (2008); e Altenhoff et al. (1979);
f Reich et al. (1990b); g Reich et al. (1997);
h Reich et al. (1984); i Reich et al. (1990a); j Langston et al. (2000);
k Helfand et al. (2006); l Handa et al. (1987); m Trushkin (1998);
n Reif et al. (1987); o Stil et al. (2006); p Becker et al. (1994);
q Zoonematkermani et al. (1990); r Todorovic´ et al. (2010)
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Figure 3.1: Coverage of the full AMIGPS compared to other northern Galactic plane
surveys of similar area and/or resolution and noise level. The AMIGPS boundaries are
shown as a solid black line, CGPS (408, 1420 MHz) as a dashed black line, Effelsberg
(1.4, 2.7 GHz) as a dotted black line, 7C(G) (151 MHz) as a solid red line, Nobeyama
(10 GHz) as a dashed red line, and CORNISH (5 GHz) as a dotted red line.
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in order to improve the noise level, resulting in a total observing time of ≈ 1200 hours.
3.3 Calibration accuracy checks
3.3.1 Positional accuracy
3.3.1.1 Point-like sources
The catalogue of source positions (for point-like sources only) derived from the survey
maps was matched to the milliarcsecond-accurate positions from the VCS catalogue
(Beasley et al., 2002), resulting in 125 matches with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in
the drift-scan maps ranging from ≈ 8 to 600. In addition, the positions derived from
follow-up observations of objects that were also point-like to the LA were compared
to the drift-scan catalogue positions, resulting in 270 additional matches (not matched
to a VCS source) with SNR in the drift-scan maps ranging from ≈ 5 to 400.
The errors σRA and σδ in RA and δ for a point source are assumed to be given by
σ2RA = ǫ
2
RA + σ
2
M sin2(φ) + σ2m cos2(φ) (3.1a)
σ2δ = ǫ
2
δ + σ
2
M cos
2(φ) + σ2m sin2(φ), (3.1b)
where ǫRA or δ are the r.m.s. calibration errors in RA and δ, σM or m are the noiselike
uncertainties parallel to the synthesised beam major (M) and minor (m) axes, and φ
is the position angle of the beam (e.g. Condon et al. 1998). We assume the noiselike
uncertainties are given by
σM or m =
θM or m√
2 ln(2) SNR , (3.2)
where θM or m are the major and minor FWHM of the synthesised beam.
To test for systematic RA and δ offsets, the mean offsets between both the AMIGPS
and VCS catalogue and AMIGPS and LA positions were calculated separately and as
a single group, and by selecting sources with SNR >50 and SNR >100 in the drift-scan
maps. These are listed in Table 3.2, and are all consistent with zero within < 2.5σ, so
we assume no systematic offset in RA or δ.
To determine the r.m.s. calibration errors, ǫRA and ǫδ were varied until 99.7% of
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Table 3.2: Mean RA and δ position offsets for high SNR sources in the drift-scan
catalogue. Consistency is checked by using the offsets from VCS catalogue and LA
positions separately, and combined, and by changing the minimum SNR. All offsets
are given in arcsec.
SNR Offset Number of Mean RA Mean δ
limit from sources offset offset
50
VCS 56 0.9 ± 0.5 −0.4 ± 0.3
LA 18 −1.1 ± 0.7 −0.9 ± 0.7
Combined 74 0.5 ± 0.4 −0.5 ± 0.3
100
VCS 30 0.6 ± 0.7 −0.6 ± 0.4
LA 5 −0.5 ± 1.5 −1.0 ± 1.0
Combined 35 0.5 ± 0.4 −0.65 ± 0.3
the sources with VCS positions had offsets within 3σ calculated from Equation 3.1.
This gave ǫRA = 2.6 arcsec and ǫδ = 1.7 arcsec. Fig. 3.2 shows the positional offsets
for all sources in both datasets, normalised by the calculated error. They agree well,
with 99% of all offsets lying within the 3σ circle. (Note that the statistics are expected
to be only approximately Gaussian since the extremely different resolutions of the
surveys can result in positional shifts where extra, extended flux detected by lower-
resolution surveys can shift the centroids of the sources – a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
shows that the offsets from the VCS sources are consistent with a normal distribution,
with p-values (indicating the probabilities of obtaining these offsets if drawn from
normal distributions) of 0.15 for offsets in RA and 0.40 for offsets in δ; including
the LA sources decreases the p-values to 0.02 and 0.17 respectively, but plotting the
histograms shows that the low p-values are due to over-estimation of the errors, i.e.
since the resolution mismatch is less extreme, the added r.m.s. calibrations errors would
be smaller if considering LA matches alone).
3.3.1.2 Extended sources
For sources that are extended relative to the SA beam, the positional uncertainty is
calculated slightly differently. The errors in RA and δ are given by
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Figure 3.2: RA and δ offsets normalised by their calculated errors for all sources which
are matched to a VCS source with well-known position (black crosses) or have been
followed up with the LA (red dots). The estimated 1 and 3σ error circles are also
shown.
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σ2RA = ǫ
2
RA + σ
2
J,RA (3.3a)
σ2δ = ǫ
2
δ + σ
2
J, δ, (3.3b)
where the σJ,RA or J, δ terms are the errors estimated by the aips fitting task jmfit, which
folds in an estimate of the noiselike error as well as the error associated with the fit.
3.3.2 Flux-calibration accuracy
We assume flux calibration errors are given by
σ2S peak = (0.05 S peak)2 + σ2 for a point-like source (3.4a)
σ2S int = 2 (0.05 S int)2 + σ2 for an extended source, (3.4b)
where S peak is peak flux density and S int is integrated flux density. This error estimation
comprises a 5% calibration uncertainty (including rain-gauge correction) and a noise-
like error σ which for a point-like source is the r.m.s. map noise measured from the
cleaned map, and for an extended source is the error estimated by jmfit which accounts
for the number of independent pixels present in the fit and also folds in an estimation
of the fitting error. The error for an extended source also contains an extra 5% error
due to the uncertainty in the beam shape (see Section 2.7).
Although a Gaussian is a reasonable approximation to the shape of many sources,
clearly in the Galactic plane there are many sources which are not Gaussian in shape.
Integrated flux densities should therefore be used with caution. The ‘χ2’ statistic is
included in the catalogue as an indication of the goodness of fit, calculated as
χ2 =
∑N
i=1(S i − ¯S i)2
σ2(N − 6 × Nsrc) (3.5)
where N is the number of pixels in the fitting area, S i and ¯S i are the actual and modelled
flux densities of pixel i respectively, σ is the estimated thermal noise at the position of
the source, and Nsrc is the number of sources fitted simultaneously, for each of which
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6 parameters (central RA, δ, S pk, major and minor axis size and position angle) are
fitted. This should be treated as an indicator, rather than a formal reduced χ2 since it
does not take into account the number of independent pixels in the fitting area, and
the value of the noise is uncertain and likely underestimated around bright sources, as
described in Section 2.7. The values of ‘χ2’ in the catalogue for the first data release
range from ≈ 0.2 to 160; note that this indicates how well the source can be represented
by a Gaussian, rather than the believability of the detection. It should also be noted that
integrated flux densities will also be affected by flux loss when the source is extended
on scales that are larger than the SA synthesised beam.
At 16 GHz, intrinsic source variability is important. AMI Consortium: Franzen
et al. (2009) find that of 93 extra-galactic sources monitored with the AMI-SA for
periods between one and 18 months, ≈ 50% are variable above the flux density calibra-
tion uncertainties and 15% are variable at a level of more than 20%. Variability must
therefore be considered when attempting to test the flux calibration accuracy.
The flux density accuracy of the pipeline was first tested on two well-characterised
non-variable radio sources, 3C48 and NGC 7027.
3C48 This is one of the primary calibration sources used by AMI and is known to
be variable on the level of / 1% on the time-scale of the survey (Perley and Butler,
2013). It is assumed to have a 16 GHz flux of 1.64 Jy, consistent with the updated
VLA calibration scale (see Table 2.1). Drift-scan observations were made of an area
around it between Mar and Dec 2010 as an initial test of the drift-scan observation
mode. These observations were reduced both in the standard Galactic pipeline, which
uses the closest primary calibrator observations in time including 3C48, as well as
using only 3C286 as a primary calibrator. The drift-scan flux density derived from the
final, combined map is 1.60±0.08 Jy, using 3C48 and 3C286 as primary calibrators,
and 1.63±0.08 Jy using only 3C286. Both values are consistent with each other and
are within 0.5σ of the nominal value, 1.64 Jy. They are also well within the standard
5% calibration accuracy quoted for SA pointed observations.
NGC 7027 This is a planetary nebula lying within the Galactic drift-scan survey area
and for present purposes is essentially non-variable (see, e.g. Zijlstra et al. 2008). It
is also frequently monitored by AMI with tracked observations so an accurate flux
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density at 16 GHz can be calculated for comparison. Using data taken between 2007
and July 2012 with the SA, the 16-GHz flux density of NGC 7027 is 5.4 Jy. The
drift-scan flux for NGC 7027 from the combined map is 5.1±0.3 Jy, agreeing with the
tracked value to within 1.0σ or ≈ 5.5%.
3.3.2.1 Concurrent observations
Since AMI is continually observing phase calibrators for many of its observations,
there is a high probability that there exist quasi-simultaneous tracked observations of
bright compact sources – mostly extra-galactic – which are also prominent in the drift-
scan survey. Extrapolating from Fig. 3 of AMI Consortium: Franzen et al. (2009)
which shows the variability index for extra-galactic sources at 15 GHz as a function of
time, an interval of ten days, within which source variability should be small, was cho-
sen for comparing flux density measurements. Since the drift-scan survey also consists
of multiple observations on different dates, each observation which contained a poten-
tial match within ±10 days was re-imaged separately and source-finding was done on
the individual declination strips. Any archival SA tracked observations within ±10
days of drift observations of matching sources were averaged and compared with the
individual drift-scan values. Fig. 3.3 illustrates the comparison between the peak flux
densities of these sources; 93% of the drift-scan flux densities are within 3σ (where
σ =
√
σ2drift + σ
2
tracked) of the mean archival flux.
The three outliers had lower drift-scan flux densities than the mean archival flux
density and were found to lie near the edge of the declination strip, where phase errors
are expected to have the greatest effect. In each case, the source appears near the
centre of the adjacent strip, which was observed a day later. When creating the final
combined map, the pixels nearer the centre of individual pointings are given greater
weight, so the discrepant flux densities will be down-weighted. The flux densities for
these sources derived from raster maps produced from observations close in time agree
with the mean archival flux to within 1σ.
It is common for survey flux densities to be slightly suppressed due to small phase
errors shifting the positions of sources which lie away from the pointing centres in
the constituent maps (see, e.g. AMI Consortium: Davies et al. 2011). The concur-
rent observations were tested for this effect, but the median percentage difference
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Figure 3.3: Drift-scan flux densities compared to the mean flux density from tracked
SA archival observations within 10 days. 3σ outliers are plotted in black. The black
solid and dotted lines show a one-to-one correspondence and ±5% flux-calibration
uncertainty.
((S mean,tracked − S drift)/S mean,tracked) was found to be only ≈ 2%; the AMIGPS flux densi-
ties have not been adjusted for this effect.
3.3.2.2 Non-concurrent observations
A final check of the flux calibration accuracy can be made by comparing the LA follow-
up flux densities to the drift-scan flux densities for sources that are found to be point-
like to the LA, although these observations are widely spaced in time (by up to ≈ 1.5
years). Very little is known about variability statistics in the Galactic plane at cm-
wavelength. However, some idea of the expected number of variable sources can be
obtained using results from the 5-GHz Galactic plane variability study by Becker et al.
(2010), where ≈ 8% of sources detected in the flux density range from 1 – 100 mJy
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between b ≈ ±1.0◦ were found to be variable at levels between 20 and 1800%, on a
time scale of years or shorter (when no correction for the inclusion of the extra-galactic
source population was applied).
Fig. 3.4 shows the comparison between the pointed LA and drift-scan SA survey
peak flux densities: 87% are within 3σ, taking into account the LA errors which are
generally smaller than the drift-scan errors and are not plotted for clarity. The remain-
ing 13% seems consistent with the 8% of sources predicted to be variable, given that
no correction for differences in frequency, flux density range, Galactic latitude, or bias
due to selecting for rising-spectrum sources, has been attempted. The apparent bias
towards higher drift-scan flux densities at the lower end of the flux density scale is
likely to be an Eddington bias caused by low-SNR sources selected from the AMIGPS
map being more likely to occur on positive noise peaks.
3.4 Data products
3.4.1 Raster maps
The field is divided into 38 square maps of side 6◦, which are given names constructed
from the Galactic coordinates of their centres, e.g. G78.0−2.2. These are shown in
Fig. 3.5. The centres are spaced by 5◦ in longitude, and 4.4◦ in latitude, and start at
ℓ = 78.0◦, b = −2.2◦.
These raster maps are available from http://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/surveys/
AMIGPS/, along with:
• noise maps containing the estimated thermal noise level at each pixel;
• noise maps adjusted for the exclusion zones around the bright sources. For a
given pixel, the value is max(thermal noise, S peak,bright/50), i.e. the (flux-detection
limit)/5 for the catalogue;
• a fits data-cube giving the synthesised beam major and minor axis FWHM and
position angle appropriate to each pixel (i.e. the synthesised beam belonging to
the pointing with the highest weight at that pixel).
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Figure 3.4: Drift-scan flux densities compared to the LA follow-up flux. The black
solid line shows a one-to-one correspondence.
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Figure 3.5: The positions of the raster maps in Galactic coordinates. The solid black
line marks the extent of the data, the dotted and dashed lines show the boundaries of
the raster maps and the crosses mark the centres of the maps.
Fig. 3.6 shows an example 6 deg2 map, with annotations marking the sources de-
tected within it. Also shown for comparison is a CGPS total intensity 1.4 GHz map
showing the same region. It can be seen that many sources detected by CGPS are also
detected by the AMIGPS; however some larger-scale features such as the supernova
remnant G116.5+1.1 are resolved out.
3.4.2 Source catalogue
A sample of the catalogue containing the first ten sources detected in Fig. 3.6 is shown
in Table 3.3. The complete source list, which contains 3503 entries, is available from
http://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/surveys/AMIGPS/. For each source, the catalogue
contains:
• A source name, constructed from the J2000 RA and δ coordinates of the source.
• The peak RA, δ, flux density and associated errors (these are the appropriate
quantities to use for point-like sources).
• The fitted centroid RA and δ, integrated flux density and associated errors (these
are the appropriate quantities to use for extended sources).
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Figure 3.6: An example AMIGPS raster map (a) centred at ℓ = 118.0◦, b = 2.2◦.
Source detections are marked with ×. (b) shows a CGPS 1.4-GHz total-intensity map
of the same region. The grey-scales of the maps are in mJy beam−1 and K respectively
and are truncated to show the fainter features. Some well-known supernova remnants
(SNR) and Hii regions visible in the map are labelled on the CGPS map (Green 2009,
Sharpless 1959). It can be seen that the AMIGPS sees many features common to the
CGPS, however the larger-scale features such as the SNR G116.5+1.1 are resolved
out.
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Figure 3.6: Continued.
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• The critical source size as defined in Eqn. 2.2 and the deconvolved source major
and minor axis sizes and position angle. A deconvolved size of 0.0 indicates that
the source was not found to be wider than the synthesised beam in the major or
minor axis direction.
• The χ2 value for the fit.
• The source classification (point-like or extended).
3.5 Completeness
Estimation of the completeness of the survey, or the fraction of sources expected to
be detected over the survey region at a given flux density level, is made difficult due
to the ‘exclusion zones’ which were employed around bright sources. As described in
Section 2.7.2, it was found that the noise map values do not adequately represent the
elevated, non-Gaussian noise present around sources with peak flux density ' 50 mJy.
To account for this, ‘exclusion radii’ rE were defined based on the peak flux density
of the bright source, S peak,bright as rE = 18
(
S peak,bright/300 mJy
)1/3
arcmin and sources
within this distance from the bright source were required to have peak flux density
S peak ≥ S peak,bright/10 to be included in the catalogue. Since source-finding is carried
out at 5σ, this effectively redefines the noise level within the exclusion zone to be
max(σorig., S peak,bright/50) where σorig. is the existing thermal noise estimate from the
map.
The probability of a source with true flux density ˆS being detected when lying on
a pixel with thermal noise σn is given by
P( ˆS ≥ 5σn) =
∫ ∞
5σn
1√
2πσ2n
exp−
(
x − ˆS
)2
2σ2n
dx, (3.6)
assuming Gaussian statistics. The theoretical probability of the source being detected
can therefore be calculated by averaging the probabilities given by Eqn. 3.6 for each
pixel in the map. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.7 and was calculated in three different
ways:
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Table 3.3: An example section of the AMIGPS catalogue, containing the brightest ten sources detected in the map shown in
Fig. 3.6. See text for details of the quantities in the columns.
Source RApeak δpeak ∆RApeak ∆δpeak S peak ∆S peak RAcent δcent
(J2000) (J2000) (arcsec) (arcsec) (mJy) (mJy) (J2000) (J2000)
J001449+611744 00:14:49.92 +61:17:44.1 2.7 1.8 844.2 42.4 00:14:49 +61:17:42.4
J235300+602850 23:53:00.43 +60:28:50.1 3.0 2.1 426.8 21.8 23:53:01 +60:28:53.1
J002704+595854 00:27:04.28 +59:58:54.1 2.8 2.0 379.6 19.2 00:27:04 +59:58:56.4
J003608+585548 00:36:08.21 +58:55:48.4 3.8 3.5 168.6 9.1 00:36:08 +58:55:49.4
J002240+604014 00:22:40.73 +60:40:14.1 3.3 2.5 162.6 8.5 00:22:41 +60:40:15.3
J000336+630750 00:03:36.22 +63:07:50.9 4.0 3.1 127.7 7.0 00:03:36 +63:07:52.0
J000107+605120 00:01:07.75 +60:51:20.3 3.9 3.1 121.4 6.6 00:01:07 +60:51:21.4
J000206+605832 00:02:06.98 +60:58:32.5 4.8 3.9 79.7 4.6 00:02:07 +60:58:31.1
J003043+590415 00:30:43.99 +59:04:15.6 9.2 5.8 73.7 5.1 00:30:44 +59:04:16.8
J003552+595008 00:35:52.98 +59:50:08.6 4.6 3.7 60.9 3.4 00:35:54 +59:50:08.4
∆RAcent ∆δcent S int ∆S int ecrit emaj emin eθ χ2 Type
(arcsec) (arcsec) (mJy) (mJy) (arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec) (◦)
2.6 1.7 842.5 60.0 100.0 18.2 0.0 20.7 2.31 P
2.8 1.9 1032.2 74.3 100.0 178.5 169.6 130.3 3.80 E
2.7 1.8 366.8 26.5 100.0 13.8 0.0 92.6 3.30 P
2.9 2.1 157.4 12.5 100.0 95.0 0.0 119.4 2.10 P
2.8 1.9 154.1 11.6 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.29 P
2.9 2.1 121.3 9.7 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.30 P
2.9 2.1 117.8 9.4 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.65 P
3.1 2.4 74.1 6.5 100.0 32.3 0.0 176.2 2.54 P
4.6 3.0 67.2 7.3 145.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.12 P
3.1 2.3 57.6 4.8 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.41 P
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• Using pixels outside the exclusion zones only (solid line).
• Using all pixels in the map, and assuming that the effective noise level defined
above for the pixels inside exclusion zones can be treated as an approximation
to the Gaussian noise level σn in Eqn. 3.6 (dashed line). This should be a slight
overestimation of the completeness since S peak,bright/10 was chosen to be a con-
servative cutoff to exclude as many spurious sources as possible.
• Using all pixels in the map, and assuming that the original thermal noise level
σorig. from the map represents the true thermal noise level, but the 5σ cutoff is
taken as S peak,bright/10, i.e.
P( ˆS ≥ S peak,bright/10) =
∫ ∞
S peak,bright/10
1√
2πσ2
orig.
exp−
(
x − ˆS
)2
2σ2
orig.
dx. (3.7)
This was calculated as a consistency check and made little difference to the com-
pleteness curve; it is not plotted.
The accuracy of these completeness curves was also tested via simulation. Some 5300
simulated sources were inserted in the maps using the aips task immod at random posi-
tions drawn from a uniform distribution in ℓ and b. Ten realisations were performed in
which the peak flux density was altered but the positions remained constant. The stan-
dard source-finding pipeline was run on the maps and the fraction of sources detected
was recorded for each peak flux density. Sources which fell within 1.5 arcmin (≈ 0.5×
the average synthesised beam width) of the edge of the map were excluded; otherwise,
if a source was detected within 1.5 arcmin of its input position and closer to its input
position than to the nearest real source position it was considered to be detected. The
results of the simulations are plotted with the theoretical curves in Fig. 3.7 and can be
seen to agree well.
Outside the exclusion zones, the survey is 99% complete above ≈ 75 mJy, but when
including the exclusion zones it does not reach 99% completeness until ≈ 7.5 Jy. The
corresponding 90% completeness limits are ≈ 17 and ≈ 35 mJy respectively. It should
be noted however that any effect due to correlation between source positions is not
included in the completeness estimation. The completeness curve is expected to be
slightly overestimated due to this effect.
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Figure 3.7: An estimation of the completeness of the AMIGPS, calculated from the
noise maps (continuous lines) and from simulations (discrete points). The complete-
ness was calculated over the whole survey area (dashed line, ×) and outside the exclu-
sion zones around bright sources only (solid line, +). The dotted line shows the 90%
completeness limit.
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3.6 Source counts
Source counts are calculated for sources classified as compact to the AMI-SA beam, in
order to estimate the source density as a function of flux density and galactic latitude in
comparison with extra-galactic counts derived at the same frequency from the 9C and
10C surveys. These are plotted in Fig. 3.8 for the entire survey area and for 0.0 ≤ |b| <
2.5 and 2.5 ≤ |b| < 5.2, corrected by the appropriate completeness curve calculated
from Eqn. 3.6. No attempt has been made to fit a power law to these counts since the
completeness estimation is unlikely to be accurate enough for this purpose. Included
for comparison is the fit to the combined 9C and 10C (extra-galactic) source counts
(AMI Consortium: Davies et al., 2011); note that beyond 1 Jy this is an extrapolation,
since the fields were chosen to exclude very bright sources; both theoretical models
and observations show a drop-off in the source counts past 1 Jy (see, e.g. Fig. 7 of de
Zotti et al. 2010). It is clear that the Galactic source count is generally higher than the
extra-galactic count, showing the presence of Galactic sources; the source count is also
higher in the bin closer to the centre of the Galactic plane, in particular for the higher
flux density bins.
3.7 Matching with 1.4-GHz surveys
In order to search for rising spectrum objects which may be ultra/hyper-compact Hii
or spinning dust regions, the AMIGPS catalogue was matched with the NRAO VLA
Sky Survey (NVSS) at 1.4 GHz. AMIGPS positional errors, σAMI, were calculated
as described in Section 3.3.1, and the NVSS catalogue was searched for matches to
the AMIGPS sources within 4σ, where σ =
√
σ2AMI + σ
2
NVSS and σNVSS is the po-
sitional error given in the NVSS catalogue. For extended sources, an extra 10% of
the source fitted major-axis size was added (up to a maximum of 30 arcsec) to ac-
count for possible morphological shifts between frequencies. Although initially a 3σ
limit was used, it was found in practice to exclude a significant fraction of sources
which on inspection were clearly associated, and was revised to 4σ; this is probably
due to the different angular scales covered by the two instruments, i.e. NVSS sources
will often correspond to knots of emission embedded within more extended emission
which is visible to AMI but resolved out by NVSS. Since the resolutions of the sur-
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Figure 3.8: Source counts, n(S ), for sources compact to the AMI-SA beam for the
entire survey area (circles), between 0.0 ≤ |b| < 2.5 (triangles) and 2.5 ≤ |b| < 5.2
(crosses), compared to the fit to the combined 9C and 10C count (solid red line), ex-
trapolated past the 9C limit of 1 Jy (dashed red line). (a) shows the absolute counts,
while (b) shows the counts relative to the extragalactic 9C and 10C counts. Flux den-
sity bin widths are shown as horizontal error bars, and are the same for all b bins. The
vertical error bars are Poisson errors.
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veys are different (≈ 45 arcsec for NVSS and ≈ 3 arcmin for the AMIGPS), in some
cases multiple matches were returned. A minimum error cutoff of 20 arcsec was also
imposed to account for effects such as multiple matches unresolved by the SA beam
shifting the peak position. 4177 matches were made in total, or 3086 unique AMIGPS
sources were matched to (possibly multiple) NVSS sources. This leaves a total of 417
AMIGPS sources unmatched; most of these are extended sources which are resolved
out by the NVSS (90% have fitted major axis sizes emaj > 50 arcsec).
For each of the matched AMIGPS sources which are compact to the SA beam,
spectral indices α are calculated. If there are multiple NVSS matches, the sum of the
NVSS flux densities is used to calculate the spectral index. The error, ∆α is calculated
by error propagation to be
∆α =
1
ln(16/1.4)
√(
∆S 16
S 16
)2
+
(
∆S 1.4
S 1.4
)2
, (3.8)
where (∆)S 16 is the 16 GHz flux density (error) and (∆)S 1.4 is the 1.4 GHz flux density
(error).
In Waldram et al. (2010) it is shown that the 1.4 to 15 GHz spectral index distribu-
tion is different depending on the 15 GHz flux density range used for sample selection.
Figure 3.9 shows spectral index distributions for three flux density ranges drawn from
the AMIGPS matched catalogue in comparison to the 9C spectral index distributions
for extragalactic sources in the same flux density range, without correction for the
small shift in frequency. In the two higher (25 ≤ S < 100 and S ≥ 100 mJy) flux den-
sity bins, a two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test shows that the two samples are not
drawn from the same distribution at a confidence level of > 90%, with p-values (prob-
ability of obtaining a test statistic at least as extreme as the one actually observed) of
0.07 and 0.04 respectively. In the lowest flux density bin, the hypothesis that the sam-
ples are drawn from the same distribution cannot be rejected as the p-value is 0.48. To
test the effect of differing resolution on these statistics, the same test was performed
restricting the sample to AMIGPS sources matched to a single NVSS source only. The
conclusions are unchanged, with the two higher flux density bins both having p-values
of 0.06, and the lower flux density bin having a p-value of 0.64. In all cases, it is clear
from the distributions that there are an excess of sources with α < 0 with respect to the
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extra-galactic sample.
3.8 Ultra- and hyper-compact Hii region candidates
UCHii and HCHii regions are thought to be stages in the development of massive stars.
As a dense molecular cloud core collapses to eventually form a massive star, the young
star produces ultraviolet photons which photoionise nearby molecular cloud material.
UCHii regions were first defined observationally in Wood and Churchwell (1989),
as small (diameter ≤ 0.1pc), dense (electron density ≥ 1010 m−3) ionised regions of gas
surrounding young, massive O and B stars, with emission measures (EM =
∫
NeNi dℓ,
where Ne ≈ Ni are the number densities of electrons and ions and dℓ is the line of
sight) ≥ 1019 pc m−6. Dust in the molecular gas surrounding the stars and UCHii
regions absorbs nearly all the stellar radiation and reradiates in the far-infrared (FIR),
so the stars are invisible at optical wavelengths but visible as very bright point sources
in, for example, the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) survey. They are distinct
from more evolved Hii regions, which are optically thin at radio wavelengths.
Examples of an even more compact phase of the gas with diameters less than a few
thousand AU were found by Gaume et al. (1995), and denoted as HCHii regions. It is
unclear at this stage whether HCHii regions are earlier phases which evolve into UCHii
regions, and then eventually to a more evolved Hii region, or whether they constitute a
distinct class of objects to UCHii regions (Murphy et al., 2010a).
Murphy et al. (2010a) have defined a set of criteria for UCHii and HCHii regions
based on a survey of the literature. These are given in Table 3.4. Both classes of object
are expected to be optically thick at radio wavelengths and so to have rising spectra,
for example from 1420 MHz (NVSS) to 15 GHz (AMI). The AMIGPS and NVSS
correlations will therefore be useful in detecting these objects and characterising their
global distributions in the northern Galactic plane. For each class, the angular size
expected is also calculated assuming it is in the closest known massive star-forming
region, Orion, at a distance of ≈ 400 pc (see, e.g. Hirota et al. 2007), and assuming it is
in the Perseus spiral arm at a distance of 1.95 kpc (Xu et al., 2006).
A simple model for the radio spectrum of an unresolved Hii region with constant
electron density is given by assuming an optical path length τν for the free–free emis-
sion
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Figure 3.9: 1.4 to 15 GHz spectral index distributions from the AMIGPS (blue) and
9C (red outline) matched catalogues, for flux density ranges (a) 10 ≤ S < 25, (b)
25 ≤ S < 100, (c) S ≥ 100 mJy and (d) all flux density ranges combined.
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Table 3.4: Quantitative criteria for UCHii and HCHii regions from Murphy et al.
(2010a).
Class Size Density EM Angular Angular
(pc) (cm−3) (cm−6 pc) size (Orion) size (Perseus)
Hyper-compact ≤ 0.03 ≥ 106 ≥ 1010 ≤ 15 arcsec ≤ 3.2 arcsec
Ultra-compact ≤ 0.1 ≥ 104 ≥ 107 ≤ 52 arcsec ≤ 11 arcsec
Compact ≤ 0.5 ≥ 5 × 103 ≥ 107 ≤ 4.3 arcmin ≤ 0.88 arcmin
Classical ∼ 10 ∼ 100 ∼ 102 ∼ 1.4◦ ∼ 0.3◦
τν = 3.014 × 10−2T 3/2e
(
ν
GHz
)−2 {
ln
[
4.955 × 10−2
(
ν
GHz
)−1]
+ 1.5 ln(Te)
}
× EM
≈ 8.235 × 10−2 T−1.35e
(
ν
GHz
)−2.1 ( EM
cm−6 pc
)
(3.9)
where Te is the electron temperature in K. The brightness temperature of the source,
Tb and corresponding flux density S ν are then given by
Tb = Te
(
1 − e−τν)(
S ν
Jy
)
=
2kBTbν2Ω × 1026
c2
(3.10)
where Ω is the source size in steradians. This model has a characteristic spectral shape,
with an optically thick region where α ≈ −2 at lower frequencies, and an optically thin
part with α ≈ 0.1 at higher frequencies. The ‘turnover frequency’, where τν = 1,
divides the two parts.
Fig. 3.10(a) shows the spectral energy distribution for the different types of Hii
region given the nominal parameters listed in Table 3.4, a common electron temper-
ature of 104 K and scaled to a distance of 10 kpc. It can be seen from Equation 3.9
that the position of the turnover frequency scales approximately as the square root of
the emission measure (with a weaker electron temperature dependence); the HCHii
regions are expected to still be optically thick at AMI frequencies and may therefore
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Figure 3.10: (a) SEDs for the types of Hii region listed in Table 3.4, with a fixed elec-
tron temperature of 104 K. The vertical solid and dotted lines show the NVSS and AMI
frequencies. (b) Expected spectral index between 1.4 and 15.75 GHz (black lines) and
between the AMI channel 3 and 8 frequencies (red lines), for an electron temperature
of 104 K (solid) and 3000 K (dashed), as a function of EM. The vertical solid lines
show the division into hyper-, (ultra-)compact and classical regions.
have been missed by surveys at lower frequency, where they will be relatively faint.
Fig. 3.10(b) shows the expected 1.4 to 15.75 GHz and AMI channel 3 to 8 spectral
indices as a function of EM for two different temperatures. Equation 3.9 assumes a
uniform density distribution; in practice, observed SEDs of Hii regions differ, often
showing spectral indices intermediate between the optically thick and thin limits. This
can be explained by models with density gradients (Franco et al., 1990) and/or clumpi-
ness along the line of sight (Ignace and Churchwell, 2004).
3.9 Blind candidate selection from the AMIGPS
HCHii regions will be unresolved to the AMI-LA, and even the maximum angular-size
UCHii regions in the closest star-forming region are expected to be only barely resolved
to the LA. The AMIGPS and NVSS correlated catalogues were therefore searched for
point-like (to the SA) sources which could have rising spectra, and followup observa-
tions were performed with the LA to obtain a more accurate flux density measurement
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and spectral index over the AMI band. The LA observations, with a resolution of
≃ 30 arcsec, were also a better match in resolution to the NVSS catalogue which al-
lowed spatial correlations to be more thoroughly tested and ruled out any biases due to
flux loss in the NVSS observations.
It can be seen from Fig. 3.10(b) that the limiting 1.4 to 15.75 GHz spectral index
for (H/U)CHii regions is ≈ −0.2. In order to be conservative and account for the
‘clumpiness’ effect tending to flatten the observed spectrum, objects with α15.751.4 ≤ −0.1
were selected for. Following up an initial test sample indicated that the 15.75 GHz
fluxes could vary by up to ≈ 30% from the AMIGPS catalogue values, whether due
to thermal noise, calibration error, or variability, and so to take this into account the
spectral index cutoff was extended to α15.751.4 ≤ 0.05. Multiple matches were dealt with
as follows:
• If the spectral index between the summed NVSS flux densities and AMIGPS
flux density met the criteria, the object was selected.
• Otherwise, if one match was much closer to the AMIGPS position than the oth-
ers, this was taken as the ‘true’ match, and the selection criterion was applied.
• Otherwise, if any of the matches could meet the selection criterion, the spectral
index the rest would be required to have was calculated. These were inspected
manually, and if plausible (i.e. the potential rising spectrum source was closer
than or at roughly the same distance as any other matches, the spectral index for
the remainder was physical), selected.
In addition, objects which were resolved to NVSS were inspected manually and
excluded if they were obviously part of an extended structure which would be resolved
out by the LA. The well-known quasar QSO B2005+40 (Adgie et al., 1975) was also
excluded. This resulted in a total of 497 objects to be followed up on the LA.
A further 221 sources classified as point-like in the AMIGPS catalogue were un-
matched to any NVSS source and are therefore also potential compact Hii region can-
didates. However, at low SNR the critical angular size required for classification as
an extended source increases (see equation 2.2) and a source classified as point-like is
more likely to prove to be extended on further observation, in which case the source
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will be resolved out in NVSS rather than rising-spectrum. Only the nine high signifi-
cance (SNR ≥ 10) unmatched sources were therefore followed up on the LA.
3.9.1 Observations and data reduction
Observations were carried out on the LA between March 2011 and Oct 2012, in ‘list
observation’ mode, in which a set of sources is observed in sequence, passing through
the list multiple times and including an interleaved phase calibrator at set intervals.
Nearby sources were organised into lists, including a phase calibrator selected from ei-
ther the VCS catalogue, or from the AMIGPS catalogue itself if a nearer and/or brighter
source was available that was not resolved to NVSS. The length of time spent on each
source was calculated based on the AMIGPS flux density and the LA sensitivity, to
aim for a signal-to-noise level of at least 10 on each channel, and all the sources on the
list were passed through at least twice to improve the uv-coverage. A small number
of sources were subsequently reobserved individually to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio.
Reduction is performed as described in previous chapters for pointed observations.
Since the amplitude of the LA is not as stable as that of the SA, a secondary amplitude
calibration is applied based on the flux density and spectral index of the interleaved
phase calibrator source, observed separately on the SA within ten days of the LA ob-
servation to avoid variability issues.
The sources are imaged in aips, individually from channels 3 to 8 inclusive as
well as at an averaged, central frequency. Since the LA is primarily an east–west
array, the uv-plane is relatively poorly filled for a snapshot observation resulting in a
dirty beam with significant sidelobes in the north–south direction; this is illustrated in
Fig. 3.11, which shows the uv-coverage and a dirty beam for a typical observation. It
was found on inspection of the initial cleaned maps that flux was being transferred
from the source to the positions of the sidelobes, resulting in an overall suppression of
the flux densities of the sources. An automated algorithm was therefore developed to
clean the maps which was found in practice to be successful in deconvolving the dirty
beam from the map, as follows:
• the continuum map is cleaned with no clean box down to the first negative com-
ponent;
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• the aips task imean is used to estimate a noise level σrms over the entire map, by
fitting a histogram to the pixel values, discarding outliers;
• the brightest pixel on the map is located and a circular clean box with radius 5
pixels (≈ 0.8× the clean beam FWHM) centred on this pixel is defined;
• the continuum map is re-cleaned from scratch, with the clean box, to a flux
density level of σrms;
• the box is removed and the map is cleaned further, to a flux density level of
3σrms;
• the process is repeated for each of the individual channels, using the clean box
defined from the continuum map.
As a final check, the dirty map is also produced for all channels, and all flux densi-
ties measured from clean maps are tested for consistency with the corresponding dirty
map.
All the maps are primary beam corrected, and corresponding noise maps are pro-
duced which are the inverse of the primary beam correction scaled by the noise level
measured by imean over the whole clean map. Source-finding is carried out indi-
vidually over all channel and continuum maps, in a similar manner as described in
Section 2.7, at 5σ. To be included in the final result, sources detected on the map are
required to be classified as point-like to the LA on the continuum map. Those sources
which are resolved to the LA will require more analysis to investigate the effect of
flux loss on both the LA and NVSS measured flux densities; this will be addressed in
future work (and are not expected to be compact Hii regions based on the size criteria
anyway). It is known that at lower flux densities a population of extra-galactic sources
with rising spectra starts to appear (Whittam et al., 2013); therefore when point-like
sources with flux densities much lower than (and clearly not associated with) the orig-
inal AMIGPS detection are found without NVSS matches, they are also excluded.
For each source, the positional errors along the major and minor axes are estimated
as
σM or m =
θM or m√
2 ln(2)SNR (3.11)
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Figure 3.11: (a) uv-coverage, coloured by channel and (b) the dirty beam for a source
in a typical LA source list observation. The contours are between ±1 in steps of 0.1;
dashed contours are negative. The source has been passed through three times, as evi-
denced by the three discrete groups of uv-points, but since the majority of the points are
still roughly in the east-west direction the resulting dirty beam has significant sidelobes
(≈ 45% at the most) in the north-south direction.
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where θM or m is the FWHM of the synthesised beam in the major or minor axis direc-
tion, and rotated into RA and δ positional errors. The error in the position of the phase
calibrator is added in quadrature; this is only significant when the calibrator position
has been taken from NVSS.
All sources detected on the map are matched to the closest source within 40 arcsec
in the NVSS catalogue, and a 1.4 to 16 GHz spectral index calculated. If a source is
detected at ≥ 5σ on at least three of the channel maps, a spectral index is fitted to
the AMI channel flux densities by metromod, a Markov-chain Monte Carlo sampling
algorithm (Hobson and Baldwin, 2004). Sources without detections on all channels
that showed signs of a rising spectrum either from NVSS or over the AMI band were
reobserved to improve the signal-to-noise until they were detected on all channels.
3.9.1.1 Unmatched sources
All of the nine high-significance unmatched sources are detected and remain unmatched
to any NVSS source. In addition, six of the sources originally matched to an NVSS
source were found with the higher resolution of the LA to not have an NVSS match.
The NVSS postage stamps for each of the unmatched sources were inspected manually
to gauge if flux was present at the position of the AMI detection; in four cases, there
was clearly a faint (1.4 < S < 2.0 mJy) source present at the position and the peak flux
density was entered in the catalogue. In the case of J0210+5954a, the NVSS postage
stamp showed flux at the position of the AMI detection which was barely resolved
from a nearby, brighter source (see Fig. 3.12). The aips task jmfit was used to fit two
Gaussian sources to the map, fixing the positions of both, and obtain an integrated flux
estimate at 1.4 GHz for the rising spectrum source.
For the ten remaining unmatched sources, a limiting spectral index is calculated
based on the ≈ 90% completeness limit of the NVSS survey, 3 mJy.
3.9.2 Results
Of the 506 sources selected based on their spectrum with respect to NVSS, at least one
source meeting the above criteria was detected in the field of the LA observation in 434
cases. In some cases this/these source(s) are not associated with the original AMIGPS
detection.
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Figure 3.12: AMI-LA contours (not primary-beam-corrected) at ±3 to 10× the r.m.s.
noise on the map of 323 µJy, overlaid on NVSS grey-scale, in mJy beam−1. Solid
contours are positive; dashed contours are negative. The NVSS beam is shown in the
bottom right-hand corner. Flux is clearly present at the position of the AMI source,
although barely resolved from the brighter, neighbouring source.
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Figure 3.13: AMI continuum vs NVSS flux densities (a) and AMI flux density vs α161.4
(b) for all point-like sources detected in the follow-up fields. The dotted and dashed
lines in (a) indicate spectral indices of 0.0 and 0.7 respectively; those sources with
α ∼ 0.7 are likely extra-galactic synchrotron sources appearing in the fields by chance.
The dashed red line in (b) shows the NVSS 90% completeness limit. In both plots, red
points (upper limits) show values estimated from the NVSS maps (upper limits derived
from the ≈ 90% completeness limit of the catalogue) for the sources without matches
in the NVSS catalogue.
Fig. 3.13 shows the AMI flux densities for the detected sources vs NVSS flux
densities. It is clear that most of the sources have spectral indices α ≤ 0.0, while
a small population of sources with α ∼ 0.7 is also detected which are likely extra-
galactic synchrotron sources appearing in the fields by chance.
3.9.2.1 Spectral indices over the AMI band
Fig. 3.14 shows spectral indices calculated between 1.4 and 15.75 GHz against those
calculated over the AMI band. Upper limits are shown for sources without NVSS
matches. Based on Fig. 3.10, a comparison between the two spectral indices should
be extremely useful for discriminating between types of Hii regions – HCHii regions
should have both α15.751.4 and αAMI = −2, and a cut of α15.751.4 < −0.1 and αAMI < +0.1
should select for (ultra-)compact Hii regions. In practice however, there are various
issues with the spectral index over the AMI band. Since the frequency lever arm is
so short, the errors in αAMI are large, and since the flux density measurements are
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correlated both between baselines sharing a common antenna and between channels,
a small systematic error can completely skew the measured spectral index resulting
in ‘catastrophic outliers’. In addition, on the LA since the baselines are longer, more
path compensation is required, and attenuation along longer cables must be adjusted
for. Since this process is not perfect, larger, frequency-dependent errors in flux density
result compared with a similar observation on the SA.
These uncertainties manifest themselves in the lack of correlation shown in
Fig. 3.14. It is highly unlikely, for example, that a physical spectrum would be steeply
rising between 1.4 and 15.75 GHz with α ≈ −1, then completely turn over to have
α ≈ +1 between 13 and 18 GHz. I therefore apply only the α15.751.4 criterion, which
selects 255 candidate sources as candidate (ultra-)compact Hii regions; αAMI is plotted
for illustration only in the following plots.
3.9.2.2 Extreme sample
To select a manageable number for initial further analysis, a cut of α15.751.4 < −0.6 is
applied to select ≈ 10% of the most extreme objects. These sources and their NVSS
matches are listed in Table 3.5. A simbad, vizier and literature search was performed to
collate as much ancillary data as possible and attempt to identify these – sources with
identifications are discussed individually in the following sections. The VLA Archive
Imaging Pilot1 was also searched for observations of fields containing the sources, and
jmfit was used to fit parameters to the automatically-produced maps. Table 3.6 lists
these sources and their fitted parameters.
1http://www.aoc.nrao.edu/˜vlbacald/avla.shtml
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Figure 3.14: Spectral indices calculated between 1.4 and 15.75 GHz vs those calculated
over the AMI band. Red points and upper limits are as in Fig. 3.13. The dashed red
vertical and horizontal lines show the selection criteria for sources to be compact Hii
regions.
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Table 3.5: AMIGPS sources with α161.4 < −0.6. Sources are named for the field they are in detected in, in order of peak
flux density (i.e. J0450+5125b is the second-brightest source in the field centred at RA≈ 04h 50m, δ ≈ 51d 25m; sources
without an ‘a’ or ‘b’ were used as calibrators, and their positions taken from NVSS. ema j and emin are the fitted (deconvolved)
major and minor axis FWHM. ‘Reference’ refers to the following catalogues for ancillary radio data: (1) NVSS 1.4 GHz
(Condon et al., 1998), (2) GB6 5 GHz (Gregory et al., 1996), (3) Effelsberg 2.7 GHz (Fu¨rst et al., 1990), (4) VLBA 8 GHz
(Immer et al., 2011), (5) Radio continuum emission from stars (multiple frequencies, Wendker 1995), (6) Radio patrol of the
Northern Milky Way (5 GHz, Gregory and Taylor 1986). (*) There is a GB6 source at 49.4 arcsec from J0450+5125b with
peak flux density 22± 4 mJy which appears, from looking at the maps, to match the AMI-LA source, but it is extended, with
size ≈ 8 × 3 arcmin given in the GB6 catalogue. This very large angular size does not seem consistent with the AMIGPS
source. Performing a fit on the map myself gives a source size consistent with the beam size; I therefore consider this a
point-like source and take its peak flux density.
Name RA δ ∆RA ∆δ S 16 ∆S 16 αAMI ∆αAMI ema j emin α161.4 Reference
arcsec arcsec mJy mJy arcsec arcsec
J0017+5855a 00:17:51.5 +58:55:20 1.1 1.9 47.4 2.6 0.99 0.38 8.5 < 13.8 −1.35 1
J0132+5818a 01:32:08.0 +58:19:02 1.1 1.9 143.7 7.2 0.24 0.22 6.5 1.0 −1.68 1
J0134+6722a 01:34:05.4 +67:22:33 1.2 1.7 13.89 0.77 −0.10 0.37 6.4 < 8.0 −0.84 1
J0155+6525a 01:55:23.3 +65:25:53 1.2 1.6 26.9 1.4 0.16 0.30 7.8 - < −0.91
J0158+5900a 01:58:09.3 +59:00:06 1.1 1.6 79.1 4.0 −0.33 0.27 9.6 4.0 < −1.36
HCHII133.9+1.0a 02:27:03.9 +61:52:25 1.2 1.7 2188 29 −1.25 0.09 8.1 - −1.69 1
J0210+5954a 02:10:04.3 +59:54:30 1.4 1.8 150.2 7.5 −0.18 0.19 - - −0.72 1, 2, 6
J0235+5839a 02:35:11.5 +58:39:49 1.2 2.9 36.7 1.9 −0.13 0.26 7.0 4.1 −0.66 1, 2
J0249+6101a 02:49:54.4 +61:02:08 1.2 1.9 24.7 1.3 −0.83 0.26 8.1 < 7.8 −0.80 1
J0301+5730a 03:01:47.4 +57:30:42 1.5 2.2 14.54 0.94 −0.08 0.40 12.1 < 10.2 < −0.66
J0314+6024a 03:14:22.1 +60:24:42 1.2 1.9 11.50 0.61 0.94 0.28 7.1 < 4.1 < −0.56
J0359+5418a 03:59:56.7 +54:18:53 1.6 1.7 14.24 0.76 0.61 0.29 < 6.6 < 2.1 −0.69 1, 2, 6
J0405+5554a 04:05:22.5 +55:54:30 1.6 1.6 24.8 1.3 0.12 0.26 7.5 < 7.5 −0.65 1
Continued on next page
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Table 3.5 – continued from previous page
Name RA δ ∆RA ∆δ S 16 ∆S 16 αAMI ∆αAMI ema j emin α161.4 Reference
J0418+4626a 04:18:28.3 +46:26:10 1.4 2.2 55.1 2.9 0.59 0.33 15.5 5.0 −0.69 1, 2
J0430+4937a 04:30:56.0 +49:37:33 1.3 1.7 13.07 0.67 0.23 0.26 2.1 < 5.1 −0.64 1
J0434+5459a 04:34:34.9 +54:59:19 2.5 1.4 20.1 1.1 0.56 0.33 18.9 < 8.8 −0.90 1
J0439+5231a 04:39:40.3 +52:31:18 1.1 1.8 67.0 2.4 0.07 0.15 3.0 < 2.7 −0.65 1, 2
J0442+4407a 04:42:15.8 +44:07:36 1.3 2.3 50.8 2.6 0.36 0.23 13.0 2.9 −0.78 1, 6
J0450+5125b 04:50:04.6 +51:25:21 1.2 1.9 24.0 1.1 0.83 0.31 7.2 3.1 < −0.86 2(*)
J0457+4435a 04:57:44.1 +44:35:52 1.1 1.9 89.8 3.2 0.89 0.15 7.3 3.4 −0.87 1, 2
J0458+4833a 04:58:37.1 +48:33:21 1.2 2.0 17.54 0.93 0.58 0.31 7.6 < 6.2 −0.66 1
J2020+4058 20:20:36.0 +40:57:55 0.6 0.6 390 14 1.01 0.24 11.5 0.9 −0.68 1, 4
J2020+4356a 20:20:07.9 +43:56:45 1.6 2.6 64.2 3.3 1.47 0.40 < 6.8 - −1.07 1
J2020+4505a 20:20:52.6 +45:06:01 1.2 1.6 65.1 3.3 −1.2 1.1 - < 7.3 < −1.28
J2031+4505a 20:31:35.5 +45:05:45 1.1 1.8 163.0 8.3 2.19 0.71 7.3 2.7 −0.67 1, 2, 3
J2032+4039 20:32:45.4 +40:39:38 0.6 0.7 377 19 0.42 0.26 9.9 < 1.7 −0.82 1, 5
J2033+4508a 20:33:46.6 +45:08:41 1.2 1.9 37.7 2.1 2.51 0.75 10.9 6.5 −0.70 1, 2
J2105+4807a 21:05:38.4 +48:07:18 1.4 1.4 77.0 3.9 1.38 0.52 8.2 5.0 −0.82 1, 2
J2108+5405a 21:08:27.5 +54:05:28 1.1 1.8 28.4 1.5 −0.86 0.25 2.5 < 4.2 < −0.93
J2121+4646a 21:21:51.2 +46:46:58 1.2 1.9 68.3 2.5 0.48 0.19 5.9 - −1.09 1, 2
J2132+4435 21:32:30.9 +44:35:47 0.6 0.7 207 10 0.12 0.20 6.5 1.4 −0.75 1, 2
J2132+5316a 21:32:55.9 +53:16:26 1.2 2.3 24.8 1.3 0.05 0.43 18.0 6.2 −0.99 1
J2203+5824a 22:03:36.8 +58:24:15 1.5 1.9 21.1 1.1 0.41 0.27 8.8 < 5.3 −0.92 1
J2226+5336 22:26:21.2 +53:36:17 0.8 0.9 199.7 7.1 0.40 0.15 5.0 2.6 −0.91 1, 2
J2239+5334a 22:39:44.9 +53:34:37 1.5 2.1 10.17 0.41 0.22 0.22 7.9 - −0.64 1
J2300+5656a 23:00:04.8 +56:56:43 1.1 1.7 27.8 1.5 −1.04 0.33 10.4 < 9.3 < −0.93 5
J2308+5611a 23:08:09.3 +56:11:31 1.3 2.2 22.8 1.4 −0.41 0.48 9.9 9.1 −1.02 1
Continued on next page
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Table 3.5 – continued from previous page
Name RA δ ∆RA ∆δ S 16 ∆S 16 αAMI ∆αAMI ema j emin α161.4 Reference
J2308+5748a 23:08:55.9 +57:48:45 1.3 2.2 29.3 1.8 0.52 0.46 6.0 < 14.9 < −0.95 2
J2314+5610a 23:14:00.4 +56:10:23 1.3 2.1 132.7 6.7 −0.43 0.22 7.6 0.3 −0.67 1, 2
J2322+6153a 23:22:42.6 +61:53:11 1.1 2.0 189.1 6.8 −0.72 0.17 21.7 < 20.9 −0.76 1, 2, 6
J2346+5701a 23:46:26.2 +57:00:54 1.3 2.0 19.4 1.0 −1.24 0.26 6.5 - −0.72 1
J2354+5824a 23:54:42.9 +58:24:18 1.3 2.1 21.6 1.1 −0.02 0.27 7.9 < 8.3 −0.81 1
J2354+5929b 23:53:58.6 +59:29:01 2.2 3.2 12.3 1.2 0.57 0.68 12.2 8.6 −0.90 1
J2357+6643a 23:57:55.9 +66:43:29 1.3 2.2 23.08 0.93 0.22 0.25 12.3 < 10.3 −0.75 1
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Figure 3.15: A VLA 22 GHz image (≈ 3.5 × 3.5 arcsec) of W3(OH) at 0.1 arcsec
resolution. The grey-scale is in mJy beam−1 and the synthesised beam is shown in the
bottom left-hand corner.
3.9.2.3 Sources with identifications in the literature
Compact Hii regions
HCHII133.9+1.0a at RA≈ 02h 27m, δ ≈ 61d 52m is a well-known UCHii region,
(W3(OH), Mezger et al. 1967, Harris and Scott 1976), which has been observed over
a long period of time on the LA as part of a different project (it is the source with the
smallest error on αAMI in Fig. 3.14). It has been studied at many frequencies and at
very high angular resolution with many instruments (e.g. Hirsch et al. 2012, Dzib et al.
2013); there is little that the LA observation can add to the information available in
the literature. Fig. 3.15 shows a high-resolution VLA image of the source, showing its
shell-like structure.
J2031+4505a is at ≈ 1.5 arcsec distance from a compact Hii region identified in
the Red MSX Source (RMS) survey, which aims to identify massive young stellar
objects (MYSOs) by observing sources selected from the Midcourse Space Experiment
(MSX) survey both in the radio continuum, using both archival data and new follow-
up observations with the VLA at 6 cm with ≈ 1 to 2 arcsec resolution (Urquhart et al.,
2009), and in 13CO (Urquhart et al., 2008). This particular source, [UHP2009] VLA
G083.0934+03.2720, is detected both at 6 cm and in CO, and is classified as an Hii
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Table 3.6: Sources with data available from the VLA Archive Imaging Pilot website. S and T stand for serendipitous and
targeted observation. When more than one observation is available at a given frequency, an average is taken of the flux
densities and the position and source size parameters are given from the highest resolution observation. The ‘resolution’ is
the clean beam major axis FWHM. There are also observations available of J2032+4039, J2132+4435, J2300+5656a and
HCHII133.9+1.0a; I do not list these here since the sources are significantly resolved in many of the observations (and there
are many flux density estimates available in the literature; see Section 3.9.2.3 for more detail).
AMI-LA source Number S/T Freq. Resolution Year RA δ ∆RA ∆δ
(GHz) (arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec)
J0155+6525a 1 S 4.86 5.94 1984 01:55:23.74 65:25:52.2 0.4 0.2
J0359+5418a 2 S 1.39, 1.47 15.9, 51.2 1992, 1999 03:59:56.42 54:18:52.3 0.2 0.2
J2020+4058 1 T 8.44 0.73 1991 20:20:36.1389 40:57:53.6352 0.0000 0.0003
J2020+4356a
1 T 1.67 4.8 1991 20:20:07.89 43:56:47.5 0.4 0.4
1 T 4.99 0.50 1991 20:20:07.9967 43:56:46.4858 0.00000 0.00005
22 S 1.43 – 1.66 12.8 – 53.9 1986 – 2004 20:20:08.03 43:56:45.0 0.2 0.2
J2020+4505a 1 S 1.51 49.1 1995 20:20:53 45:05:47 17 16
AMI-LA source S pk ∆S pk S int ∆S int ema j emin eθ Notes
(mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (arcsec) (arcsec) (◦)
J0155+6525a 2.0 0.2 2.4 0.5 5.4 - 61.4 Source undetected in NVSS; α164.86 = −2.20 ± 0.09
J0359+5418a 3.30 0.09 4.3 0.2 9.7 5.7 66.4
J2020+4058 85.5 0.1 88.8 0.2 0.16 0.083 37.7
J2020+4356a
8.1 1.3 16.1 3.7 4.1 1.4 163.6 Snapshot observation with highly elliptical synthesised beam;
source properties poorly constrained
87.69 0.02 87.95 0.04 0.025 0.019 38.1
8.85 0.04 11.08 0.08 7.5 < 3.1 122.4
J2020+4505a 3.3 1.4 13.5 7.1 83.2 76.4 72.8 Source located between two brighter sources; poorly detected.Undetected in NVSS, α161.5 = −1.3 ± 0.2
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Figure 3.16: A fit to the radio spectrum of J2031+4505a, with EM ≈ 3.6×107 cm−6 pc
and electron temperature ≈ 1.1 × 104 K. Note that the error on the 5 GHz point has
been increased to 5%. The ±1σ boundaries on the spectral index over the AMI band
are also shown with black, dotted lines.
region. Its distance is calculated as 3.4 kpc from the CO data, and its size as 1.8 ×
1.0 arcsec from the radio continuum data, giving it a physical size of ≈ 0.02 pc and
putting it in the hyper-compact category. A fit to the radio data points (NVSS, VLA
6 cm, and AMI-LA plus an 11 cm data point from Fu¨rst et al. 1990) with fixed size
gives EM = (3.6±0.1)×107 cm−6 pc and electron temperature = (1.09±0.04)×104 K,
also placing it in the hyper-compact category, although as Fig. 3.16 shows the simple
model does not provide a particularly good fit to the spectrum.
Radio stars
J2032+4039 is associated with the well-studied emission-line star, MWC 349A
(see, e.g. Gvaramadze and Menten 2012), which has a subarcsecond-scale bipolar radio
nebula which has been imaged at very high angular resolution with the VLA (Fig. 3.17
shows a 44 GHz image at 0.04 arcsec resolution from the VLA Imaging Archive), as
well as a more recently discovered arcminute-scale infrared nebula.
Fig. 3.17 also shows the radio SED for MWC 349A, with points taken from Wend-
ker (1995) plus the AMI-LA point and αAMI in red; the AMI point is consistent with
the other data but can add little to the overall picture. This source appears to have been
misclassified as a compact Hii region by Giveon et al. (2005).
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BOTH: 20309+40  IPOL  43339.900 MHZ  20309+40293.NVAS08.1
Grey scale flux range= -1.96 10.27 MilliJY/BEAM
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Figure 3.17: A VLA 44 GHz image (≈ 0.5×0.5 arcsec) of the radio nebula surrounding
MWC 349A at 0.04 arcsec resolution (a). Contour levels are at ±10, 30, 50, 70, 90% of
the peak flux density of the image, and the grey-scale is in mJy beam−1. The syn-
thesised beam is shown in the bottom left-hand corner. (b) shows the radio spectrum
of MWC 349A, black points taken from Wendker (1995) and the AMI-LA point with
±1σ boundaries on the spectral index over the AMI band shown in red.
J2300+5656a is 2.6 arcsec from the radio star V* V509 Cas (also known as HR
8752). This yellow hypergiant has a stellar wind which is ionised by a hot companion,
resulting in partially optically thick free-free radio emission (Piters et al., 1988). The
spectrum of J2300+5656a is shown in Fig. 3.18 (points from Wendker 1995); the AMI-
LA point is in good agreement with the other data.
Planetary nebulae
J2033+4508a is at 1.5 arcsec distance from MSX6C G083.3609+02.9902, a source
which was also followed up at 6 cm and in 13CO as part of the RMS survey. Its null-
detection in 13CO caused it to be classified as a planetary nebula. The source has also
been observed in Hα (Viironen et al., 2009) and given a preliminary classification as a
likely planetary nebula. It is not resolved enough either by the RMS VLA observation
or in Hα to detect any structure. Sio´dmiak and Tylenda (2001) give a simple model for
the radio continuum flux densities of planetary nebulae, assuming the nebula is made
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Figure 3.18: The radio spectrum of J2300+5656a from Wendker (1995) (black points).
Upper limits are shown as downward-pointing triangles. The AMI-LA flux density and
±1σ bounds on the spectrum over the AMI band are shown in red.
up of some dense and opaque regions characterised by optical thickness τν plus some
thinner regions having optical thickness ǫτν, taking up solid angles ξΩ and (1 − ξ)Ω
respectively, where Ω is the solid angle of the nebula as a whole:
S ν(Jy) = 2 × 10
26 ν2kBTe
c2
[(
1 − e−τν) ξΩ + (1 − eǫτν) (1 − ξ)Ω]
τν ≈ τ0 (ν/ν0)−2.1 (3.12)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Te is the (common) electron temperature and τ0
is the optical thickness at a reference frequency, ν0. Adopting their overall best-fit
ξ = 0.27 and ǫ = 0.19, taking the size from the RMS survey, and fitting for Te and τ0
gives best-fit values of Te = (1.1 ± 0.1) × 104 K, τ0 = 0.61 ± 0.08; the fit is plotted in
Fig. 3.19. There is some indication of disagreement between the spectrum fitted over
the AMI band and the model, but higher-frequency data points would be required to
confirm this due to the unreliability of the spectral index measurement.
J2132+4435 is the well-studied young planetary nebula IC 5117 (see, e.g. Sahai
et al. 2011). It has also been observed at 30 GHz with OCRA-p (Pazderska et al.,
2009) to test for spinning dust emission; the AMI-LA data point supports the OCRA-p
conclusion that there is no evidence for spinning dust emission. Fitting the model given
in Equation 3.12 to the data points gives Te = (1.01±0.03)×104 K, τ0 = 0.025±0.001;
the spectrum fitted over the AMI band agrees well with the model. Fig. 3.20 shows an
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Figure 3.19: A fit to the radio spectrum of J2033+4508 using the model given in
Equation 3.12. Also shown are the αAMI ± 1σ bounds; there is some indication that
the spectrum is falling off faster than expected from the model, but higher frequency
data-points would be required to confirm this due to the unreliability of the spectral
index measurement.
HST image of the nebula and the model fit with the data points.
3.9.2.4 Unidentified sources with other associations
In the following, a source lying < 3
√
σ2AMI + σ
2
Other from the AMI-LA position (where
σAMI/Other are the appropriate positional errors), is considered to be a match.
X-ray associations
Seven sources have X-ray sources nearby or have been included in catalogues of
radio/X-ray associations; these are listed in Table. 3.7. Where an AMI-LA source has
a match in more than one X-ray catalogue, the closest match is given as the associated
X-ray source.
J0359+5418a is also detected in Gregory and Taylor (1986), a 6 cm survey of
the Galactic plane searching for variability, as GT 0356+541 and is classified as non-
variable both in the short- and long-term. This decreases the likelihood of the source
being a quasar.
J2020+4058 was also detected at 8 GHz with the VLBA (Immer et al., 2011) and
given a compactness grade of D (where A is most compact, and F is least compact). It
has also been observed at 8 GHz with the VLA at 0.7 arcsec resolution (see Table 3.6).
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Table 3.7: Sources with X-ray associations. References refer to: (1) Watson et al. (2009), (2) D’Elia et al. (2013), (3) Flesch
(2010), (4) Combi et al. (2011), (5) Combi et al. (2008), (6) ROSAT Consortium (2000), (7) Angelini et al. (2000), (8)
Brinkmann et al. (1997), (9) Laurent-Muehleisen et al. (1997).
AMI-LA source X-ray source Sep Sep Instrument Ref. Other information
(arcsec) (σ)
J0132+5818a 2XMMi J013207.5+581857 5.3 2.4 XMM-Newton 1
J0134+6722a 1SWXRT J013404.5+672231 5.3 1.0 Swift-XRT 2
J0359+5418a 2XMM J035956.3+541854 3.9 1.5 XMM-Newton 1 Pr(Gal) = 18%, Pr(star) = 30%, Pr(err) = 52% (3);
microquasar candidate (5); also in 2, 4, 6, 7
J2020+4058 2XMM J202036.3+405753 4.3 1.3 XMM-Newton 1 Microquasar candidate (5); also in 4
J2020+4356a 1SWXRT J202008.1+435647 4.0 0.6 Swift-XRT 2 ROSAT-detected quasar (8, 9)
J2020+4505a 1WGA J2020.9+4506 36.5 1.2 ROSAT 7 Source within bright background
J2354+5824a 2RXP J235443.4+582420 4.6 0.3 ROSAT 6 Pr(QSO) = 1%, Pr(Gal) = 46%, Pr(star) = 1%,
Pr(err) = 52% (3); also in 7
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Figure 3.20: (a) HST Hα image of IC 5117 (≈ 9 arcsec along the horizontal axis),
processed to enhance sharp structures, in false-colour (from Sahai et al. 2011). (b)
shows a fit to the radio spectrum of IC 5117 using the model given in Equation 3.12.
Also shown are the αAMI ± 1σ bounds, which show good agreement with the model.
Its radio spectrum (Fig. 3.22) does not appear to be consistent with that of an Hii region.
It is likely that this source is extra-galactic.
J2020+4356a has targeted VLA observations in the imaging archive at 1.4 and
5 GHz, and is in the field of view of 22 observations of another source at 1.43 –
1.66 GHz. The serendipitous observations occur over a long period of time and it
is therefore possible to assess possible variability of the source; there is some evidence
for variability at 1.4 GHz (see Fig. 3.21), which might be expected if the source is a
quasar.
The nature of the other X-ray sources is unclear without further data. Higher angu-
lar resolution radio observations will help to distinguish between Galactic and extra-
galactic objects. Some Galactic objects are expected to have associated X-ray emis-
sion, including YSOs (see, e.g. Forbrich and Wolk 2013), so associated X-ray emission
does not exclude these sources from being Galactic.
IRAS matches
Compact Hii regions are expected to emit strongly in the far-mid infrared range due
to thermal dust emission; these sources might therefore be expected to have matches
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Figure 3.21: Flux densities of J2020+4356a, measured from serendipitous VLA obser-
vations in the imaging archive at ≈ 1.4 GHz between 1986 and 2004. No correction has
been attempted for the slightly different frequencies, and the errors shown are thermal
errors measured from the maps (no calibration error has been added). There is some
evidence for variability, but the uncertainties in the errors make it difficult to be sure.
in the IRAS Point Source Catalogue (Helou and Walker, 1988). In fact, only seven of
the sources do. Four of these are identified sources (W3(OH), MWC 349A, IC 5117
and V* V509 Cas); the other three are J0249+6101a, J2239+5334a and J2354+5929b.
This may be due to the resolution mismatch between IRAS (≈ 4 arcmin at 100 µm),
and the AMI-LA.
J0249+6101a and J2354+5929b are 4 and 27 arcsec from 12CO emission associ-
ated with IRAS 02459+6049 and IRAS 23514+5912, respectively (Kerton and Brunt,
2003). In both cases, the CO emission is located closer to the AMI-LA source than the
original IRAS source. The resolution of the CO survey is 45 arcsec. J2239+5334a is
located outside of the CO survey area.
MSX matches
The Midcourse Space eXperiment (MSX) surveyed the Galactic plane between
|b| < 5◦ at ≈ 18 arcsec resolution, in 5 spectral bands between 4 and 25 µm (Price et al.,
2001). The higher resolution and sensitivity of the survey compared to IRAS mean
that it should be ideal for matching with the AMI-LA sources. However, again only
five sources have matches – the two that are part of the RMS survey (J2031+4505a,
J2033+4508a); W3(OH) and V* V509 Cas; and only one (J0249+6101a) that is uniden-
tified. From visual inspection of the maps, it is clear that MWC 349A is also detected,
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with a positional offset of 3.4σ, slightly outside the matching radius. IC 5117 is just
outside the survey area at b = −5.1◦.
There is an MSX source at 28 arcsec (≈ 7σ) from J2354+5929b, which appeared
to have an IRAS and CO association, making it a good compact Hii region candidate.
The IRAS and CO sources are closer to the MSX position than the AMI-LA position,
and sources are detected in WISE and 2MASS at 1.5 arcsec separation from the MSX
position. The source has a match in the CGPS point source catalogue (Russ Taylor,
private communication; it was undetected in NVSS) at 7 arcsec from the LA position,
confirming the position of the radio source; this may therefore be a spurious associa-
tion.
The lack of detection of the other sources does not appear to be due to confusion
or the presence of foreground diffuse sources. Fig. 3.23 shows spectra from radio to
FIR for all the sources, with the MSX 90% completeness limits shown as upper limits
(Egan et al., 2003). From the overlap between the WISE and MSX bands, it seems that
the MSX sensitivity may be insufficient to detect these sources (see next section).
High-resolution NIR-MIR and optical matches
Several newer, higher resolution and sensitivity NIR and MIR surveys are now
available – WISE (Wright et al., 2010) with resolution 6.1, 6.4, 6.5, and 12.0 arcsec at
3.4, 4.6, 12, and 22 µm; 2MASS (Skrutskie et al., 2006) with resolution ≈ 2 arcsec at J
(1.25 µm), H (1.65µm) and Ks (2.16µm); and UKIDSS (Lucas et al., 2008) (at δ < +60◦
and |b| < 5.0◦) at / 0.8 arcsec resolution in J, H and K bands. In addition, since two
of the identified sources are radio stars, it is important to investigate whether any more
could be associated with stars. The Naval Observatory Merged Astrometric Dataset
(NOMAD, Zacharias et al. 2004) was therefore searched for positional coincidences.
All of these catalogues are at higher resolution than the AMI-LA data, and also
have a high density of sources; it is therefore important to take into consideration
the probability of random spatial coincidences. For each AMI-LA source, the local
density of IR/optical sources within a 1◦ radius is therefore calculated, and the number
of chance associations expected within a circular area with radius given by the AMI-
IR/optical source separation is estimated and multiplied by
√
N, where N is the number
of sources, to account for the ‘look elsewhere’ effect. These matches are summarised
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in Table 3.8; it is clear that in most cases higher positional accuracy is required to be
confident of the matches.
3.9.2.5 Radio SEDs for unidentified sources
Most of the unidentified sources have some matches at lower frequency; if more than
two data points are available, their spectra with a model fit when appropriate are plotted
in Fig. 3.22. The model fits are fairly unconstrained in most cases since there are few
data points and the source size is not known; the model parameters are not reported.
The spectra all (with the exception of J2020+4058, as mentioned previously) look
consistent with free-free emission, with a turnover frequency either just before or after
16 GHz. It is notable that the sources with turnover frequency > 16 GHz do not appear
to be well-fitted by the model; as mentioned in Section 3.8, this is consistent with other
results for HCHii regions where a model with a density gradient is required to fit the
data points (e.g. Lizano 2008). For these sources, a simple power-law fit is plotted for
comparison.
3.9.2.6 Radio to FIR spectra for all sources
Fig. 3.23 shows spectra between the radio and FIR for all sources, assuming the
matches with the high-resolution IR surveys are correct. Upper limits are shown as
downward-pointing triangles where a source was not detected in all bands in an IR
survey. 90% completeness estimates are also shown for the sources with no MSX
matches.
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Table 3.8: Summary of matches with high-resolution IR and optical catalogues. ‘Sep’ is the separation between the AMI-
LA and IR/optical position in arcsec; Nexp is the number of sources expected to fall in a circular area with radius = Sep by
chance, given the density of sources within a 1◦ radius of the position. In the case of UKIDSS Nexp is adjusted for the uneven
coverage of the survey; N/A indicates a position not covered by the UKIDSS GPS.
Source WISE 2MASS UKIDSS GPS NOMAD
ID Sep Nexp ID Sep Nexp ID Sep Nexp ID Sep Nexp
J0017+5855a N/A
J0132+5818a J013207.66+581857.3 5.1 0.9 N/A 1483-0066784 6.3 3.1
J0134+6722a J013405.86+672236.4 4.3 0.7 N/A 1573-0040680 3.7 1.0
J0155+6525a J015523.32+652552.7 0.30 0.003 01552308+6525536 1.6 0.1 N/A 1554-0048137 1.7 0.2
J0158+5900a N/A
J0210+5954a J021004.32+595430.3 0.60 0.01 02100488+5954341 6.1 1.5 N/A 1499-0078715 6.2 2.5
HCHII133.9+1.0a J022704.19+615226.4 2.7 0.2 02270391+6152255 0.85 0.03 N/A 1518-0078059 0.85 0.04
J0235+5839a N/A
J0249+6101a J024954.64+610208.1 2.0 0.1 02495443+6102089 1.1 0.05 N/A 1510-0092918 0.4 0.01
J0301+5730a J030146.98+573039.2 4.2 0.6 03014697+5730388 4.5 0.9 N/A 1475-0128376 4.4 1.3
J0314+6024a N/A
J0359+5418a J035956.63+541852.7 0.94 0.03 03595651+5418586 5.7 1.1 N/A 1443-0121280 4.3 0.9
J0405+5554a J040522.41+555429.8 0.60 0.01 N/A
J0418+4626a N/A
J0430+4937a J043056.05+493733.9 0.71 0.02 N/A
J0434+5459a J043434.97+545914.8 4.4 0.7 N/A
J0439+5231a N/A
J0442+4407a J044215.69+440736.5 0.68 0.02 J044215.70+440736.5 0.62 0.02
J0450+5125b J045004.35+512519.4 2.8 0.3 N/A
J0457+4435a J045744.09+443553.1 0.88 0.03 J045744.06+443553.6 1.4 0.1
J0458+4833a J045837.20+483323.3 2.5 0.2 N/A 1385-0134701 1.6 0.2
J2020+4356a N/A
J2020+4058 J202036.18+405753.9 2.1 0.1 J202036.13+405753.7 1.7 0.8
J2020+4505a J202052.58+450558.9 1.7 0.1 N/A
J2031+4505a J203135.45+450545.8 0.98 0.03 20313550+4505465 1.6 0.2 N/A 1350-0387830 1.6 0.2
J2032+4039 20324553+4039366 2.7 0.5 J203245.49+403939.0 2.0 0.8 1306-0410333 2.2 0.4
J2033+4508a J203346.48+450840.0 1.6 0.1 20334647+4508401 1.6 0.2 N/A 1351-0390145 1.1 0.1
J2105+4807a J210538.31+480717.6 0.86 0.03 J210538.31+480717.5 0.8 0.2
J2108+5405a J210827.44+540531.3 3.9 0.5 21082716+5405261 3.2 0.5 N/A 1440-0355777 3.2 0.7
J2121+4646a N/A
J2132+4435 J213230.95+443547.6 0.30 0.003 21323096+4435475 0.3 0.006 N/A 1345-0460852 1.7 0.3
J2132+5316a 21325581+5316236 2.3 0.4 J213255.79+531623.7 2.3 1.2 1432-0428281 2.3 0.5
J2203+5824a J220336.39+582414.7 3.5 0.4 22033634+5824135 4.1 1.0 N/A 1484-0358840 3.7 1.2
J2226+5336 J222621.15+533617.7 0.78 0.03 N/A 1436-0421880 0.90 0.09
J2239+5334a J223944.61+533440.5 4.6 0.8 N/A
J2300+5656a J230005.12+565643.1 2.7 0.3 23000509+5656433 2.6 0.3 N/A 1469-0485179 2.6 0.6
J2308+5611a J230810.11+561128.1 7.0 1.7 23080905+5611260 5.2 1.2 N/A 1461-0463944 4.4 1.5
J2308+5748a 23085599+5748461 1.6 0.1 N/A 1478-0531298 1.7 0.3
J2314+5610a J231400.14+561021.3 2.6 0.2 23135983+5610219 4.9 1.0 N/A 1461-0467833 4.8 1.9
J2322+6153a N/A
J2346+5701a J234625.93+570053.5 2.2 0.2 23462592+5700538 2.2 0.2 N/A 1470-0526444 2.4 0.5
J2354+5929b 23535878+5928501 10.8 4.8 N/A 1494-0406590 10.7 8.5
J2354+5824a J235442.84+582416.7 1.0 0.04 23544285+5824162 1.4 0.08 N/A 1484-0435107 0.96 0.08
J2357+6643a J235755.67+664334.2 5.4 0.8 23575547+6643354 6.9 1.6 N/A 1567-0275883 6.9 2.7
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Figure 3.22: Data and model fits (where appropriate) for unidentified sources with
more than two available radio flux densities. The x-axes are frequency in GHz, and the
y-axes are flux density, in mJy.
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Figure 3.22: Data and model fits (where appropriate) for unidentified sources with
more than two available radio flux densities. The x-axes are frequency in GHz, and the
y-axes are flux density, in mJy.
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Figure 3.23: Radio to FIR spectra for all sources, with upper limits where appropriate.
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Figure 3.23: Radio to FIR spectra for all sources, with upper limits where appropriate.
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Figure 3.23: Radio to FIR spectra for all sources, with upper limits where appropriate.
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Figure 3.23: Radio to FIR spectra for all sources, with upper limits where appropriate.
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Table 3.9: Properties of the JVLA configurations that will be available in Semester
2014A. Note that the ‘largest angular scale’ applies for a full synthesis observation,
and will be somewhat smaller for the proposed short observations.
Configuration A D
Bmax (km) 36.4 1.03
Bmin (km) 0.68 0.035
Band Synthesized Beamwidth θHPBW (arcsec)
1.5 GHz (L) 1.3 46
3.0 GHz (S) 0.65 23
6.0 GHz (C) 0.33 12
10 GHz (X) 0.20 7.2
15 GHz (Ku) 0.13 4.6
22 GHz (K) 0.089 3.1
33 GHz (Ka) 0.059 2.1
45 GHz (Q) 0.043 1.5
Largest Angular Scale θLAS (arcsec)
1.5 GHz (L) 36 970
3.0 GHz (S) 18 490
6.0 GHz (C) 8.9 240
10 GHz (X) 5.3 145
15 GHz (Ku) 3.6 97
22 GHz (K) 2.4 66
33 GHz (Ka) 1.6 44
45 GHz (Q) 1.2 32
3.9.3 Future work
More data at different frequency and higher angular resolution is clearly required to
understand the nature of these sources.
3.9.3.1 VLA proposal
The 2014A observing semester for the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array will be in
configurations A and D, which have the properties summarised in Table 3.91.
1https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla/docs/manuals/oss2014a/performance/
resolution
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Which frequency and configuration to observe in is a trade-off between angular
resolution, largest angular scale visible, and expected flux density as a function of
frequency. Nearly all of the sources have angular size / 10 arcsec according to the
LA (see Fig. 3.24), so the largest angular scale should be ≈ 10 arcsec (note that the
given ‘largest angular scale’ applies to full synthesis observations, and will be slightly
smaller for the proposed short observations). This rules out A-configuration at fre-
quency > 6 GHz. The resolution should be a significant improvement on the AMI-
LA beam size of ≈ 40 arcsec, ruling out D-configuration at frequency < 10 GHz. At
frequency > 15 GHz atmospheric effects become extremely important, meaning that
calibrators must be observed more frequently, which will not be efficient for this kind
of observing programme which calls for relatively short observations of sources which
are scattered spatially. These sources are known to have rising spectral indices be-
tween 1.4 and 16 GHz, therefore a higher observing frequency is preferable for SNR
purposes. Taking all of these considerations together, the optimal choices are 6 GHz in
A-configuration, or 15 GHz in D-configuration. The A-configuration is at higher reso-
lution and will provide more information about the structure of the sources which will
be important in determining their type; I therefore have decided to apply for observing
time in this configuration.
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Figure 3.24: Distribution of major and minor axis FWHM of the sources. Solid dis-
tributions are the nominal sizes and red and black outlines show the minimum and
maximum sizes respectively. A value of 0 means no constraint is obtained from the fit.
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Source sizes
To predict the amount of observing time necessary for a good detection at high resolu-
tion, it is important to have an estimate of the source size. However, these objects are
all (by selection) unresolved in the AMI-LA observations so this is difficult to deter-
mine. The jmfit estimates of the source size appear to give some indication, but require
closer inspection. The AMI-LA synthesised beam is highly elliptical due to the East-
West nature of the array, with a bmaj/bmin ratio ranging between 1.4 – 2.7. Most of
the jmfit deconvolved source size estimates are constrained only in the source major
axis direction, and on visual inspection it can be seen that the reported deconvolved
source position angles are approximately the same as the position angle of the synthe-
sised beam. It seems highly unlikely that AMI has detected a population of elliptical
sources which happen to be larger in the same direction as the LA synthesised beam.
In fact, it would be much more likely for sources that are truly partially resolved in
one direction to have a position angle approximately orthogonal to the beam position
angle, since the resolution is ≈ 2× better in this direction. Fits which have source po-
sition angles consistent with the beam position angle are therefore discarded; these are
probably measuring residual phase errors in the data caused by atmospheric changes
which will tend to ‘blur out’ the source, rather than the actual source size.
Only four sources have reported deconvolved source position angles which are
not aligned with their respective synthesised beam position angles – J2031+4505a,
J2308+5611a, J2322+6153a and J2354+5824a. However, the ‘minimum’ values for
the sizes of these sources are mostly unconstrained, so these fits only give upper limits
on the source size.
A further test of the accuracy of the AMI derived source sizes can be made by
comparison to those sources for which there exists higher-resolution VLA archive data.
These comparisons are listed in Table 3.10 and confirm that the AMI-LA source sizes
can be regarded as upper limits at best, even when an apparently well-constrained size
is returned by jmfit, and even when bθ , eθ.
All of the sources with VLA observations at higher resolution have angular sizes
/ 1.5 arcsec (with the exception of J0155+6525a and J0359+5418a, which however
are less reliable since they are only marginally resolved, are toward the edge of the
field of view and have low SNR). There is no reason to assume that these sources
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Table 3.10: Comparison of source sizes derived from AMI-LA data and higher-resolution VLA archive data (except for
J2031+4505a and J2033+4508a, where the VLA maps are taken from the RMS survey). bmaj and bmin are the major and
minor axis clean beam FWHM sizes (in arcsec) and emaj and emin are the deconvolved source FWHM sizes (in arcsec). bθ
and eθ are the respective position angles.
Source VLA archive AMI-LA
Freq bmaj bmin emaj emin bmaj bmin emaj emin bθ = eθ
J0155+6525a 4.86 5.93 3.90 5.4 ± 1.5 - 37.1 26.0 1.6 ± 0.6 - T
HCHII133.9+1.0a 8.46 0.91 0.64 1.461 ± 0.001 0.942 ± 0.001 40.2 26.9 8+3−5 - T
J0359+5418a 1.39 15.9 12.3 9.7 ± 1 5.7+1−3 44.8 27.3 < 6.6 < 2.1 T
J2020+4058a 8.44 0.73 0.62 0.157 ± 0.003 0.083 ± 0.008 48.3 26.3 11.5 ± 3 0.9+3−0.9 T
J2020+4356a 4.99 0.50 0.38 0.025 ± 0.003 0.019 ± 0.006 62.8 25.7 < 6.8 - T
J2031+4505a 4.86 1.3 1.1 1.26 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 41.4 25.6 7+3−7 2.7+7−0.8 F
J2032+4039 4.86 0.40 0.32 0.769 ± 0.002 0.750 ± 0.002 47.4 26.0 9.9 ± 5 < 1.7 T
J2033+4508a 4.86 1.3 1.1 0.74 ± 0.06 0.54 ± 0.07 40.3 26.4 11+4−11 6.5+4−6.5 T
J2132+4435 4.86 0.40 0.34 1.041 ± 0.005 0.815 ± 0.004 47.6 27.0 6.5+3−6.5 1.4+3−1.4 T
J2300+5656a 4.86 0.47 0.33 0.408 ± 0.005 0.270 ± 0.004 38.5 23.5 2.1+1−2.1 < 9.3 T
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are not representative of the sample as a whole. I therefore conservatively assume a
somewhat larger nominal angular size of 3 × 3 arcsec (FWHM, for a Gaussian source)
when calculating required VLA observation times; this corresponds to Nbeams = 83.
Observing time estimates
For each source, a 6 GHz flux density estimate is calculated by interpolating between
15.75 GHz and the next-highest-frequency measurement available. In the case that
only the 16 GHz flux density is available, this is extrapolated to 6 GHz assuming the
minimum physical spectral index of −2; this should be an underestimate.
The time required for a 5σ detection of a source with this integrated flux density is
then calculated using the VLA Exposure Calculator, a source size of 3×3 arcsec and the
maximum bandwidth (4 GHz) with the recommended effective bandwidth of 3.4 GHz
to account for RFI. For all except the three faintest sources, this gives an unfeasibly
short integration time which I increase to 10 min, which will be split into two blocks
of 5 min to ensure good uv-coverage. In most cases, this should give much better than
5σ detections (especially for over-estimated source sizes and/or under-estimated flux
densities), enabling the estimation of the spectral index across the band as well as the
central flux density.
3.9.3.2 JCMT proposal
A proposal to observe the sources with SCUBA-2 on the JCMT at 850 µm has also been
submitted in collaboration with Samantha Walker-Smith to investigate the morphology
and properties of the associated dust. A previous SCUBA survey of UCHii regions
found that the sub-mm emission associated with the regions followed a range of mor-
phologies, from single centrally-peaked cores to multiply peaked regions to ridge-like
structures with multiple condensations embedded along the ridges (Thompson et al.,
2006). It was also found that the 850 µm peak was shifted away from the radio source
position, indicating clearing of the surrounding material by the Hii region. Studying
the sub-mm emission associated with the AMIGPS sources will shed light on the star
formation processes and environments associated with the sources, and confirm their
status as HCHii regions. SEDs constructed in combination with other, shorter wave-
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length data will also enable the calculation of the temperatures and column densities
around the sources.
3.9.3.3 Remaining rising spectrum sources
Once more information on the most extreme sources has been obtained, the remain-
ing ≈ 200 rising spectrum sources should be investigated. A similar attempt should be
made to correlate these sources with catalogues of known Hii regions, planetary nebu-
lae and radio stars to investigate further the distribution and nature of rising spectrum
compact sources in the Northern Galactic plane.
3.9.3.4 Resolved sources
The interpretation of data on resolved sources is more challenging because missing
flux must be accounted for, but these sources are also potentially interesting. The
CGPS (total-power) compact source catalogue is now available, which will simplify
the interpretation of spectral indices for the follow-up candidates which are resolved
to the LA (and therefore also to NVSS). The data on these sources should also be
investigated further and correlated with catalogues of known objects. Nearby (U)CHii
regions will be resolved to the LA (see Table 3.4), so these sources are also potential
(U)CHii region candidates; they could also be anomalous microwave emitters – AME
so far has been more likely to be detected from extended objects, rather than compact.
3.9.3.5 AME
Very little is known about the overall distribution of AME in the Galaxy; large-scale
searches for AME have so far only been made using Planck data (Planck Collabora-
tion et al., 2011b), which is much lower resolution than AMI-SA data and therefore
hampered by confusion. The AMIGPS would be an excellent testing ground for de-
tecting AME but this does depend on being able to extract spectral index information
for extended objects. Since the (full-power) CGPS data covers approximately the same
areas as the AMIGPS, one way to do this would be to ‘observe’ the CGPS maps using
a simulated drift-scan procedure, and look for emission that is brighter in the AMIGPS
maps than in the ‘observation’ of the CGPS maps.
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3.9.3.6 DR2
The observations for the second data release of the AMIGPS, to extend the survey
down to δ ≥ 20◦, are mostly complete; in addition, some of the LA follow-up observa-
tions of compact rising-spectrum source candidates have been made. The data need to
be processed and released to complete the survey.
3.10 Conclusions
The Galactic plane between b ≈ ±5◦ has been surveyed using the interferometric AMI-
SA at ≈ 16 GHz, to a noise level of ≈ 3 mJy beam−1 at ≈ 3 arcmin resolution. This is
the most sensitive and highest resolution Galactic plane survey at cm-wave frequencies
above 1.4 GHz.
1. 868 deg2 of the Galactic plane have been surveyed and a catalogue of 3503
sources produced. This is the first data release of the AMIGPS, now available
publicly at http://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/surveys/AMIGPS/ (AMI Consor-
tium: Perrott et al., 2013a).
2. In testing the flux calibration of the survey by comparing source flux densities
derived from the AMIGPS to tracked observations of both extra-galactic and
Galactic sources taken with the AMI-SA and AMI-LA, I find that the AMIGPS
flux calibration is accurate to within 5%.
3. The r.m.s. positional accuracy of the survey, assessed by comparing positions
derived from the AMIGPS with well-known source positions from the VLBA
calibrator survey and with AMI-LA follow-up positions, is 2.6 arcsec in RA and
1.7 arcsec in δ.
4. The source count for the unresolved sources in the AMIGPS and spectral index
distribution when correlated with the NVSS have been compared to the extra-
galactic 15 GHz source count and spectral index distribution from the 9C sur-
vey, and found to be significantly different. This shows the expected increase in
source counts corresponding to the population of Galactic objects.
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5. The AMIGPS has been searched for candidate hyper- and ultra-compact Hii re-
gions by selecting sources which have a rising spectrum from 1.4 GHz. 506 of
these objects were followed up with the AMI-LA to provide higher resolution
information, better constraints on the 16 GHz flux density and a spectral index
over the AMI band. Of these, 255 have spectral indices between 1.4 and 16 GHz
which are consistent with those expected from a simple model of (ultra-)compact
Hii regions.
6. To select a manageable sample for further analysis, a cut of α161.4 < −0.6 was ap-
plied to select the ≈ 10% most extreme objects. An extensive simbad, vizier and
literature search identified 6 of these 44 as being compact Hii regions, planetary
nebulae and radio stars; a further one is probably extra-galactic. The remaining
37 are unidentified; ancillary radio data available are consistent with free–free
emission.
7. A VLA proposal has been submitted to observe the unidentified 37 at
0.33 arcsecond resolution between 4 and 8 GHz. These observations will provide
further information on the source sizes and radio spectra and aid in identifying
the sources.
8. A JCMT proposal has also been submitted to investigate the sub-mm emission
around the sources. The morphology of the associated dust will provide insight
into the star formation processes occurring around the regions, and the sub-mm
data point will be used in conjunction with shorter-wavelength data to calculate
temperatures and column densities of the dust.
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Chapter 4
AMI follow-up of Planck clusters
This chapter describes the follow-up programme of Planck clusters which I have con-
ducted. Observations of new clusters were performed in collaboration with Tim
Shimwell and Clare Rumsey; historical data was used when existing for previously-
known clusters. The analysis builds on previous work on a smaller sample performed
by Malak Olamaie.
4.1 The Planck satellite
Planck (Planck Collaboration et al., 2011a) is a European Space Agency (ESA) satel-
lite, launched in May 2009 and orbiting at the second Lagrangian point of the Earth-
Sun system (L2), ≈ 1.5 million km from the Earth. It carries two instruments – the
High Frequency Instrument (HFI), and the Low Frequency Instrument (LFI), covering
a range of frequencies between ≈ 30 and ≈ 900 GHz with beam sizes between ≈ 30 and
≈ 5 arcmin (see Table 4.1).
One of Planck’s main science objectives was the detection and characterisation of
clusters of galaxies via the SZ effect. The 2013 release of data included the Planck
SZ catalogue (PSZ, Planck Collaboration et al. 2013a). Containing 1227 entries, the
catalogue is the largest SZ-selected cluster catalogue to date. The catalogue is pro-
duced from the union of the output of three cluster detection methods, MMF1, MMF3
and PowellSnakes (PwS), using a blind multi-frequency search on the six HFI channel
maps. MMF1 and MMF3 are matched multi-frequency filter algorithms, while PwS is
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Table 4.1: Effective full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Planck beams for the
LFI (Planck Collaboration et al., 2013e) and HFI (Planck Collaboration et al., 2013b)
instruments.
Frequency (GHz) FWHM (arcmin)
LFI
30 32.34
44 27.12
70 13.31
HFI
100 9.66
143 7.27
217 5.01
353 4.86
545 4.84
857 4.63
a Bayesian detection algorithm (Carvalho et al. 2009, Carvalho et al. 2012); since PwS
matches AMI analysis more closely than the MMF algorithms, I prefer where possible
the parameters produced by PwS for comparison purposes.
4.2 AMI-Planck follow-up programme
AMI and Planck are highly complementary instruments since, while observing the
same physical process, AMI has much higher angular resolution than Planck and can
therefore provide information on cluster profiles at smaller radii. Conversely, since
AMI is an interferometer, information on the large-scale flux density of resolved clus-
ters is lost; this can be provided by Planck.
In Planck Collaboration et al. 2013f – from now on ‘the 11-cluster paper’ – a sam-
ple of 11 clusters from the Planck Early Release SZ catalogue was studied with AMI
and there was found to be some disagreement between the results from the two in-
struments, with AMI finding the SZ signal to be, overall, smaller in angular size and
fainter, and with significant discrepancies for some clusters. This was interpreted as
an indication that the GNFW model used to describe the cluster profiles may not be
flexible enough to describe clusters universally. To further investigate this possibility,
as well as for validation purposes, the full catalogue of clusters observable by AMI has
here been followed up.
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4.2.1 Cluster selection
An initial cut of 20◦ ≤ δ ≤ 87◦ was applied to the catalogue to satisfy AMI’s reasonable
observing limits. In addition, clusters with known redshifts of z ≤ 0.100 were excluded
since these are known to have large angular sizes and will be mostly resolved out
by AMI; although the brightest of these will still be detectable, it will be difficult to
constrain the overall properties using AMI data. These initial cuts resulted in a sample
size of 337 with Planck SNR values ranging from 4.5 – 20.
A benign radio point source environment is important for AMI, but is difficult
to quantify. For each cluster remaining in the sample that had not been previously
observed with AMI, a short pre-screening observation was carried out with the AMI-
LA to investigate this. In practice, the effect of the source environment on the detection
potential of a cluster depends on many factors including the number and location of the
sources with respect to each other and to the sidelobes of the primary and synthesised
beams, and is almost impossible to quantify in a systematic way. In order to apply
consistent criteria across the whole sample, clusters with radio sources of peak flux
density S peak > 5 mJy within 3 arcmin of the phase centre, with S peak > 20 mJy within
10 arcmin of the phase centre, or with extended emission with fitted (deconvolved)
major axis size > 2 arcmin and integrated flux density S int > 2 mJy, were discarded
as experience suggests that observation of the SZ signal in such clusters with AMI is
hampered. It should be noted however that some clusters which have been previously
observed and detected with AMI are excluded by these cuts; some of the new clusters
discarded by this process may also be observable.
In addition, clusters were manually inspected at various stages of the follow-up and
analysis process, and some were rejected due to source environment at later stages. At
the time of writing, the sample had been observed completely down to SNR ≥ 6, and
this sub-sample will be considered in the following sections. This final sub-sample,
which I will refer to as the SZ sample, consists of 59 clusters, including 19 observed
with AMI and published previously as part of other samples. A breakdown of the
fraction of clusters rejected for various reasons is shown in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Numbers of clusters in the 20◦ ≤ δ ≤ 87◦, SNR ≥ 6 sub-sample in various
categories. The 59 clusters in the sample include the 19 previously observed with AMI.
Category Number of clusters
Total 122
z ≤ 0.1 16
Automatic radio-source environment rejection 39
Manual radio-source environment rejection 8
Included in sample 59
Included in sample and previously observed with AMI 19
4.2.2 Observation
Clusters are observed as a single pointing centre on the AMI-SA, and as a 61-point
hexagonal raster on the AMI-LA, to typical noise levels of / 120 µJy beam−1 and
/ 100 µJy beam−1 in the centre, respectively. The LA raster is observed to a lower
noise level in the central 19-point raster than in the outer regions. Typical noise maps
and uv-coverages are displayed for both arrays in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2.
Data on both arrays are flagged for interference and calibrated using reduce, then
cleaned using aips in an automated manner. Source-finding is carried out at 4σ on
the LA continuum map, as described in AMI Consortium: Davies et al. (2011), and
sources that are detected at ≥ 3σ on at least three channel maps and are not extended
have a spectral index α fitted across the AMI band. SA data are binned according to
uv-distance in order to reduce the memory required for subsequent analysis.
4.2.3 Analysis
The McAdam package (Feroz et al., 2009) is used to fit for the parameters of a model
containing radio point sources and a cluster, simultaneously, in a fully Bayesian man-
ner. The primordial CMB anisotropies and confusion noise from the point source
population below the LA detection threshold are accounted for as extra noise sources,
taking into account the correlations between visibilities. The software package getdist
is used to extract the marginalised one- and two-dimensional posterior distributions
from the Monte Carlo chains.
The fitted parameters for the radio sources are used to produce source-subtracted
maps, which should contain only the cluster and noise (from primordial CMB fluctua-
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Figure 4.1: AMI-LA noise map (a) and uv-coverage (b) for a typical cluster. The grey-
scale on (a) is in µJy beam−1 and is truncated to show the range of noise levels. The
colours in (b) indicate different channels.
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Figure 4.2: AMI-SA noise map (a) and uv-coverage (b) for a typical cluster. The grey-
scale on (a) is in µJy beam−1 and the map is cut off at the 10% power point of the
primary beam. The colours in (b) indicate different channels.
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tions, unsubtracted sources and system temperature). Since most clusters are extended
with respect to the SA synthesised beam, I have produced source-subtracted maps both
with natural weighting (for optimised signal-to-noise for non-resolved structures), and
with a Gaussian weighting function of width 600λ at the 30%-power point applied to
the visibilities (decreasing the weighting of the longer baselines, to increase the signal-
to-noise of resolved structures). These maps are useful mainly for visual inspection of
the cluster, to check the residual radio source environment, and to compare the struc-
ture of the cluster with maps produced by other instruments.
For each cluster, two McAdam runs are performed – one with the full cluster + radio
source environment model, and one with only the radio source environment model
(the ‘null’ run). The difference in Bayesian evidence, which takes into account the
various sources of noise as well as the goodness of fit of the radio source and cluster
models, between these runs provides a natural quantity for categorising the clusters into
clear detections and non-detections. I have defined an additional category, moderate
detections, to account for cases where the data are more consistent with the presence
of a cluster than not, but there is not enough information in the data to constrain the
model parameters well. The boundaries for these categories are listed in Table 4.3. The
boundary between clear and moderate detections was determined empirically, from
inspecting final maps and posterior distributions.
Table 4.3: The evidence difference (∆ log10(Z)) boundaries used for categorising clus-
ters as clear detections, clear non-detections, and moderate detections.
Category ∆ log10(Z) boundaries
Clear detection (Y) ∆ log10(Z) ≥ 3
Moderate detection (M) 0 ≤ ∆ log10(Z) < 3
Clear non-detection (N) ∆ log10(Z) < 0
4.2.3.1 Radio-source modelling
The results from the LA source-finding are used as input priors for source subtraction
from the SA map, as summarised in Table 4.4. If a source appears at ≥ 4σ on the
SA map, its flux density and spectral index are fitted for in McAdam; otherwise, the
source is subtracted directly based on the LA values. Wide (σ = 40% Gaussian) priors
are put on source flux densities to allow for variability and for SA-LA measurement
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discrepancies. When a spectral index cannot be fitted to the LA data for a source, a
prior based on the 10C distribution of spectral indices between 1.4 and 16 GHz is used
if the source flux is to be fitted in the SA data; if not, α is fixed to the median value of
the 10C prior, 0.5. The positions of the sources are fixed to the positions derived from
the LA continuum map in all cases.
4.2.3.2 Cluster modelling
The cluster model used for AMI-Planck analysis is the ‘universal’ generalised Navarro-
Frenk-White pressure profile defined in Arnaud et al. (2010). Further details of the
model will be given in Chapter 5. The model can be parameterised by the ‘flux’ pa-
rameter Ytot, which is the Comptonisation parameter integrated over its detected area
on the sky, and the ‘shape’ parameter θs, which indicates the characteristic angular
scale of the cluster on the sky. In addition, the position of the cluster centre is de-
scribed by offsets from the phase centre (which is either the Planck catalogue position,
or the previously known X-ray or optical position for clusters with existing AMI ob-
servations) in RA and δ, x0 and y0. The priors on these are Gaussian, centred on the
Planck catalogue position, with width given by the Planck positional uncertainty up to
a maximum of 5 arcmin; this cut-off applies only to one cluster which is only detected
by MMF3, and as will be shown, the MMF3 positional errors are over-estimated.
The priors assigned to Ytot and θs in the 11-cluster paper and used for the Planck
PwS analysis are based on marginalised distributions of Ytot and θs in a simulated pop-
ulation of clusters generated according to the Jenkins mass function, as described in
Carvalho et al. (2012). The parameterisation functions for these priors are listed in Ta-
ble 4.5 and plotted in Fig. 4.3. In practice, these priors are incorrect since they ignore
the correlation between Ytot and θs. In addition, they take into account the Planck se-
lection function only in assuming minimum and maximum cutoffs in each parameter.
Fig. 4.4 illustrates the difference between the two-dimensional prior produced by mul-
tiplying the one-dimensional priors, and a better approximation to the true distribution
of clusters expected to be detected by Planck (data from Pedro Carvalho). This was
produced by injecting a cluster population based on the Tinker mass function (Tin-
ker et al., 2008) into the Planck maps and running the Planck detection algorithms as
described in Planck Collaboration et al. (2013a).
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Table 4.4: Priors for source subtraction from SA map based on LA source-finding results. S peak and S int are the peak and
integrated flux densities from the continuum map; S fit is the central flux density estimate from the fit to the channel flux
densities. ‘P’ and ‘E’ refer to point-like and extended sources, respectively.
LA source type P E
LA significance > 3σ on ≥ 3 channel maps > 3σ on < 3 channel maps S peak > 4σ on continuum map
Central flux density estimate S fit S peak S int
α estimate αfit 0.5 0.5
SA significance > 4σ ≤ 4σ > 4σ ≤ 4σ > 4σ ≤ 4σ
SA central flux density prior N(S fit, 0.4 × S fit) δ(S fit) N(S peak, 0.4 × S peak) δ(S peak) N(S int, 0.4 × S int) δ(S int)
SA α prior N(αfit,∆αfit) δ(αfit) 10C δ(0.5) 10C δ(0.5)
Symbol used for plotting × + × + × +
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Figure 4.3: Prior on θs (a) and Ytot (b) in previous analysis.
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Figure 4.4: Two-dimensional Ytot vs θs prior, assuming separability and using the priors
shown in Fig. 4.3 (a), and a closer approximation to the real (correlated) Ytot vs θs
distribution (b) – see text for more detail.
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Figure 4.5: Two-dimensional elliptical Gaussian fit to the Ytot vs θs distribution in log-
space (a) and residuals with respect to the simulated distribution (b).
Non-separable prior
Since the distribution of points looked similar to a two-dimensional, elliptical Gaussian
in log-space, I decided to attempt to represent the prior in that way. A least-squares
fit was performed to find the optimal fit to the two-dimensional histogram, resulting in
the fit shown in Fig. 4.5. The fit agrees well, although the residuals do show a ‘tail’ of
increased probability in the distribution with respect to the analytical fit towards high
values of Ytot and θs.
The fit is parameterised by offset and width in both x = log10(θs) and y = log10(Ytot),
and by the angle φ measured clockwise from the y-axis, i.e.
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dP(x, y)
dx dy ∝ exp
[
−1
2
(
A(x − x0)2 + B(y − y0)2 + 2C(x − x0)(y − y0)
)]
,
where
A =
cos2(φ)
2σ2x
+
sin2(φ)
2σ2y
B =
sin2(φ)
2σ2x
+
cos2(φ)
2σ2y
C = sin(2φ)
4σ2x
− sin(2φ)
4σ2y
. (4.1)
The best-fit parameters are listed in Table 4.5. The advantage of this parameterisa-
tion is that there are simple, analytical solutions for the marginalised and conditional
distributions. The marginal distribution of log10(θs) is given by
dP(x)
dx =
∫ ∞
−∞
dP(x, y)
dx dy dy
∝ exp
−14 (x − x0)
2
σ2y sin2 φ + σ2x cos2 φ
 , (4.2)
i.e. Gaussian with µ = x0 and σ =
√
2(σ2y sin2 φ + σ2x cos2 φ). The conditional distri-
bution of log10(Ytot) is given by
dP(y|X)
dy =
dP(X, y)
dx dy
∝ exp
−12 B
(
(y − y0) + C(X − x0)B
)2 , (4.3)
i.e. also Gaussian with µ = y0 − C(X − x0)/B and σ = 1/
√
B.
The new prior is clearly very different to the old prior. The prior is important,
especially for clusters with larger angular sizes where AMI data cannot simultaneously
constrain θs and Ytot because the zero-spacing flux is not measured (see Chapter 5 for
more details). The effects of changing the prior will be investigated in Section 4.2.4.4.
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Table 4.5: Priors used on profile fit parameters
Parameter Prior type Parameters Limits
x0/y0 Gaussian, e−x
2/2σ2 σ = max(5 arcmin, σPlanck) -
Ytot (old) Power-law, x−a a = 1.6 0.0005 < x < 0.2
θs (old) Exponential, λe−λx λ = 0.2 1.3 < x < 45
Ytot (new) 2D elliptical Gaussian y0 = −2.743, σy = 0.2856, -in log10(Ytot) φ = 40.17◦
θs (new) 2D elliptical Gaussian x0 = 0.6171, σx = 0.1153, 1.3 < xin log10(θs) φ = 40.17◦
4.2.4 Results
In the final subsample, 48 are clear detections, seven are moderate detections, and only
four are clear non-detections. A summary of the results for each cluster is presented in
Table 4.6.
Some representative examples from each category are discussed in the following.
In each case, source-subtracted maps are shown both with and without the uv-tapering
(see Section 4.2.3 for details); the symbols × and + show the positions of subtracted
sources (as described in Table 4.4),  shows the AMI, McAdam-determined position
of the cluster, and the 1 × σPlanck positional error radius is shown as a circle. Contours
are plotted at ±3 to 10× the r.m.s. noise level, and dashed contours are negative. The
synthesised beam is shown in the bottom left-hand corner.
Posterior distributions for position offset, cluster model parameters and the closest
radio sources to the cluster centre are also shown; in these plots the units are arcsec
on the sky for offset in RA (x0) and δ (y0), arcmin2 for Ytot, arcmin for θs and mJy for
radio source flux densities. The Ytot-θs posterior distribution is shown in black overlaid
with that obtained by PwS using Planck data for the cluster in red, as well as the prior
(black dotted line). Appendix A contains similar maps and posterior distribution plots
for the entire sample.
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Table 4.6: Summary of results for the final subsample of 59 clusters. Reference numbers refer to (1) AMI Consortium:
Barker et al. (2006), (2) AMI Consortium: Hurley-Walker et al. (2011), (3) AMI Consortium: Zwart et al. (2011), (4) AMI
Consortium: Hurley-Walker et al. (2012), (5) AMI Consortium: Rodrı´guez-Gonza´lvez et al. (2012), (6) Planck Collaboration
et al. (2013f), (7) AMI Consortium: Shimwell et al. (2013b). ∆ log10(Z) is the Bayesian evidence difference, and ‘category’
is as defined in Table 4.3. ‘EE’ refers to a class of clusters with significant extended radio emission present.
AMI ID Planck SNR ∆ log10(Z) Category Aliases Previous AMI Redshift Notes
analysis
CAJ1635+6612 17.207 33.75 Y A2218, RXC J1635.8+6612 3, 5, 6 0.171
CAJ1938+5409 14.971 16.01 Y CL1938+54, 0.260
RXC J1938.3+5409
CAJ2122+2311 13.092 1.61 M ZW8503 0.143
CAJ0830+6551 12.974 47.39 Y A665, RXC J0830.9+6551 0.182
CAJ1425+3750 11.764 27.71 Y A1914, RXC J1426.0+3749 1, 3, 4, 6 0.171
CAJ1510+3329 10.459 26.59 Y A2034, RXC J1510.1+3330 6 0.113
CAJ0107+5407 10.225 18.24 Y RXC J0107.7+5408 0.107
CAJ1720+2637 9.904 1.59 M RXC J1720.1+2637 5 0.164
CAJ1155+2324 9.791 25.06 Y A1413, RXC J1155.3+2324 5, 6 0.143
CAJ1948+5114 9.544 6.62 Y RXC J1948.3+5113 0.185
CAJ0917+5143 9.527 34.23 Y A773, RXC J0917.8+5143 3, 5, 6 0.217
CAJ0638+4748 9.425 6.51 Y ZW1133, RXC J0638.1+4747 0.174
CAJ1414+7116 8.975 4.53 Y A1895, RXC J1414.2+7115 0.225
CAJ1524+2954 8.964 0.91 M A2069, RXC J1524.1+2955 0.115
CAJ2200+2058 8.740 35.09 Y A2409, RXC J2200.8+2058 5, 6 0.147
CAJ0622+7442 8.658 20.45 Y PLCKESZ G139.59+24.18 6 0.267
CAJ1724+8553 8.566 11.06 Y A2294, RXC J1723.7+8553 0.178
CAJ1752+4440 8.457 13.38 Y MAJ1752+4440, 0.366
Continued on next page
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Table 4.6 – continued from previous page
AMI ID Planck SNR ∆ log10(Z) Category Aliases Previous AMI Redshift Notes
analysis
RXC J1752.0+4440
CAJ1023+4907 8.444 17.43 Y A990, RXC J1023.6+4907 5, 6 0.144
CAJ1157+3336 8.429 8.04 Y A1423, RXC J1157.3+3336 5 0.214
CAJ0308+2645 8.354 25.79 Y MAJ0308+2645, 3 0.356
RXC J0308.9+2645
CAJ1022+5006 8.261 4.76 Y A980, RXC J1022.5+5006 0.158
CAJ0748+5941 8.191 36.81 Y RXC J0748.7+5941, 6
[ATZ98] B100
CAJ1159+4946 8.186 6.25 Y RXC J1159.2+4947 0.211
CAJ0142+4438 8.087 25.15 Y RXC J0142.9+4438 0.341
CAJ1115+5320 7.609 11.91 Y XMJ1115+5319, 7 0.470
RXC J1115.2+5320
CAJ2228+2037 7.261 28.47 Y RXC J2228.6+2036 0.412
CAJ1858+2916 7.217 16.99 Y
CAJ1212+2732 7.186 13.96 Y RXC J1212.3+2733 0.353
CAJ1819+5711 7.129 3.34 Y RXC J1819.9+5710 0.179 Positional error increased to
encompass visible decrement
in map
CAJ1149+2223 7.117 120.00 Y MAJ1149+2223, 6 0.545
RXC J1149.5+2245
CAJ1428+5651 7.056 -0.29 N A1925, RXC J1428.4+5652 0.105
CAJ1747+4512 7.008 2.54 M ZW8284, RXC J1747.2+4512 0.156
CAJ2226+7818 6.997 3.87 Y PLCKESZ G115.71+17.52 2
Continued on next page
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AMI ID Planck SNR ∆ log10(Z) Category Aliases Previous AMI Redshift Notes
analysis
CAJ1229+4737 6.969 5.25 Y RXC J1229.0+4737 0.254
CAJ0742+7414 6.942 6.30 Y ZW1370, RXC J0741.7+7414 0.215
CAJ1856+6622 6.891 3.27 Y ZwCl 1856.8+6616 0.300
CAJ0227+4904 6.857 11.09 Y
CAJ0842+6234 6.848 -1.88 N
CAJ0637+6654 6.766 3.76 Y EE
CAJ1259+6004 6.721 12.76 Y PLCKESZ G121.11+57.01 2, 6 0.344
CAJ1354+7714 6.669 6.63 Y RXC J1354.6+7715 0.397
CAJ1832+6449 6.656 -1.27 N RXC J1832.5+6449 0.162
CAJ2137+3531 6.585 25.76 Y EE
CAJ2234+5243 6.562 6.77 Y EE
CAJ1905+3233 6.526 2.07 M
CAJ2322+4845 6.493 18.47 Y EE
CAJ1756+4007 6.476 16.00 Y WHL J269.219+40.1353 0.570
CAJ0909+5133 6.376 4.24 Y RXC J0909.3+5133 0.232
CAJ1414+5447 6.351 34.62 Y WHL J213.697+54.7844 0.631
CAJ1539+3426 6.314 17.02 Y A2111, RXC J1539.7+3424 4, 5 0.229
CAJ1314+6433 6.249 26.98 Y A1704, RXC J1314.4+6434 5 0.220 EE
CAJ0850+3604 6.225 4.65 Y ZW1953, RXC J0850.2+3603 0.378
CAJ1016+3339 6.142 0.04 M A961, RXC J1016.3+3338 0.124
CAJ0947+7622 6.123 7.86 Y MAJ0947+7623, 0.345
RXC J0947.2+7623
CAJ2146+2029 6.096 -1.03 N ZwCl 2143.5+2014 0.250
Continued on next page
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AMI ID Planck SNR ∆ log10(Z) Category Aliases Previous AMI Redshift Notes
analysis
CAJ1123+2128 6.085 0.29 M A1246, RXC J1123.9+2129 0.190
CAJ0801+3605 6.065 21.91 Y A611, RXC J0800.9+3602 3, 4, 5 0.288
CAJ0851+4829 6.009 23.26 Y 0.513
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4.2.4.1 Clear detections
Abell 2218
Abell 2218 (Abell, 1958) is an extremely well-known cluster and one of the earliest
SZ detections (e.g. Gull and Northover 1976, Jones et al. 1993). It lies at redshift
z = 0.171 (Bo¨hringer et al., 2000). It has been observed by AMI previously as part
of the LoCuSs sample (AMI Consortium: Rodrı´guez-Gonza´lvez et al., 2012) and was
part of the previous AMI-Planck follow-up paper. It has the highest Planck SNR in
the final subsample and is also well-detected by AMI with ∆ log10(Z) = 33. Fig. 4.6
shows that the cluster is resolved by AMI as the depth of the decrement increases in
the uv-tapered map, and structure can be clearly seen in the naturally-weighted map.
The posterior distributions (Fig. 4.7) show a good constraint in both position and the
cluster model parameters. The two-dimensional posterior distributions for the flux
densities of the three closest sources are included in the plot; it can be seen that there
is some correlation between the flux densities of the sources and Ytot, i.e. lower values
of the flux densities allow lower values of Ytot, but this does not affect the parameter
constraints significantly. The PwS Ytot-θs posterior overlaps with the AMI posterior,
but AMI finds the cluster to be smaller and fainter than Planck.
CAJ1858+2916
This is a new cluster discovered by Planck at high SNR (7.2) and clearly detected by
AMI with ∆ log10(Z) = 17.0. The source-subtracted maps for the cluster are shown
in Fig. 4.8, and the posterior distributions in Fig. 4.9. Again, it is clear that AMI
resolves the cluster. The source flux densities of the two nearest sources are shown
in the posterior distributions; there is no apparent degeneracy between the source flux
densities and any of the parameters. In this case, the posterior distributions for θs and
Ytot are very consistent with the PwS posteriors. The AMI and PwS degeneracies are
in different directions, meaning that the joint constraints produced by combining the
two will be considerably tighter.
4.2.4.2 Moderate detections
ZW8503
ZW8503 is a well-known cluster at z = 0.143 (Allen et al., 1992) with a large an-
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Figure 4.6: SA source-subtracted map of A2218 with natural weighting (a) and with
a uv-taper (b) (see Section 4.2.3 for details). The r.m.s. noise levels are 131 and
163 µJy beam−1 respectively. The numbered sources have posterior distributions for
their flux densities plotted in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: AMI posterior distributions for A2218 and the Ytot-θs posterior overlaid
with that obtained by Planck in red, and the prior as a black dotted line (upper right-
hand corner).
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Figure 4.8: SA source-subtracted map of CAJ1858+2916 with natural weighting (a)
and with a uv-taper (b) (see Section 4.2.3 for details). The r.m.s. noise levels are 98
and 134 µJy beam−1 respectively. The numbered sources have posterior distributions
for their flux densities plotted in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: AMI posterior distributions for CAJ1858+2916 and the Ytot-θs posterior
overlaid with that obtained by Planck (upper right-hand corner).
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Figure 4.10: SA source-subtracted map of ZW8503 with natural weighting (a) and
with a uv-taper (b) (see Section 4.2.3 for details). The r.m.s. noise levels are 89 and
122 µJy beam−1 respectively. The numbered sources have posterior distributions for
their flux densities plotted in Fig. 4.11.
gular size (≈ 8 arcmin as measured by Planck); it is therefore not too surprising that
AMI does not detect it well. A decrement at the phase centre is visible in the source-
subtracted maps, and a model with a cluster is favoured over one without by
∆ log10(Z) = 1.6, but there is not enough information in the AMI data to constrain
the cluster parameters well, and the Ytot-θs posterior distribution is strongly influenced
by the prior (plotted as a black dotted line for comparison). There is also significant
degeneracy between the cluster parameters and the flux density of the closest source.
The parameter space indicated by the Planck posterior is completely ruled out by the
AMI posterior distribution. The AMI maps also show some substructure within the
cluster, so the spherical, isothermal cluster model does not provide a good fit.
4.2.4.3 Non-detections
CAJ2146+2029
CAJ2146+2029 is associated with ZwCl 2143.5+2014. Despite having an SNR of 6.1
and being detected by all three of the Planck detection algorithms, it is not detected by
AMI. There is no hint of a decrement at the phase centre, and the posterior distributions
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Figure 4.11: AMI posterior distributions for ZW8503 and the Ytot-θs posterior overlaid
with that obtained by Planck (upper right hand corner).
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Figure 4.12: A ROSAT broad-band X-ray map of ZW8503 with the AMI-SA contours
overlaid (at ±2 to 4 × 100 µJy) to show the substructure. The grey-scale is in units of
counts and is not truncated.
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Figure 4.13: SA source-subtracted map of CAJ2146+2029 with natural weighting (a)
and with a uv-taper (b) (see Section 4.2.3 for details). The r.m.s. noise levels are 124
and 180 µJy beam−1 respectively.
mostly recover the priors, ruling out the larger Ytot values. A simulated cluster using the
PwS maximum a-posteriori values for θs and Ytot, ‘observed’ using the same visibilities
and noise levels as those in the real AMI observation, shows that this cluster should be
detected at a SNR of ≈ 7 in the naturally-weighted map, and ≈ 9 in the uv-tapered map.
If the cluster is not a spurious detection, it must therefore be much more extended than
the Planck estimate shows (however, the redshift is given as 0.250 so this is not likely)
and/or be significantly offset from the phase centre.
4.2.4.4 Effect of changing the θs vs Ytot prior
Fig. 4.15 shows the effect of changing to the two-dimensional θs vs Ytot prior on the
mean parameter estimates. There is little overall change in θs, indicating that the data
constrain this parameter well without being greatly influenced by the prior. For clusters
with low values of Ytot, the two-dimensional prior slightly increases the Ytot estimate;
this is especially noticeable for the moderate detections. Conversely, for clusters with
high values of Ytot the two-dimensional prior systematically decreases the estimate by
as much as 1σ. However, overall the changes are not very significant when the error-
bars are taken into account (some representative 1σ error bars are plotted for context).
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Figure 4.14: AMI posterior distributions for CAJ2146+2029 and the Ytot-θs posterior
overlaid with that obtained by Planck (upper right hand corner).
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Figure 4.15: Mean parameter estimates of θs (a) and Ytot (b) obtained using the new
two-dimensional priors compared to the old one-dimensional priors, for clear (black)
and moderate (red) detections. The one-to-one relationship is shown as a dashed line,
and some 1σ error bars are plotted for as illustration.
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Figure 4.16: θs-Ytot constraints for large (a) and small (b) angular size clusters in the
‘clear detection’ category, and a moderate detection (c), using the old, one-dimensional
priors (black) and the new, two-dimensional prior (red). Posterior means are indicated
with vertical lines and crosses.
Fig. 4.16 shows the marginalised one- and two-dimensional posteriors for A2218
and CAJ1948+5114 (a smaller angular size clear detection) and ZW8503 (the mod-
erate detection from Section 4.2.4.2). In all three cases, the maximum a-posteriori
(MAP) estimate is approximately the same, and the shift in the mean value is caused
by the shrinking or widening of the posterior. Generally, for large angular-size clusters
the posteriors shrink because the sampling points are restricted to the narrow area in
θs − Ytot space allowed by the prior, which causes the apparent decrease in the mean
values of Ytot seen in Fig. 4.15. For small angular-size clusters, the opposite is true. The
two-dimensional prior does not pull the sampling points so sharply towards the (0,0)
point in θs − Ytot space, so the posteriors widen slightly, causing the apparent increase
in the mean value of Ytot.
4.3 AMI-Planck comparison
4.3.1 Positional comparison
The higher angular resolution of AMI enables a more accurate positional estimate to
be produced for the clusters (although in practice this depends on a variety of factors
such as signal-to-noise over the angular scales observed by both telescopes, and how
successful the decoupling of the signal from the foregrounds is), and the accuracy of
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Figure 4.17: Positional offset from AMI for the three Planck detection algorithms. The
size of the points plotted increases with increasing Planck SNR; clear detections are
plotted as filled circles, and moderate detections as empty circles.
the Planck positions and error estimates can be checked. Fig. 4.17 compares positional
offsets between AMI and the three Planck detection algorithms. The offsets for MMF1
and MMF3 are very similar. The PwS offsets are slightly more clustered toward zero,
and also show a greater correlation with the SNR (i.e. the highest SNR points are
closer to zero than the low-SNR points).
The MMF1 algorithm does not currently output positional errors, so Fig. 4.18
shows the distribution of positional offsets normalised by the total error(√
σ2AMI + σ
2
Planck
)
for PwS and MMF3 only; a Rayleigh distribution,
(x/σ2) exp(−x2/2σ2) with σ = 1, is plotted for comparison – this is the expected dis-
tribution assuming the errors in RA and δ are uncorrelated and normally distributed.
The PwS distribution is a good match, showing that the error estimates are a good rep-
resentation of the true uncertainty in the positions. In contrast, the MMF3 errors are
generally over-estimated.
4.3.2 Ytot-θs comparison
A major conclusion of the 11-cluster paper was that the clusters were found overall to
be smaller in angular size and fainter (lower Ytot) by AMI than by Planck. The com-
parison for the larger sample shows a similar trend. Fig. 4.19 shows the comparison
between the AMI and PwS MAP values for the entire sample of clear and moderate
detections. Aside from some outliers, the θs values do not show a bias, but are only
weakly correlated with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.31 (0.25) for all clusters
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Planck, for PwS and MMF3. The solid histogram shows the
clear detections only, and the red outline shows clear and moderate detections
together. A Rayleigh distribution is plotted in red for comparison.
detected (clear detections only). However, the Ytot values as measured by AMI are still
lower overall than the Planck values. The comparison between AMI and the MMF
algorithms is very similar.
This inconsistency could be due to the fact that AMI does not measure Ytot directly,
since it is an interferometer and therefore resolves out the larger scales; as long as the
cluster is resolved, the zero-spacing flux, and therefore Ytot, is never measured directly.
However, in this case the discrepancy should be worse for larger angular-size clusters
since more of an extrapolation is required to infer the zero-spacing flux. Fig. 4.20(a),
in which the ratio of the Ytot values is plotted as a function of θs, shows that this is
not the case; the discrepancy is clearly present for both small and large angular-size
clusters. In Fig. 4.20(b) the correlation betweeen θs and Ytot is plotted as measured by
AMI and Planck, and it is clear that the discrepancy occurs over the entire sample.
4.3.3 Potential origins of the discrepancy
Several potential origins of the discrepancy were investigated in the 11-cluster paper,
as follows.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison between PwS and AMI MAP Ytot and θs values. Clear detec-
tions are plotted in black, and moderate detections in red. The one-to-one relationship
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Figure 4.20: (a) shows a comparison between PwS and AMI MAP Ytot values as a
function of θs, with solid dots (open circles) indicating AMI (PwS) θs values. Clear
detections are plotted in black, and moderate detections in red, and the one-to-one
relationship is plotted as a black dashed line. (b) shows Ytot as a function of θs as
measured by AMI (black) and PwS (red) for all of the moderate and clear detections.
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1. The possibility that a population of faint sources existed below the LA detection
threshold and acted to ‘fill in’ the decrement was investigated by obtaining very
deep LA observations toward the central pointing of the raster, obtaining r.m.s.
noise levels / 30 µJy beam−1, and the cluster parameters were re-extracted, sub-
tracting any extra sources detected. In one case this shifted the Ytot estimate
upward by ≈ 1σ, but the parameters for the remaining 10 cases were not signif-
icantly changed. This is clearly not the source of the discrepancy.
2. In the 11-cluster paper, to eliminate any effects from differing centroid positions,
the AMI and Planck data were both analysed with the position of the cluster fixed
to the best-fit position obtained from an initial AMI analysis where the central
position was allowed to vary. Fixing the position also had a negligible effect on
the derived θs and Ytot posterior distributions.
3. For five clusters with measured X-ray profiles, the cluster parameters were re-
extracted using the appropriate fitted γ and α parameters rather than the ‘univer-
sal’ parameters. This did not significantly improve the agreement. Note that the
parameter affecting the cluster outskirts, β, was not varied since the X-ray data
does not extend to this region. See the 11-cluster paper for more detail.
When a point source very near the cluster centre is fitted simultaneously with the
cluster model, there is often a correlation between the point source flux and the Ytot
value, i.e. the data can constrain the sum of the point source flux and the cluster flux
well, but not separate the two components. This effect can lead to biases in the fitted
Ytot values and worsens for smaller angular-size clusters since it becomes more difficult
to differentiate between the profiles in uv-space of a marginally-resolved cluster and
an unresolved point source. To test whether this could cause the discrepancy, I replot-
ted Fig. 4.20 using only clusters with no fitted sources within 3 arcmin of the cluster
position. This is shown in Fig. 4.21; the discrepancy is clearly not resolved.
Another potential problem is the mismatch between the spherical model and the
real data; the higher resolution AMI data will be much more sensitive to this issue
than the Planck data (in some cases, also dependent on other factors as discussed in
Section 4.3.1). Some of the clusters have clearly non-spherical shapes in the AMI
maps, but modelling with an ellipsoidal GNFW profile does not change the constraints
on Ytot and θs significantly.
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Figure 4.21: (a) shows a comparison between PwS and AMI MAP Ytot values as a
function of θs for clusters selected to have no radio point sources within 3 arcmin of
the cluster position, with solid dots (open circles) indicating AMI (PwS) θs values.
Black points show clear detections and red points show moderate detections. In (b),
the black (red) points show the AMI (PwS) values for the same clusters.
An outstanding issue is the effect of using a universal profile shape to model all
clusters. In the following chapter, the potential for AMI data to constrain the GNFW
profile parameters and the possible effect of variations of the shape on the derived
parameters will be investigated.
4.4 Future work
Observations and analysis of the remainder of the sample with SNR < 6 are ongo-
ing; the whole catalogue, which continues to SNR of 4.5, will eventually be observed
(within AMI’s observing limits). At the time of writing, the total number of detections
was 85 (69 clear), with 132 clusters remaining to be classified (see Fig. 4.22).
Many of the clusters in the catalogue have been or will be observed both with other
SZ telescopes, and in other wavebands. Combining AMI data with these other datasets
will allow testing of the current understanding of cluster physics, in particular enabling
the investigation of cluster gas pressure profiles (discussed in more detail in Chapter 5).
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Figure 4.22: Cumulative count of clusters within AMI’s observing limits in the entire
Planck catalogue in various categories, as a function of SNR.
4.5 Conclusions
A sample of 59 clusters detected by Planck with SNR > 6 between 20◦ ≤ δ ≤ 87◦
and with benign radio source environments have been followed up with AMI, and the
clusters have been analysed assuming the ‘universal’ GNFW pressure profile. 55 are
detected.
1. The effects of changing the prior on θs and Ytot to a closer approximation to the
real, correlated distribution have been tested and found to be minimal.
2. Comparison between the Planck and higher-resolution AMI positions have shown
that the PwS positions and error estimates are more accurate than the correspond-
ing MMF1 and 3 values.
3. Although the AMI and Planck θs values correlate weakly with no apparent bias,
with the exception of some outliers, the Planck Ytot values are systematically
higher than those measured by AMI, irrespective of angular size. The poten-
tial to resolve the discrepancy by varying the profile shape parameters will be
investigated in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5
Cluster modelling
This chapter presents new analysis using simulations to investigate the effect of differ-
ing cluster gas pressure profile shapes on the parameter constraints that AMI produces,
and to assess the potential for constraining the shape of the profile using the GNFW
parameterisation using AMI data.
5.1 Generalised Navarro-Frenk-White profile
Numerical simulations have shown that the equilibrium density profiles of dark matter
halos of galaxy clusters in CDM universes can be described by a universal parame-
terisation, known as the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile (Navarro et al., 1996,
1997):
ρ(r)
ρcrit,z
=
δc
(r/rs) (1 + r/rs)2
(5.1)
where ρ is the density of the cluster as a function of the physical radius r, ρcrit,z =
3H2/(8πG) is the critical density of the Universe at the redshift of the cluster, rs is a
characteristic scale radius, and δc is a characteristic (dimensionless) density.
Since the gas pressure distribution is largely determined by the distribution of the
(gravitationally dominant) dark matter component, the pressure profile should be well
represented by a similar shape. Nagai et al. (2007) proposed a ‘generalised Navarro-
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Frenk-White’ (GNFW) pressure profile, given by
Pe(r) = P0
(
r
rs
)−γ [
1 +
(
r
rs
)α](γ−β)/α
, (5.2)
and showed that the parameterisation was consistent with both numerical simulations
and observational (X-ray) evidence. Pe is the electron pressure, P0 is a normalising
constant, r is the radius of interest and rs is a characteristic scaling radius which deter-
mines the point at which the profile starts to fall off (cf. θc in the isothermal β model).
The parameters α, β and γ describe the slope of the profile at radii ≈ rs, ≫ rs and ≪ rs
respectively.
Given this model, the total integrated Comptonisation parameter, Ytot, is given by
Ytot =
σT
mec2
∫ ∞
0
Pe(r′)4πr′2dr′, (5.3)
where σT is the Thomson scattering cross-section, me is electron mass and c is the
speed of light and spherical symmetry is assumed. When physical parameters are
being considered, it is useful to define a ‘concentration parameter’ cX ≡ rX/rs so that
quantities at a given overdensity radius X (radius internal to which the mean density is
X × ρcrit,z) can be easily calculated, i.e.
Pe(r) = P0
(
cX
r
rX
)−γ [
1 +
(
cX
r
rX
)α](γ−β)/α
. (5.4)
However, in this chapter I will consider a version of the GNFW profile in which
clusters are parameterised only in terms of their appearance on the sky, i.e.
Pe(θ) = P0
(
DAθ
DAθs
)−γ [
1 +
(
DAθ
DAθs
)α](γ−β)/α
Yθ =
4πσT
mec2
P0DA
∫ ∞
0
(
θ′
θs
)−γ [
1 +
(
θ′
θs
)α](γ−β)/α (
θ′
θs
)2
θ3sd
(
θ′
θs
)
, (5.5)
where Yθ ≡ Ytot/D2A, θ is the angular scale on the sky of interest, θs ≡ rs/DA is the
characteristic scale in angular coordinates, and DA is the angular diameter distance to
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the cluster. This equation has an analytic solution (e.g. Gradshteyn et al. 2007),
Yθ =
4πσT
mec2
P0DAθ3s
Γ
(3−γ
α
)
Γ
(
β−3
α
)
αΓ
(−γ+β
α
) , (5.6)
which for a given Yθ and θs defines the normalisation constants. Note that limx→0 Γ(x) =
∞, so there are non-differentiable points in equation 5.6 at β = 3, γ = 3 and γ = β. Yθ
is also not differentiable at α = 0. From this point onwards, I use Ytot to refer to Yθ.
To describe the observed profile of a cluster on the sky, the three-dimensional pres-
sure profile is integrated along the line of sight to produce a two-dimensional projected
profile, and is converted to the Comptonisation parameter via
y(θ) = σT
mec2
∫ ∞
−∞
Pe(
√
θ2 + z2)dz. (5.7)
This has an analytical solution at θ = 0; for other radii the integral is performed
numerically, with cut-offs at θmin = 0.2 and θmax = 20 arcmin. Past θmax, the profile has
fallen off sufficiently to be ≈ 0; if θmin is made smaller, the integral is slow to converge.
The effect of changing these limits was tested for the 11-cluster paper, and found to be
negligible. This two-dimensional ‘y-map’ is then converted to an intensity decrement
map, Fourier-transformed to the uv-plane, and compared with the data.
5.2 Universal GNFW profile
Arnaud et al. (2010) used the REXCESS sample to find an average profile for clusters
at low redshift by fitting GNFW pressure profiles to X-ray data to constrain α, γ and
c500, and to numerical simulations to constrain β. They define a ‘universal’ profile with
parameter values [α, β, γ, c500] = [1.0510, 5.4905, 0.3081, 1.177]. Within the sample,
the best-fit parameter values range between 0.33 – 2.54, 0.000 – 0.860, and 0.17 –
2.16 for α, γ and c500 respectively. Fig. 5.1 shows the ‘universal’ profile along with
profiles calculated by varying each parameter to its extreme values from the REXCESS
sample, to show the effect that each parameter has on the profile.
When not relating the observed quantities to an over-density radius, the concentra-
tion parameter is irrelevant and the cluster profile can be completely described by the
parameters Ytot, θs, α, β and γ.
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Figure 5.1: Variation in pressure profile produced by varying single parameters in the
GNFW model, compared to the ‘universal’ profile. Vertical lines show the relation-
ships r/rs = 1 (depending only on c500); when c500 = 0.1, r/rs = 1 corresponds to
R/R500 = 10, off the scale of the plot.
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Figure 5.2: Constraints on Ytot and θs for A2218 (real data), using three different sets
of α, β and γ: the ‘universal’ parameter values (red), an extreme individual profile
from the REXCESS sample (green), and the average profile parameter values from an
analysis of Planck data (blue). The contours are at the 68% and 95% confidence limits.
5.3 Effects on AMI constraints
Is a change in parameter values significant for the constraints produced from AMI
data? Fig. 5.2 shows the Ytot-θs constraints assuming three different sets of (γ, α, β):
the ‘universal’ values, an extreme individual example from the REXCESS data set with
values (0.065, 0.33, 5.49), and the average parameter values produced from Planck
data in Planck Collaboration et al. (2013d) with values (0.31, 1.33, 4.13). It is clear
that there are large differences both in the shape of the constraints produced and the
posterior mean and MAP values of Ytot and θs; this is a problem that must be addressed.
The effects of changing the shape parameter values of the GNFW profile on AMI
data are heavily dependent on the angular size of the cluster. The effect of varying the
values on a cluster’s profile in uv-space is demonstrated in Fig. 5.3 for the smallest and
largest angular size clusters in the Planck sample that are well-detected by AMI. These
have angular sizes θs = 1.8 and 9.5 arcmin respectively (as determined by AMI, but
consistent with Planck). As in Fig. 5.1, the shape parameter values are varied to the
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Figure 5.3: Visibility amplitude profiles in uv-space for a small (a) and large (b) angular
size cluster; note that the ordinate scales are very different. The grey shaded area shows
the AMI-SA range of baselines.
extremes of the REXCESS sample to illustrate the variation produced.
For the small angular size cluster, the range of baselines probed by AMI corre-
sponds to 1.6 < θ/θs < 9.6, so the shape of the profile is most affected by the β
parameter. For the large angular size cluster, the range of baselines corresponds to
0.3 < θ/θs < 1.8, so α is the most important parameter. In this case, Ytot will also
be very poorly constrained since most of the flux of the cluster is resolved out. The
majority of clusters will fall somewhere between these two extremes in angular size,
and the AMI data will be affected by the real values of both α and β. In all cases,
however, AMI data are not of high enough resolution to provide information on γ and
so a change in γ will correspond to a change in the overall amplitude of the data rather
than the shape of the part of the profile observed by AMI.
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5.3.1 Simulations
In order to investigate more thoroughly the effect of changing the GNFW shape pa-
rameter values on the constraints on Ytot and θs produced by AMI data, I created a
bank of simulations loosely based on the REXCESS sample. Since the angular size
of the cluster has a large effect on the constraints, I chose three representative values
of θs and chose Ytot values for each based on clusters in the Planck follow-up sam-
ple that are well-detected by AMI and have similar θs values. The parameter values
are (θs, Ytot) = (1.8, 0.0009), (4.5, 0.001) and (7.4, 0.007), based on CAJ0441+6813,
CAJ0303+7755, and A2218 – these represent clusters that are only partially resolved;
resolved but still well covered by the AMI-SA range of baselines; and mostly resolved
out by the AMI-SA. For each of the three angular sizes, I simulated clusters with the
31 pairs of (γ, α) values fitted to the individual clusters in the REXCESS sample. Little
is known about the distribution of β since X-ray data do not extend far enough into the
cluster outskirts to provide information on it. A first attempt was made at measuring
this parameter using the SZ signal measured by Planck for a sample of 62 clusters in
Planck Collaboration et al. (2013d), but this sample was selected on the basis of Planck
SNR, and is neither representative nor complete. In addition, the analysis does not take
into account the non-differentiable points in the equations describing the SZ signal and
so non-physical models are not excluded from the set of solutions; there are also large
degeneracies between the parameters, and so although a best-fit value of β = 4.13 to
the stacked profile was reported, their Fig. 5 shows a range of approximately 3 to 7
at 68% confidence level, with only a slight peak at 4.13. I therefore drew values of β
for each cluster from a uniform distribution U[4.5, 6.5] centred about the ‘universal’
value.
The uv-coverage of an observation depends on declination, so for a fair comparison
all clusters were simulated at δ = 50◦ (roughly the midpoint of the SA observing
range). A simulated observation was performed over the usual HA range of −4 to 4
hours, and thermal noise of 0.697 Jy was added to each 1-s visibility. This gives a
total noise close to the nominal level for the entire array, i.e. 0.697/
√
Nbase × Nchan =
30 mJy s−1/2 where Nbase = 90 is the number of baselines and Nchan = 6 is the number
of channels. Two ‘days’ (2×8 hrs) of observation were simulated giving a total thermal
noise level of 125 µJy beam−1, close to the nominal observing noise level on the SA for
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Figure 5.4: Noise added to the simulated visibilities as a function of uv-distance. The
black, red and cyan points are CMB anisotropy noise, source confusion noise and
thermal noise respectively.
the Planck sample (in practice, this is usually an upper limit).
Noise due to source confusion was also added to the simulations by creating and
adding (in map-space) a random population of sources with flux densities between 10
and 400 µJy, with the distribution drawn from the 10C source count. The 400 µJy up-
per limit assumes that the LA noise level is 100 µJy beam−1 in the centre of the map,
and source detection is performed at 4σ so that all sources above 400 µJy beam−1 have
been detected and removed. Finally, CMB noise was added assuming the spectrum
derived from the 7-year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) results (Ko-
matsu et al., 2011). For each visibility, the power at the corresponding ℓ value was
randomised slightly to simulate sky variance, and a real and imaginary part with ran-
domised phase was simulated. The added noise is shown as a function of uv-distance in
Fig. 5.4. For the shortest baselines, the CMB noise is more important than the source
confusion noise, and the opposite is true on longer (' 300 λ baselines. The thermal
noise is the dominant noise source overall.
The simulations were then analysed using the standard pipeline described in Chap-
ter 4 (with no source subtraction). The resulting constraints on θs and Ytot are plotted in
Fig. 5.5, along with the constraints resulting when the cluster is simulated and recov-
ered with the ‘universal’ profile for comparison. For the two smaller clusters, the true
value is within the 68% confidence limit 29 times out of 31, but it is clear that the size
and degeneracy direction of the contours varies wildly as the shape parameter values
are changed; on the whole, the mean and MAP values of θs and Ytot are biased upward.
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For the larger cluster, the true value is within the 68% confidence limit only 2 times
out of 31, and within the 95% confidence limit only 14 out of 31 times; on the whole,
the mean and MAP values of θs and Ytot are biased downward.
5.4 AMI constraints on cluster shape
Given that there is clearly information in AMI data on the shape parameters, it is in-
teresting to consider whether there is enough information present to simultaneously
constrain θs, Ytot and any of the shape parameters. In order to investigate the intrinsic
limitations and biases produced by the limited uv-coverage and the parameter degen-
eracies, I simulated clusters with the same three pairs of θs and Ytot, and using the
‘universal’ GNFW α, β and γ values, and added an unrealistically small amount of
thermal noise to the visibilities (100 µJy s−1/2) so that the cluster profile in uv-space
was clearly visible. I then ran this through McAdam, first only varying θs and Ytot, us-
ing uniform priors to recover the likelihood distribution. The position offset parameters
were given Gaussian priors centred on zero, with σ = 1 arcmin.
Even for this very low-noise case, since Ytot is not directly measured by the tele-
scope there is some degeneracy between θs and Ytot, especially for the two larger
angular-size clusters. Larger-angular-scale clusters can be made to fit the data nearly
as well as a cluster with the true parameter values by increasing Ytot. Fig. 5.6 shows
the degeneracy and an example of a degenerate model for the cluster with θs = 7.4.
I then allowed the three parameters α, β and γ to vary one at a time, giving them
uniform priors. The widths of the priors on α and γ were based on the extreme values
from the REXCESS sample. I set a wide prior on β with the lower limit at β = 3
because of the non-differentiable point in equation 5.6, and with an arbitrarily high
upper limit of 9. In all cases, the positional offset priors were kept as Gaussian and were
found to be uncorrelated with any other parameter. The priors are listed in Table 5.1.
Varying γ
Firstly, γ was varied while holding α and β fixed at the true values. Increasing
γ makes the radial pressure profile of the cluster more peaked toward the centre (see
Fig. 5.1). AMI data are not of high enough angular resolution to resolve this part of the
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Figure 5.5: The posterior distribution for Ytot and θs for simulated clusters with realistic
noise levels (see text for details), and differing GNFW shape parameter values based
on the REXCESS sample (a), and simulated with the ‘universal’ values (b). In all cases
the model used for recovering the parameters has the shape parameter values fixed to
the ‘universal’ values, and the joint two-dimensional posterior on Ytot and θs is used.
Results for three different angular sizes are shown (from top to bottom, θs = 1.8, 4.5
and 7.4); the input parameter values are marked with red stars. The contours are at the
68% and 95% confidence boundaries.
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Figure 5.6: (a) The degeneracy between Ytot and θs, with uniform priors on both, for
simulated low-noise data for a cluster with θs = 7.4, with the input parameter values
marked by the black star. The colour axis is in units of ∆ log(L) = log(L) − log(Ltrue),
where Ltrue is the likelihood value for the input model. (b) shows the binned visibility
data for channel 5 input to McAdam, and true cluster model (red line), and a model with
θs = 10 and Ytot = 0.012 (red dotted line), which provides a fit with ∆ log(L) ≈ −0.6
with respect to the true input model.
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Table 5.1: Priors used on profile fit parameters
Parameter Prior type Lower limit Upper limit
α Uniform 0.1 3.0
β Uniform 3 9
γ Uniform 0.0 0.9
Ytot Uniform 0.0005 0.2
θs Uniform 1.3 15
x0 N(0, 1 arcmin) - -
y0 N(0, 1 arcmin) - -
cluster, so as shown in Fig. 5.3, changing γ produces a shift in the overall amplitude
of the uv-profile, rather than in the shape. The likelihoods for the three simulated
clusters are shown in Fig. 5.7, showing the degeneracies between Ytot, θs and γ. In all
three cases the Ytot − θs degeneracy has been broadened and stretched to include much
higher values of θs. For the largest cluster, this can be seen by comparison to Fig. 5.6.
This shows that models of clusters which are mostly resolved out by AMI can appear
to fit the data by increasing γ and hence increasing the flux of the cluster over the
AMI-SA range of baselines. In the one-dimensional marginal posterior distributions
(Fig. 5.8), this effect translates into a spurious constraint on γ, simply because more θs-
Ytot parameter space is available for a higher value of γ. For the two resolved clusters,
θs and Ytot are also pushed higher than their true values for the same reason. Because
of this spurious constraint, I choose to fix γ at the ‘universal’ value of 0.3081 for future
analyses. The effect of choosing an incorrect γ value will be investigated in following
sections. Note also that for previously known clusters, a value for γ based on higher-
resolution X-ray data is often known.
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Figure 5.7: The degeneracies between Ytot, θs and γ for simulated low-noise data, for
clusters with θs = 1.8 (top), 4.5 (centre) and 7.4 (bottom), using uniform priors on all
three parameters. The input values are indicated by a black star.
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Figure 5.8: The one-dimensional marginal constraints on Ytot, θs and γ for simulated
low-noise data, for clusters with θs = 1.8 (solid lines), 4.5 (dashed lines) and 7.4
(dotted lines), using uniform priors on all three parameters. Input values are shown as
red lines.
Varying α
α is the natural parameter to vary for the two larger clusters, where the AMI-SA
baselines cover ≈ (0.6 to 4) × θs and ≈ (0.4 to 2) × θs respectively. The data for the
smallest cluster should not contain much information on α since the AMI-SA baselines
cover ≈ (1.6 to 10) × θs.
Fig. 5.9 shows that a low value of α tends to allow higher values of θs and therefore
also of Ytot. Inspection of Fig. 5.1 confirms that a low value of α tends to flatten the uv-
profile of a small angular-size cluster, making it resemble that of a larger angular-size
cluster, and giving it a larger amplitude overall.
In the one-dimensional marginal posterior distributions (Fig. 5.10), as expected the
two larger angular-size clusters produce a constraint on α. However, as when γ was
varied, θs is pushed higher because more parameter space is allowed by a low α value.
Similarly, a spurious constraint on α is produced for the small angular-size cluster.
Varying β
The best constraints on β should be produced by the smallest angular size cluster,
since the AMI-SA baselines cover θ ≫ θs, and there should not be much information
on β at all in the data for the largest angular size cluster, since the part of the uv-profile
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Figure 5.9: The degeneracies between Ytot, θs and α for simulated low-noise data, for
clusters with θs = 1.8 (top), 4.5 (centre) and 7.4 (bottom), with uniform priors on all
three parameters. The input values are indicated by a black star.
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Figure 5.10: The one-dimensional marginal constraints on Ytot, θs and α for simulated
low-noise data, for clusters with θs = 1.8 (solid lines), 4.5 (dashed lines) and 7.4
(dotted lines), with uniform priors on all three parameters. Input values are shown as
red lines.
which β governs is resolved out.
Initial runs with the planned prior range of β = [3.0, 9.0] produced the 3-D degener-
acy shown in Fig. 5.11 for the largest cluster (and similarly for the medium cluster). As
β approaches 3, small (unresolved) cluster sizes become preferred, but Ytot becomes es-
sentially unconstrained. This is probably because of the discontinuity in equation 5.6.
I therefore changed the range of the prior to β = [3.5, 9.0].
Fig. 5.12 shows the likelihoods using the new prior range. There is a strong, nearly
linear, correlation between β and θs for all of the clusters. This can be understood since
at θ ≫ θs, Pe(r) ≈ P0(θ/θs)−β. Increasing β causes the profile to fall off more steeply
and resemble a profile generated with a larger value of θs, for a given range of θ; this
effect is illustrated in Fig. 5.13.
Fig. 5.12 also shows that small values of β produce extremely large values of Ytot,
especially for the larger clusters, which produces spurious constraints on β in the one-
dimensional marginals (Fig. 5.14)
5.4.1 Priors derived from scaling relationships
Many of the problems caused by allowing the parameter values to vary stem from the
fact that doing so opens up a new area of θs − Ytot parameter space with implausibly
large values of θs. The two-dimensional joint prior on θs and Ytot used in Chapter 4
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Figure 5.11: The degeneracy between Ytot, θs and β in 3-D for simulated low-noise
data, for a cluster with angular size θs = 7.4. The colour axis indicates the likelihood
and is the same as in Fig. 5.12.
acts to suppress these regions of parameter space. As described in Planck Collabo-
ration et al. (2013c), this prior was derived from an X-ray versus SZ scaling relation
calibrated using Planck data for the highest SNR clusters, assuming the ‘universal’
pressure profile; it may therefore itself be affected by biases due to variation of the
GNFW profile parameters. This should be considered in future analysis, but for the
purpose of assessing the potential of AMI data to constrain the parameters, the current
prior is a useful first step.
The two- and one-dimensional posterior distributions when α is varied, with the
physically motivated prior on θs and Ytot, are shown in Fig. 5.15 and 5.16. For the
smallest cluster, the results are similar to the previous results with uniform priors: the
input values of θs and Ytot are recovered well since these are well constrained by the
data, but a spurious constraint of α ≈ 0.7 is produced because of the shape of the α-θs
degeneracy. For the medium-size cluster, the results are more promising: the input
values of θs and Ytot are recovered well and α is constrained (weakly) to approximately
the correct value. For the largest cluster, the constraints on θs and Ytot are now heavily
influenced by the prior and the input values are not recovered; to compensate, α is
pushed to higher values.
The corresponding posteriors when β is varied are shown in Figs. 5.17 and 5.18.
For the smallest cluster, the results are better than the previous results with uniform
priors: θs and Ytot are recovered reasonably well, and there is some constraint on β,
but the constraint on β is weak and favours higher values than the input because of the
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Figure 5.12: The degeneracies between Ytot, θs and β for simulated low-noise data, for
clusters with θs = 1.8 (top), 4.5 (centre) and 7.4 (bottom), with uniform priors on all
three parameters. The input values are indicated by a black star.
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Figure 5.13: A profile generated with β = 5.4905, θs = 1.8 (black lines) can be mim-
icked for β = 8.9 using θs = 4.1 and adjusting Ytot downward (red lines). The two pro-
files are almost identical over the AMI-SA range of baselines. (a) shows the pressure
profiles in radial coordinates, with the angular scales corresponding to the AMI-SA
baselines indicated by the shaded area (note that the y-axis scale is log), and (b) shows
the profiles in uv-space for channel 5, with the input data shown as dots.
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Figure 5.14: The one-dimensional marginal constraints on Ytot, θs and β for simulated
low-noise data, for clusters with θs = 1.8 (solid lines), 4.5 (dashed lines) and 7.4
(dotted lines), with uniform priors on all three parameters. Input values are shown as
red lines.
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Figure 5.15: The posterior distributions for Ytot, θs and α for simulated low-noise data,
for clusters with θs = 1.8 (top), 4.5 (centre) and 7.4 (bottom), with the two-dimensional
prior on Ytot and θs. The input values are indicated by red lines and crosses, and the
posterior means with green lines and crosses. The blue (pink) areas correspond to
regions of higher (lower) probability density, and the contours mark the 68% and 95%
confidence boundaries. The same convention is used in subsequent figures.
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Figure 5.16: The one-dimensional marginal constraints on Ytot, θs and α for simulated
low-noise data, for clusters with θs = 1.8 (solid lines), 4.5 (dashed lines) and 7.4
(dotted lines), with the two-dimensional prior on Ytot and θs. Input values are shown as
red lines.
shape of the β-θs degeneracy. The results for the medium-sized cluster are similar, but
β is biased more towards higher values. In addition, the parameter values for the largest
cluster are not recovered correctly for the same reasons seen when α was varied.
Adding the physically motivated priors is clearly not sufficient to eliminate the
biases caused by the limited range of angular scales. A final attempt to control the
biases can be made by limiting the ranges of α and β allowed. Ideally, the prior on α
would be based on the dispersion in the fit to the stacked profile from the REXCESS
sample (assuming the distribution of α does not vary with redshift, and that any biases
in the REXCESS sample do not affect the distribution), but since no information on
the uncertainties in the fitting parameters is given in the paper and the data used for the
fit are not supplied, the best approximation available is to consider the variation in the
fitted α values for the individual clusters in the sample. The distribution of α is plotted
in Fig. 5.19(a), along with a Gaussian centred on the ‘universal’ value with width
equal to the standard deviation of the sample, 0.47. This is clearly not a satisfactory
representation of the distribution of α, which may show a hint of bimodality (there
is a clear difference in the profiles of the cool core and morphologically disturbed
subsamples; see Fig. 2 of Arnaud et al. 2010, but the sample size is much too small to
provide good evidence of bimodality in the distribution) as well as correlation with the
fitted γ value (Fig. 5.19(b)), but is also clearly an improvement on the uniform prior.
Figs. 5.20 and 5.21 show the posterior distributions obtained by varying α with this
Gaussian prior truncated at α = 0.3. For the two smaller angular-size clusters, this
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Figure 5.17: The posterior distributions for Ytot, θs and β for simulated low-noise data,
for clusters with θs = 1.8 (top), 4.5 (centre) and 7.4 (bottom), with the two-dimensional
prior on Ytot and θs. The input values are indicated by red lines and crosses, and the
posterior means with green lines and crosses.
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Figure 5.18: The one-dimensional marginal constraints on Ytot, θs and β for simulated
low-noise data, for clusters with θs = 1.8 (solid lines), 4.5 (dashed lines) and 7.4
(dotted lines), with the two-dimensional prior on Ytot and θs. Input values are shown as
red lines.
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Figure 5.19: The distribution of fitted α parameter values for the individual clusters in
the REXCESS sample (a), with a Gaussian centred on the ‘universal’ value with width
equal to the standard deviation of the sample, scaled arbitrarily for comparison. (b)
shows the correlation between the fitted α and γ values.
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combination of priors comes close to eliminating the biases. θs and Ytot are recovered
correctly. For the smallest cluster, there is still a tendency for lower values of α to be
recovered, but the effect is much less pronounced than in the previous analyses with
the uniform prior on α. In the case of the largest cluster, the input values are still not
recovered well because of the strong effect of the priors, but the suppression of the
larger values of α has improved the situation slightly.
In the case of β, since there is little information available on its distribution the
only possibility for eliminating or reducing the biases is to restrict the range of allowed
values. Figs. 5.22 and 5.23 show the posterior distributions for the three clusters when
the range is restricted to [4.5, 6.5]. This combination of priors comes reasonably close
to eliminating the biases. θs is recovered approximately correctly for all three clusters;
there is still a tendency for β to push either to high or low values, but it is clear in the
two-dimensional posteriors that the 68% confidence level encompasses nearly all of
the allowed β range.
Varying α and β simultaneously with these priors results in very similar constraints,
i.e. the degeneracy between α and β does not result in any additional biases (Fig. 5.24).
5.4.2 Realistic simulations
Having investigated, understood and minimised as much as possible the biassing that
is introduced due to the limited range of spatial scales present in the AMI data, it is
necessary to test the effects on more realistic datasets. The three clusters were therefore
simulated again with realistic noise levels, as described in Section 5.3.1.
Surprisingly, the parameter constraints obtained using these realistic simulations
are virtually identical to those obtained in the previous section with minimal noise
added, despite the great increase in scatter in the visibilities (see Fig. 5.25 for a com-
parison). This indicates that the major factor limiting the information on the cluster
shape that can be recovered from AMI data for these well-detected clusters is the lim-
ited range of angular scales, rather than the noise levels achievable.
Fig. 5.26 shows the constraints on Ytot and θs derived both with α and β varying,
and with α and β fixed (dotted lines). For the smallest cluster, the contours are signifi-
cantly enlarged by varying the profile parameters, indicating that for this size of cluster
the goal of marginalising over the uncertainty in α and β has been achieved. For the
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Figure 5.20: The posterior distributions for Ytot, θs and α for simulated low-noise data,
for clusters with θs = 1.8 (top), 4.5 (centre) and 7.4 (bottom), using the joint two-
dimensional prior on θs and Ytot and the truncated Gaussian prior derived from the
REXCESS sample on α. The input values are indicated by red lines and crosses, and
the posterior means with green lines and crosses. The priors are shown as dotted black
lines.
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Figure 5.21: The one-dimensional marginal constraints on Ytot, θs and α for simulated
low-noise data, for clusters with θs = 1.8 (solid lines), 4.5 (dashed lines) and 7.4
(dotted lines), using the joint two-dimensional prior on θs and Ytot and the truncated
Gaussian prior derived from the REXCESS sample on α. Input values are shown as
red lines.
medium-sized cluster, the contours are approximately the same, probably due to the
interaction of the prior on θs with the β-θs degeneracy, which cuts off the upper end
of the β range. For the largest cluster, as noted previously, the input values cannot be
recovered, because with more freedom in the model the prior on θs and Ytot overcomes
the information in the data.
Again, the bank of simulations based on the REXCESS sample were run with these
priors; results are shown in Fig. 5.27. For the smallest cluster, the true value of θs and
Ytot is now always within the 68% confidence limit. By comparison with Fig. 5.5, it is
clear that the two-dimensional contours are now more evenly centred around the input
value. As expected, α is not constrained for this cluster size, and so the prior on α is
mostly recovered, with some tendency for lower values (and therefore higher values
of θs) to be preferred. This does not seem to bias the recovery of Ytot and θs, even in
cases where the preferred value of α is quite different to the true value. β tends to be
either weakly constrained to the correct value or completely unconstrained. There are
no cases where β is constrained to the wrong value.
For the medium-sized cluster, there is now only one case where the true value of
θs and Ytot is outside the 68% confidence limit, and the contours are marginally better
centred on the input value. For this cluster, the best constraint on the shape parameters
should be on α, and indeed the one-dimensional constraints show better results than
for the small cluster. The information in the data is not enough to pull the posterior
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Figure 5.22: The posterior distributions for Ytot, θs and β for simulated low-noise data,
for clusters with θs = 1.8 (top), 4.5 (centre) and 7.4 (bottom), with the two-dimensional
prior on Ytot and θs and the range of β values restricted to [4.5, 6.5]. The input values
are indicated by red lines and crosses, and the posterior means with green lines and
crosses.
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Figure 5.23: The one-dimensional marginal constraints on Ytot, θs and β for simulated
low-noise data, for clusters with θs = 1.8 (solid lines), 4.5 (dashed lines) and 7.4
(dotted lines), with the two-dimensional prior on Ytot and θs and the range of β values
restricted to [4.5, 6.5]. Input values are shown as red lines.
very far away from the prior, but it is pulled in the right direction in nearly all cases.
β is expected to be unconstrained, and in all cases it is either unconstrained or favours
low values of β due to the interaction of the θs prior and the θs-β degeneracy; the origin
of this ‘constraint’ can be clearly seen by inspecting the two-dimensional posteriors.
The true values of Ytot and θs for the largest cluster are, as expected from the pre-
vious tests, not recovered. There is not enough information in the data to overcome
the prior given the extra freedom to vary β and α. As with the medium-sized cluster,
the constraints on α are pushed in the correct direction. Surprisingly, β is often recov-
ered approximately correctly; this can be understood by considering the degeneracies
between β and θs-Ytot for the largest cluster in Fig. 5.12. Since the degeneracies are
approximately orthogonal, the intersection of the two can select the correct value of β.
When the prior on θs and Ytot suppresses part of the degeneracy, this can lead instead
to spurious constraints on β such as in Fig. 5.24.
The final point to consider is whether the variation in γ affects the derived parame-
ter values. Fig. 5.28 shows the fractional difference between the MAP values of θs and
Ytot as a function of γ. There is some correlation between the fractional difference in
θs and γ, especially for the two smaller clusters, but mostly any correlation is beneath
the level of the noise.
In summary, this combination of priors can be used to marginalise over the uncer-
tainty in the profile shape without biasing the recovery of the true values of θs and Ytot
for clusters with θs up to ≈ 5 arcmin. Caution must be taken in interpreting apparent
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Figure 5.24: The two- and one-dimensional posterior distributions for simulated low-
noise data, for clusters with θs = 1.8 (a), 4.5 (b) and 7.4 (c), with the two-dimensional
prior on Ytot and θs, the prior derived from the REXCESS sample on α, and the re-
stricted uniform prior on β.
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Figure 5.24: Continued.
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Figure 5.24: Continued.
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Figure 5.25: The real parts of the channel 5 visibilities input to McAdam for simulated
clusters with θs = 1.8 (a), 4.5 (b) and 7.4 (b), with realistic noise levels (black dots)
and minimal noise levels (red dots)
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Figure 5.26: The constraints on Ytot and θs produced for clusters with θs = 1.8 (a), 4.5
(b) and 7.4 (c), with α and β varying (solid lines and colour-scale), and fixed (dotted
lines). The true values are plotted with red crosses.
constraints on α and β since these can be due simply to the shape of the degeneracies.
For clusters with larger angular sizes, there is simply not enough information available
in the angular scales measured by the SA to simultaneously constrain Ytot, θs and any
of the shape parameters, and the values of θs and Ytot will be biased downward.
5.4.3 Adding Planck information
It seems clear that varying the shape parameters over these wide ranges without some
prior knowledge of the angular size of the cluster is dangerous since it can lead to
biases in the recovered parameter values, simply due to the limited range of angular
scales available in the data. One way to check and, hopefully, improve this problem is
to use the constraints on Ytot from Planck to effectively constrain the zero-spacing flux
of the cluster in the AMI observation.
To test this, I proceeded in a similar manner as in the previous section, using the
data simulated with minimal amounts of noise, but fixing Ytot to its true value. First,
I varied θs, α and β simultaneously, with uniform priors U[1.3, 15],U[0.1, 3.0], and
U[3.5, 9.0] respectively. Although results were improved with respect to the case when
Ytot was also varied, this approach still led to spurious constraints on α and β when the
range of angular scales sampled did not include those affected by one of the parameters
(i.e. for α for the smallest cluster).
I then changed the prior on θs to be the conditional distribution from the joint prior
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Figure 5.27: The posterior distributions for simulated clusters with realistic noise lev-
els (see text for details), and varying GNFW shape parameter values based on the
REXCESS sample. (a) shows the two-dimensional θs and Ytot posterior, and (b) and
(c) show the one-dimensional posteriors for α and β, shifted to be centred on the ap-
propriate true value. In all cases γ is fixed to the ‘universal’ value, α has a truncated
Gaussian prior based on the REXCESS sample, β is varied uniformly between 4.5 and
6.5, and the joint two-dimensional prior on Ytot and θs is used. Results for three dif-
ferent angular sizes are shown (from top to bottom, θs = 1.8, 4.5 and 7.4); the input
parameter values are marked with red stars and lines.
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Figure 5.28: The fractional difference ((MAP value - true value)/(true value)) in θs (a)
and Ytot (b) as a function of the input value of γ. Clusters with θs = 1.8 are plotted as
dots, θs = 4.5 as crosses and θs = 7.4 as open circles.
given the fixed Ytot, dP(x|Y). This resulted in much better constraints, with only a slight
bias on the angular size and β value of the medium-sized cluster, due to the interaction
of the prior on θs and the θs-β degeneracy.
For the next step, I therefore place realistic priors on Ytot by fitting Gaussians to the
PwS one-dimensional marginalised posteriors for the clusters which the three simula-
tions were based on. For Planck data, marginalising over a range of shape parameters
has the effect of widening the likelihood for Ytot slightly and decreasing the correlation
between Ytot and θs (Diana Harrison, private communication), so this is a reasonable
approximation to the prior that can be derived from Planck data. The priors are centred
on the true Ytot values and truncated at zero, and the widths are listed in Table 5.2. In the
case of CAJ0303+7755, the prior is actually based on the PwS posterior distribution for
another cluster with similar Ytot and θs values (CAJ0543+4656) since CAJ0303+7755
is not detected by PwS.
When McAdam is run on the simulations with realistic noise levels, the Gaussian
priors on Ytot and conditional priors on θs, and the wide uniform priors on α and β,
although θs and Ytot are recovered correctly, the same biases on α and β are introduced
as previously without the Gaussian priors on Ytot. This indicates that the constraints that
Planck data can place on Ytot are not tight enough to overcome the biases introduced
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Figure 5.29: The two- and one-dimensional posterior distributions for simulated low-
noise data, for clusters with θs = 1.8 (a), 4.5 (b) and 7.4 (c), with Ytot fixed to the true
value, and the conditional prior from the two-dimensional prior on θs. The priors on α
and β are uniform between [0.1, 3] and [3.5, 9.0] respectively. The priors are plotted
with dashed black lines.
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Figure 5.29: Continued.
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Figure 5.29: Continued.
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Table 5.2: Planck-like Gaussian priors used on Ytot.
Cluster µ σ
CAJ0441+6813 9 × 10−4 8.55 × 10−4
CAJ0303+7755 (CAJ0543+4656) 1 × 10−3 9.77 × 10−4
A2218 7 × 10−3 5.61 × 10−4
by the limited range of angular scales covered by the AMI-SA. The problem is almost
solved by introducing the REXCESS-based prior on α and the restricted range on β
(Fig. 5.30). The resulting constraints on α and β are very similar to the previous results
without the Gaussian priors on Ytot, however the bias towards lower values of Ytot and
θs for the largest cluster has been eliminated.
Fig. 5.31 shows the overall results for the bank of simulations based on the REX-
CESS sample, using the Gaussian priors on Ytot, the conditional priors on θs, the
REXCESS-based Gaussian prior on α, and the uniform prior on β between 4.5 and
6.5. In comparison with Fig. 5.27, the constraints on θs and Ytot are much tighter, and
centred on the true values for all three angular-size clusters; the constraints on α and
β are approximately the same. The true value of Ytot and θs is only outside the 68%
confidence limits between once and three times out of 31, and is always within the
95% confidence limits.
5.5 Future work
An important point to consider before attempting this analysis on real data is the effect
of point sources lying near the phase centre. An important strength of interferometric
data in the analysis of clusters is the difference in the profiles in uv-space of (unre-
solved) point sources and (resolved) clusters; this enables the disentangling of point
source flux which would otherwise fill in the decrement. It has been found in the past
when modelling clusters with an adaptable shape (e.g. an isothermal β-model) the clear
distinction between the two types of profile is lessened, leading to biases in the recov-
ered parameter values. It will be important to test this effect for the GNFW model with
variable α and β.
The two-dimensional prior on Ytot and θs was derived assuming a scaling relation-
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Figure 5.30: The two- and one-dimensional posterior distributions for data with realis-
tic noise levels, for clusters with θs = 1.8 (a), 4.5 (b) and 7.4 (c), with Gaussian priors
on Ytot with widths appropriate to Planck constraints, and the conditional prior from
the two-dimensional prior on θs. The priors on α and β are uniform between [0.1, 3]
and [3.5, 9.0] respectively. The priors are plotted with dashed black lines.
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Figure 5.30: Continued.
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Figure 5.30: Continued.
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Figure 5.31: The posterior distributions for simulated clusters with realistic noise lev-
els (see text for details), and varying GNFW shape parameter values based on the
REXCESS sample. (a) shows the two-dimensional θs and Ytot posterior, and (b) and
(c) show the one-dimensional posteriors for α and β, shifted to be centred on the ap-
propriate true value. In all cases γ is fixed to the ‘universal’ value, α has a truncated
Gaussian prior based on the REXCESS sample, β is varied uniformly between 4.5 and
6.5, a Planck-like Gaussian prior is used on Ytot and θs has the conditional prior drawn
from the two-dimensional prior. Results for three different angular sizes are shown
(from top to bottom, θs = 1.8, 4.5 and 7.4); the input parameter values are marked with
red stars and lines.
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ship between Y500 and MYX500, an X-ray mass proxy, calibrated using a sample of 71
clusters detected at SNR > 7 by Planck with good quality XMM-Newton observations
available. The Y500 values were derived assuming the ‘universal’ shape and c500 val-
ues, and so this scaling relationship, and therefore the two-dimensional prior, may be
biased if the distributions of α, γ and c500 change with redshift and are not the same as
those derived from the REXCESS sample and/or if the average value of β across the
sample is significantly different from the value derived from numerical simulations.
Since a large amount of scatter is added to the relationship, it is likely that any effects
are not significant, but this should be investigated further.
A key to constraining the GNFW shape parameters is clearly to maximise the range
of angular scales available in the data. There are several ways in which this may be
possible:
1. One initial approach would be to include both SA and LA data in the analy-
sis. The LA range of baselines correspond to ≈ 4 to 0.6 arcmin, beginning to
probe the α range for the smallest angular-size clusters in the sample, and the γ
range for the larger clusters. This would only be useful for the brightest clusters,
since the LA (by design) resolves out most of the extended cluster flux. Malak
Olamaie is currently modifying McAdam to enable this.
2. Using the Planck-like prior on Ytot is a fairly crude way of including Planck
information in the analysis and does not make the best use of the information
available in the Planck data on the cluster shape. A full joint analysis of AMI
and Planck data would fill in the gap in uv-coverage between the zero-spacing
flux and the shortest AMI-SA baselines, and there would be some overlap with
the shortest baselines since the resolution of Planck is ≈ 5 arcmin (c.f. Fig. 5.3);
this should produce better constraints on the profile shape parameters.
3. The Combined Array for Research in Millimeter-wave Astronomy (CARMA)
telescope is another interferometer located in California. Some of its dishes can
be used for SZ studies, for which the principle operating frequency is ≈ 30 GHz.
It is sensitive to slightly smaller angular scales than the AMI-SA; combining
data from the two telescopes should therefore improve the constraints on α. A
pipeline for joint analysis of AMI and CARMA data in McAdam already exists
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(AMI Consortium: Shimwell et al., 2013a), and since CARMA has also been
conducting a Planck follow-up programme, there is a large sample of clusters
with existing AMI, CARMA and Planck data; it should be possible to combine
all three datasets.
4. Chandra and XMM-Newton X-ray data are of higher resolution than SZ data, but
the combined problem of sensitivity plus backgrounds mean that observing X-
ray emission to large radius in a cluster is problematic. Simulations on analysing
X-ray data in a similar, Bayesian manner exist (Olamaie et al., in prep.); it would
be interesting to extend this to a joint X-ray-SZ analysis pipeline to aid in con-
straining α and β.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, I have used simulations to investigate the effects of varying the GNFW
shape parameters, commonly fixed to a set of ‘universal’ values as defined in Arnaud
et al. (2010), on the constraints derived from AMI data. I have also investigated the
potential of AMI data to constrain some of these parameters. I have found the follow-
ing.
1. Although AMI data only cover a limited range of angular scales, changing the
shape parameter values does have an effect on the part of the cluster profile that
is observed with AMI.
2. For small to medium-sized clusters, the true values of Ytot and θs are mostly
recovered when the cluster is modelled with an (incorrectly) fixed profile, but
the shape and size of the resulting constraints can vary wildly.
3. For clusters with large angular sizes, the true values of Ytot and θs are often not
recovered correctly when an incorrect profile is used as a model.
4. The limited range of angular scales that AMI covers leads to large degeneracies
between Ytot, θs and all of the shape parameter values, and these can easily lead
to biases and spurious constraints in the recovered parameter values if care is not
taken when deciding on the priors to be used.
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5. For small to medium-sized clusters, the true values of Ytot and θs can be re-
covered correctly while varying the profile parameters α and β, using the joint
two-dimensional prior on Ytot and θs, a prior based on the REXCESS sample on
α, and a uniform prior over a small range of values on β. This method can also
place weak constraints on β (α) for small- (medium-) sized clusters, but care
must be taken in interpreting these due to remaining biases.
6. For large clusters, some additional information is required to correctly recover
Ytot and θs; this can be provided by placing a Planck-like prior on Ytot and a
conditional prior on θs. This method can also place weak constraints on α.
7. A Planck-like prior on small- to medium-sized clusters acts to tighten the θs-Ytot
constraints, but does not improve the constraints on the shape parameter values.
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Appendix A
For each cluster in the final SZ sample, available information on the cluster (other
names, redshift), and Planck and AMI detection status is summarised. The Planck
detection status for the three pipelines is summarised by a 0 (no detection) or 1 (de-
tection), in the order MMF1, MMF3, PwS, i.e. 111 represents detections by all three
pipelines. The clusters are ordered by decreasing Planck SNR, where the SNR is that
reported by PwS if available, and MMF3 otherwise.
AMI source-subtracted maps are shown both with natural weighting and with a
Gaussian weighting function of width 600λ at the 30%-power point applied; the sym-
bols × and + show the positions of subtracted sources (as described in Table 4.4), and
 shows the AMI, McAdam-determined position of the cluster. Contours are plot-
ted at ±3,±4, ... ±10× the r.m.s. noise level, and dashed contours are negative. The
synthesised beam is shown in the bottom left-hand corner.
Posterior distributions for position offset and cluster model parameters are also
shown; in these plots the units are arcsec on the sky for offset from the phase centre
in RA (x0) and δ (y0), arcmin2 for Ytot and arcmin for θs. The Ytot vs θs posterior
distribution is shown in black overlaid with that obtained by PwS using Planck data
for the cluster in red; in the one case where PwS does not detect the cluster, the MMF3
contours are plotted instead, in green. The AMI prior is also plotted as a dashed black
line, and the AMI mean value is plotted with a black cross.
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CAJ1635+6612 (A2218, RXC J1635.8+6612); z = 0.171
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 33.75
Planck detections 111, SNR = 17.207
AMI-Planck distance = 0.62 arcmin = 1.00σPlanck
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 130.8 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 163.1 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1938+5409 (CL1938+54, RXC J1938.3+5409); z = 0.26
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 16.01
Planck detections 111, SNR = 14.971
AMI-Planck distance = 0.25 arcmin = 0.39σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15759.437 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  1.1934E-03 JY/BEAM
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Cont peak flux = -1.6074E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 110.4 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 153.5 µJy beam−1
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CAJ2122+2311 (ZW8503); z = 0.143
AMI detection category: M, ∆ log10(Z) = 1.61
Planck detections 111, SNR = 13.092
AMI-Planck distance = 0.31 arcmin = 0.47σPlanck
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15733.883 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  5.9598E-04 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 89.11 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 121.5 µJy beam−1
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CAJ0830+6551 (A665, RXC J0830.9+6551); z = 0.182
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 47.39
Planck detections 111, SNR = 12.974
AMI-Planck distance = 0.88 arcmin = 1.40σPlanck
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15770.873 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -2.0928E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 88.19 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 102.2 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1425+3750 (A1914, RXC J1426.0+3749); z = 0.171
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 27.71
Planck detections 111, SNR = 11.764
AMI-Planck distance = 0.53 arcmin = 0.84σPlanck
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 118.1 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 145.5 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1510+3329 (A2034, RXC J1510.1+3330); z = 0.113
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 26.59
Planck detections 111, SNR = 10.459
AMI-Planck distance = 1.31 arcmin = 1.50σPlanck
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 89.43 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 121.1 µJy beam−1
CAJ1510+3329d
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CAJ0107+5407 (RXC J0107.7+5408); z = 0.107
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 18.24
Planck detections 111, SNR = 10.225
AMI-Planck distance = 1.91 arcmin = 2.89σPlanck
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15736.316 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 104.4 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 141.4 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1720+2637 (RXC J1720.1+2637); z = 0.164
AMI detection category: M, ∆ log10(Z) = 1.59
Planck detections 111, SNR = 9.904
AMI-Planck distance = 0.45 arcmin = 0.59σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15774.468 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 83.05 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 127.5 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1155+2324 (A1413, RXC J1155.3+2324); z = 0.143
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 25.06
Planck detections 111, SNR = 9.791
AMI-Planck distance = 0.43 arcmin = 0.54σPlanck
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 108.0 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 154.5 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1948+5114 (RXC J1948.3+5113); z = 0.185
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 6.62
Planck detections 111, SNR = 9.544
AMI-Planck distance = 1.18 arcmin = 1.58σPlanck
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 103.4 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 111.1 µJy beam−1
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CAJ0917+5143 (A773, RXC J0917.8+5143); z = 0.217
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 34.23
Planck detections 111, SNR = 9.527
AMI-Planck distance = 1.03 arcmin = 1.08σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15788.216 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 103.2 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 134.0 µJy beam−1
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CAJ0638+4748 (ZW1133, RXC J0638.1+4747); z = 0.174
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 6.51
Planck detections 111, SNR = 9.425
AMI-Planck distance = 0.30 arcmin = 0.27σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15744.097 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 103.1 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 132.0 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1414+7116 (A1895, RXC J1414.2+7115); z = 0.225
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 4.53
Planck detections 111, SNR = 8.975
AMI-Planck distance = 1.05 arcmin = 1.57σPlanck
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 106.8 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 125.1 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1524+2954 (A2069, RXC J1524.1+2955); z = 0.115
AMI detection category: M, ∆ log10(Z) = 0.91
Planck detections 111, SNR = 8.964
AMI-Planck distance = 0.48 arcmin = 0.50σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15771.831 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 97.24 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 125.4 µJy beam−1
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CAJ2200+2058 (A2409, RXC J2200.8+2058); z = 0.147
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 35.09
Planck detections 111, SNR = 8.74
AMI-Planck distance = 0.46 arcmin = 0.71σPlanck
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15725.463 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 125.3 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 162.3 µJy beam−1
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CAJ0622+7442 (PLCKESZ G139.59+24.18); z = 0.267
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 20.45
Planck detections 111, SNR = 8.658
AMI-Planck distance = 1.05 arcmin = 1.72σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15774.853 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -8.6993E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15774.853 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.1457E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 88.74 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 96.82 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1724+8553 (A2294, RXC J1723.7+8553); z = 0.178
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 6.07
Planck detections 111, SNR = 8.566
AMI-Planck distance = 1.13 arcmin = 1.51σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15767.226 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  1.1128E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15767.226 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  1.1573E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 130.2 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 247.5 µJy beam−1
CAJ1724+8553d
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CAJ1752+4440 (MAJ1752+4440, RXC J1752.0+4440); z = 0.366
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 13.38
Planck detections 011, SNR = 8.457
AMI-Planck distance = 0.33 arcmin = 0.50σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15779.706 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  3.1517E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15779.706 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  3.7100E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 72.86 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 97.21 µJy beam−1
CAJ1752+4440d
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CAJ1023+4907 (A990, RXC J1023.6+4907); z = 0.144
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 17.43
Planck detections 111, SNR = 8.444
AMI-Planck distance = 0.88 arcmin = 1.16σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15836.791 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.2192E-03 JY/BEAM
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Cont peak flux = -1.5641E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 147.8 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 182.8 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1157+3336 (A1423, RXC J1157.3+3336); z = 0.214
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 8.04
Planck detections 111, SNR = 8.429
AMI-Planck distance = 0.25 arcmin = 0.36σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15759.473 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -5.9740E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15759.473 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 66.81 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 98.94 µJy beam−1
CAJ1157+3336d
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CAJ0308+2645 (MAJ0308+2645, RXC J0308.9+2645); z = 0.356
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 25.79
Planck detections 111, SNR = 8.354
AMI-Planck distance = 0.52 arcmin = 0.80σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15757.603 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.7901E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 121.3 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 172.8 µJy beam−1
CAJ0308+2645d
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CAJ1022+5006 (A980, RXC J1022.5+5006); z = 0.158
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 4.76
Planck detections 111, SNR = 8.261
AMI-Planck distance = 0.54 arcmin = 0.69σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15755.069 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -6.0859E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15755.069 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -9.1547E-04 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 74.17 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 90.54 µJy beam−1
CAJ1022+5006d
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CAJ0748+5941 (RXC J0748.7+5941, [ATZ98] B100)
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 36.81
Planck detections 011, SNR = 8.191
AMI-Planck distance = 1.10 arcmin = 1.42σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15760.112 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.1738E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15760.112 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.6354E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 67.66 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 88.8 µJy beam−1
CAJ0748+5941d
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CAJ1159+4946 (RXC J1159.2+4947); z = 0.211
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 6.25
Planck detections 111, SNR = 8.186
AMI-Planck distance = 1.06 arcmin = 1.39σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15770.058 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  1.1352E-03 JY/BEAM
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Cont peak flux =  1.1508E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 97.1 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 111.8 µJy beam−1
CAJ1159+4946d
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CAJ0142+4438 (RXC J0142.9+4438); z = 0.341
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 25.15
Planck detections 111, SNR = 8.087
AMI-Planck distance = 0.81 arcmin = 1.18σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15734.314 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.3066E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15734.314 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.7427E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 95.99 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 127.9 µJy beam−1
CAJ0142+4438d
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CAJ1115+5320 (XMJ1115+5319, RXC J1115.2+5320); z = 0.47
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 11.91
Planck detections 111, SNR = 7.609
AMI-Planck distance = 0.77 arcmin = 0.83σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15842.277 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.6466E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15842.277 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 191.4 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 266.0 µJy beam−1
CAJ1115+5320d
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CAJ2228+2037 (RXC J2228.6+2036); z = 0.412
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 28.47
Planck detections 111, SNR = 7.261
AMI-Planck distance = 0.25 arcmin = 0.27σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15721.765 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  1.4476E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15721.765 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.7603E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 117.3 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 178.7 µJy beam−1
CAJ2228+2037d
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CAJ1858+2916
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 16.99
Planck detections 111, SNR = 7.217
AMI-Planck distance = 1.46 arcmin = 1.64σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15731.668 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -9.7106E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15731.668 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.3174E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 98.23 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 133.6 µJy beam−1
CAJ1858+2916d
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CAJ1212+2732 (RXC J1212.3+2733); z = 0.353
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 13.96
Planck detections 111, SNR = 7.186
AMI-Planck distance = 1.44 arcmin = 1.96σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15770.503 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.4059E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15770.503 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.8360E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 118.1 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 163.5 µJy beam−1
CAJ1212+2732d
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CAJ1819+5711 (RXC J1819.9+5710); z = 0.179
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 3.34
Planck detections 111, SNR = 7.129
AMI-Planck distance = 3.60 arcmin = 4.28σPlanck
Positional error increased from 0.8 to 3 arcmin
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15813.962 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  2.4664E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15813.962 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  2.7357E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 112.5 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 137.0 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1149+2223 (MAJ1149+2223, RXC J1149.5+2245); z = 0.545
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 120.0
Planck detections 111, SNR = 7.117
AMI-Planck distance = 0.60 arcmin = 0.57σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15759.233 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -2.0022E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15759.233 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -2.5606E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 93.0 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 139.3 µJy beam−1
CAJ1149+2223d
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AMI, ∆log10(Z) =120.0
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CAJ1428+5651 (A1925, RXC J1428.4+5652); z = 0.105
AMI detection category: N, ∆ log10(Z) = −0.29
Planck detections 111, SNR = 7.056
AMI-Planck distance = 0.79 arcmin = 0.61σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15767.552 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  7.9483E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15767.552 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  9.0566E-04 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 106.1 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 129.1 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1747+4512 (ZW8284, RXC J1747.2+4512); z = 0.156
AMI detection category: M, ∆ log10(Z) = 2.54
Planck detections 111, SNR = 7.008
AMI-Planck distance = 0.48 arcmin = 0.41σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15792.482 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -6.2433E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15792.482 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -7.9887E-04 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 114.4 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 143.9 µJy beam−1
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CAJ2226+7818 (PLCKESZ G115.71+17.52)
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 3.87
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.997
AMI-Planck distance = 0.67 arcmin = 1.04σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15718.039 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -5.9818E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15718.039 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  8.4364E-04 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 118.5 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 181.4 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1229+4737 (RXC J1229.0+4737); z = 0.254
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 5.25
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.969
AMI-Planck distance = 1.27 arcmin = 1.26σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15788.314 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  7.0533E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15788.314 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  8.2591E-04 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 97.27 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 113.7 µJy beam−1
CAJ1229+4737d
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CAJ0742+7414 (ZW1370, RXC J0741.7+7414); z = 0.215
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 6.3
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.942
AMI-Planck distance = 0.93 arcmin = 0.94σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15762.080 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  2.0748E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15762.080 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  1.9026E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 114.1 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 144.0 µJy beam−1
CAJ0742+7414d
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CAJ1856+6622 (ZwCl 1856.8+6616); z = 0.3
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 3.27
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.891
AMI-Planck distance = 0.64 arcmin = 0.72σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15759.052 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  2.0040E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15759.052 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  2.4845E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 108.4 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 168.8 µJy beam−1
CAJ1856+6622d
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CAJ0227+4904
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 11.09
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.857
AMI-Planck distance = 1.08 arcmin = 0.98σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15706.198 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -6.4025E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15706.198 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  8.3912E-04 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 92.01 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 131.4 µJy beam−1
CAJ0227+4904d
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CAJ0842+6234
AMI detection category: N, ∆ log10(Z) = −1.88
Planck detections 010, SNR = 6.848
AMI-Planck distance = 0.93 arcmin = 0.12σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15767.974 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -4.8941E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15767.974 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -5.8669E-04 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 118.4 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 157.7 µJy beam−1
CAJ0842+6234d
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AMI, ∆log10(Z) =-1.88
MMF3, SNR=6.85
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CAJ0637+6654
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 3.76
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.766
AMI-Planck distance = 1.94 arcmin = 1.62σPlanck
Large residuals are from real, extended emission resolved out by the LA; doesn’t
appear to be creating the decrement
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15788.417 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  7.5066E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15788.417 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  1.2112E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 83.76 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 110.2 µJy beam−1
CAJ0637+6654d
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CAJ1259+6004 (PLCKESZ G121.11+57.01); z = 0.344
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 12.76
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.721
AMI-Planck distance = 1.47 arcmin = 1.43σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15811.799 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -6.3547E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15811.799 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -9.7355E-04 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 76.35 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 95.78 µJy beam−1
CAJ1259+6004d
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CAJ1354+7714 (RXC J1354.6+7715); z = 0.397
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 6.63
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.669
AMI-Planck distance = 1.55 arcmin = 1.54σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15792.269 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  2.6847E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15792.269 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  3.1823E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 122.3 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 145.6 µJy beam−1
CAJ1354+7714d
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CAJ1832+6449 (RXC J1832.5+6449); z = 0.162
AMI detection category: N, ∆ log10(Z) = −1.27
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.656
AMI-Planck distance = 2.05 arcmin = 1.46σPlanck
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15767.428 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  3.8202E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15767.428 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  3.9671E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 95.74 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 131.9 µJy beam−1
CAJ1832+6449d
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CAJ2137+3531
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 25.76
Planck detections 011, SNR = 6.585
AMI-Planck distance = 2.65 arcmin = 1.54σPlanck
Large residuals are from real, extended emission resolved out by the LA; doesn’t
appear to be creating the decrement
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15713.810 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  1.2238E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15713.810 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.4717E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 93.19 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 130.6 µJy beam−1
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CAJ2234+5243
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 6.77
Planck detections 011, SNR = 6.562
AMI-Planck distance = 1.74 arcmin = 2.70σPlanck
Large residuals are from real, extended emission resolved out by the LA; doesn’t
appear to be creating the decrement
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15818.096 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -8.7103E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15818.096 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  1.0705E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 88.11 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 112.4 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1905+3233
AMI detection category: M, ∆ log10(Z) = 2.07
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.526
AMI-Planck distance = 0.80 arcmin = 1.16σPlanck
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 113.0 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 146.2 µJy beam−1
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CAJ2322+4845
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 18.47
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.493
AMI-Planck distance = 0.57 arcmin = 0.47σPlanck
Large residuals are from real, extended emission resolved out by the LA; doesn’t
appear to be creating the decrement
CONT: A0001  IPOL  15712.319 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  1.3442E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15712.319 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  1.6207E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 104.2 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 139.7 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1756+4007 (WHL J269.219+40.1353); z = 0.57
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 16.0
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.476
AMI-Planck distance = 1.27 arcmin = 1.27σPlanck
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Cont peak flux = -1.2724E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15768.808 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.8885E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 119.3 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 141.9 µJy beam−1
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CAJ0909+5133 (RXC J0909.3+5133); z = 0.232
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 4.24
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.376
AMI-Planck distance = 1.31 arcmin = 1.19σPlanck
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15817.855 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -6.4863E-04 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 94.56 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 112.1 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1414+5447 (WHL J213.697+54.7844); z = 0.631
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 34.62
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.351
AMI-Planck distance = 0.48 arcmin = 0.39σPlanck
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Cont peak flux = -1.2633E-03 JY/BEAM
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Cont peak flux = -1.5270E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 103.0 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 130.3 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1539+3426 (A2111, RXC J1539.7+3424); z = 0.229
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 17.02
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.314
AMI-Planck distance = 0.65 arcmin = 0.52σPlanck
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Cont peak flux = -8.7127E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15793.356 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.3028E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 81.76 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 108.1 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1314+6433 (A1704, RXC J1314.4+6434); z = 0.22
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 26.98
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.249
AMI-Planck distance = 4.21 arcmin = 3.82σPlanck
Large residuals are from real, extended emission resolved out by the LA; doesn’t
appear to be creating the decrement
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Cont peak flux =  1.3967E-03 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15732.743 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  1.9745E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 71.18 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 86.97 µJy beam−1
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CAJ0850+3604 (ZW1953, RXC J0850.2+3603); z = 0.378
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 4.65
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.225
AMI-Planck distance = 0.85 arcmin = 0.82σPlanck
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Cont peak flux = -6.9688E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15771.892 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -1.0530E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 83.68 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 97.93 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1016+3339 (A961, RXC J1016.3+3338); z = 0.124
AMI detection category: M, ∆ log10(Z) = 0.04
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.142
AMI-Planck distance = 0.44 arcmin = 0.41σPlanck
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Cont peak flux = -5.4134E-04 JY/BEAM
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15767.251 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -6.6502E-04 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 104.8 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 142.9 µJy beam−1
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CAJ0947+7622 (MAJ0947+7623, RXC J0947.2+7623); z = 0.345
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 7.86
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.123
AMI-Planck distance = 0.48 arcmin = 0.65σPlanck
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15788.331 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux = -9.2178E-04 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 78.57 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 113.4 µJy beam−1
CAJ0947+7622d
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CAJ2146+2029 (ZwCl 2143.5+201); z = 0.25
AMI detection category: N, ∆ log10(Z) = −1.03
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.096
AMI-Planck distance = 2.68 arcmin = 1.96σPlanck
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Cont peak flux = -8.2862E-04 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 123.6 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 179.3 µJy beam−1
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CAJ1123+2128 (A1246, RXC J1123.9+2129); z = 0.19
AMI detection category: M, ∆ log10(Z) = 0.29
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.085
AMI-Planck distance = 0.93 arcmin = 0.79σPlanck
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CONT: A0001  IPOL  15734.799 MHZ  Aca.ICL001.1
Cont peak flux =  1.2959E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 105.1 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 142.0 µJy beam−1
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CAJ0801+3605 (A611, RXC J0800.9+3602); z = 0.288
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 21.91
Planck detections 101, SNR = 6.065
AMI-Planck distance = 2.00 arcmin = 1.40σPlanck
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Cont peak flux = -1.2256E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 82.68 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 110.3 µJy beam−1
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233
CAJ0851+4829 ; z = 0.513
AMI detection category: Y, ∆ log10(Z) = 23.26
Planck detections 111, SNR = 6.009
AMI-Planck distance = 0.66 arcmin = 0.76σPlanck
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Cont peak flux =  1.3536E-03 JY/BEAM
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(a) Natural weighting, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 92.89 µJy beam−1
(b) uv-taper = 600λ, contours at
±(3 to 10) × 134.6 µJy beam−1
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